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Abstract
The effect of uncertainty on complex engineering structures is investigated. These structures 
are generally modelled using partial differential equations. On the one hand, uncertainty can 
affect the parameters of the equation, for example through tolerance in measurements, leading 
to parametric uncertainty. On the other hand, non-parametric uncertainty can arise from errors 
in the numerical resolution of the model or in the model itself. Both of these uncertainties have 
been propagated in order to assess the confidence in the response.
The propagation of parametric uncertainty to the response has been studied with the Spec­
tral Stochastic Finite Element Method (SSFEM). SSFEM is computationally expensive, as it 
requires the solution of a system of size several times that of the deterministic system. A method 
is proposed to reduce the size of this system for the elliptic problem. Several methods to obtain 
a polynomial expansion of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in terms of the random parameters 
are investigated and compared. Dynamic response statistics due to parametric uncertainty is also 
considered. Analytical methods are proposed to study non-parametric uncertainty for dynamic 
systems. Systems affected by both kinds of uncertainty are also studied. Analytical expressions 
for the first two moments of the response are obtained for the case where both uncertainties 
affect the same domain. The case where each type of uncertainty affects a different subdomain 
is solved using a mixture of SSFEM and direct simulation.
In summary, this thesis proposed novel efficient methods to propagate parametric uncer­
tainty in elliptic problems, the random eigenvalue problem and dynamic problems. Analytical 
expressions to retrieve the statistics of systems affected by non-parametric uncertainty are ob­
tained for dynamic systems, and for elliptic problems affected by both types of uncertainties.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Uncertainty analysis
The development of both numerical methods (e.g. the Finite Element method) and com­
putational hardware makes it possible to solve deterministic high-resolution models of 
physical problems (e.g. fluid mechanics or structural mechanics), represented by alge­
braic nonlinear systems of equations with thousands of degrees of freedom. However, 
spatial resolution is not enough to determine the credibility of a numerical model. A 
correct representation of the physical model as well as its parameters is also crucial, and 
both are affected by uncertainty. This uncertainty is due to several reasons (Oberkampf 
et al., 2002, Der-Kiureghian and Ditlevsen, 2009), the first one is that any measurement 
has a limited precision. The second one is that measurements of apparently identical 
systems will lead to different measurements of the parameters, as, for example, the 
modulus of elasticity of two different samples of the same alloy, due to unaccount­
able effects in the production of the samples. The third one is related to errors in the 
mathematical model of the system considered.
As a result of having uncertain parameters, the degree of confidence in a particular 
equation’s predictions has to be assessed. This is specially true in fields of study such as 
reliability, where the probability of failure of a structure is calculated. Another impor­
tant field affected by uncertainty is sensitivity analysis, where knowing the effect of the 
variation of a parameter on the response can aid in decision making. Also, knowing the 
effect of uncertainty in the parameters of a model can help to quantify the degree of con­
fidence of the model, as in cases like model updating or model validation (Friswell and 
Mottershead, 1995). In particular, uncertainties arising from measurements of system
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eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be used to assess the uncertainty of system parameters 
derived with the inverse problem (Khodaparast et al., 2008, 2011). Finally, quantifying 
the effects of different sources of uncertainty on a given response can help to determine 
the sources of uncertainty that are not important.
Examples of practical cases where these considerations are relevant can be elliptic 
partial differential equations (Babuska et al., 2005), random vibrations (Lin, 1967), 
seismic activity (Desceliers et al., 2004), oil reservoir management (Lim, 2005), or 
composite materials (Chen et al., 2006).
The uncertainty analysis of a model follows two basic steps. Firstly, identifying 
and characterizing this uncertainty. This approach leads to modelling the governing 
partial differential equations within the framework of stochastic equations. Secondly, 
estimation of the uncertainty in the response of the system induced by the propagation 
of uncertainty from the system parameters, that is, uncertainty propagation.
The first kind of uncertainties studied were the uncertainties introduced by random 
forces applied to the structure (Lin, 1967). Then followed the study of uncertainties 
introduced by material properties (e.g. Young’s modulus, mass density, Poisson’s ratio, 
damping coefficient) or geometric parameters and modelled by random variables and 
random fields. A third kind of uncertainty, known as epistemic/model uncertainty has 
been introduced during the last decade. This kind of uncertainty does not explicitly 
depend on the system parameters as it is expected to account for unquantified errors 
associated with the equation of motion, the damping model or the model of structural 
joints. The method is also used for errors associated with the numerical methods, as 
discretization of displacement fields, truncation and roundoff errors, tolerances in the 
optimization and iterative algorithms or step-sizes in the time-integration methods. As 
a results, the system matrices can be modelled as multivariate distributions.
The propagation of uncertainty can be addressed in two ways: through simulation 
techniques and non-simulation techniques. Simulation techniques imply solving the 
deterministic system for a given number of parameter combinations and can therefore 
be computationally very expensive. These samples can be used to obtain a surrogate 
model of the system, i.e. an equation relating the uncertain parameters to the response, 
whose expression is simpler to evaluate than the original equation. Non-simulation 
techniques can be based on perturbation methods, which imply that the results are only 
valid for small variations of the uncertain parameters. Otherwise, they can be based on
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spectral methods, which imply solving a system of equations of size several times the 
size of the deterministic system.
1.2 Numerical methods for mechanical systems
The relationship between the response and the forcing of a system is generally given by 
a partial differential equation (PDE), defined on a domain and subjected to boundary 
and initial conditions. The response to the PDE can be approximated with different 
numerical methods. Amongst them the Finite Element method (FEM) (Zienkiewicz 
and Taylor, 1991) is most widely used in practice. This method discretizes the domain 
of the equation into elements, and shape functions are defined within each element. 
These shape functions can be equal to one at one node of the element and zero for all 
the other nodes. The solution is then approximated by an expansion in all the resulting 
shape functions, and a variational method is applied to obtain the coefficients of the
expansion. As a result, the coefficients of the expansion are an approximation to the
solution of the PDE at the selected nodes.
The systems for which uncertainty propagation is studied in this work are linear 
systems (e.g. elliptic PDEs), eigenvalue problem and dynamic problem. The elliptic 
PDE is given by
-V . [a (r )V « (r ) ]= p (r ) ;  r in V  (1.1)
with the associated Dirichlet condition
w(r) =  0; r on d V  (1.2)
The domain V  is divided into elements, e.g. rectangular or triangular elements. The 
response within each element is approximated with
n nodes
u(r) «  Y ,  “ (r iW ( r ) =  utN<‘> (1.3)
i = 1
where nnodes is the number of nodes in an element, u(rt) is the response for the node 
with coordinate of the elements and =  [Ni , . . . ,  JVn] is the vector of shape 
functions, e.g. Lagrange polynomials, defined on a given element. Introducing this 
expansion for all the elements in the weak form of the elliptic equation (Reddy, 1993),
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an algebraic linear system is obtained
Ku — f (1.4)
Ke [ a(r)B(e)T(r)B(e)(r)dr (1.5)
JVe
fie) f  p(r)N^e\ r ) d r (1 .6)
JVe
where B ^  =  d N ^ / d r  is the matrix relating the strain components to nodal displace­
ments and Ke and are the stiffness matrix and forcing vector of an element. The
global stiffness matrix K and forcing vector f  are obtained after assembling the element 
stiffness matrices and forcing vectors and applying boundary conditions. In a more 
general case, the element stiffness matrix can be given by
where D is the constitutive matrix.
For a dynamic problem, applying the FE method to the partial differential equation 
leads to the equation
where U is the response, t is the time variable, the element mass matrix is given by
and the global mass matrix is assembled from the element mass matrices using the same 
procedure used for the stiffness matrix. The damping matrix is assumed to be propor­
tional, i.e. C =  (ZmM  +  a#K. The dynamic response of the system from Equation (1.8) 
can be given by modal analysis (see, e.g. Meirovitch, 1967). When we consider un­
certainty these matrices become random. In the following sections we review different 
models of uncertainty.
(1.7)
MU(£) +  CU(t) +  KU(t) =  f ( 1.8)
1.3 Characterization of system uncertainties
Uncertainty can be classified in “irreducible” and “reducible” (Oberkampf et al., 2002, 
Der-Kiureghian and Ditlevsen, 2009). “Irreducible” or aleatory uncertainties arise from
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the presence of natural uncertainty (e.g. weather conditions), for which a probabilis­
tic description of uncertainties is available. “Reducible” or epistemic uncertainty can 
be lowered through improvements in the measurement instrumentation or in the model 
formulation, and a probabilistic description of the uncertainty is not available. Aleatory 
uncertainty is generally studied through a probabilistic approach while epistemic un­
certainty has been studied with the probabilistic approach, evidence theory, interval 
analysis and fuzzy set theory. Different approaches have been applied to the same sys­
tem, as , for example, the case of uncertainty propagation in linear aeroelastic stability 
(Khodaparast et al., 2010). In this dissertation, only probabilistic approach is perused, 
but a brief description of all the different approaches is given in this section.
1.3.1 Probabilistic approach
The most widely used approach to deal with uncertainty is the probabilistic approach 
(see, e.g., Bauer, 1996, Papoulis and Pillai, 2002, Grigoriu, 2002, Red-Horse and Ghanem, 
2009). In this approach probabilities are associated to events. For this, a probability 
space (G, P , P)  is defined. In an experiment, Q is the set of elementary events or sam­
ple space, containing all the possible outcomes of the experiment, where each element 
of Cl is denoted by vo. P  is the cr-algebra of events: collection of possible events or 
subsets of Cl that are relevant to a particular experiment, a particular element of P  is 
denoted by A*. It is noted that the union, intersection and complement of elements of P  
are also in P,  and Cl e  P.  The pair (Cl, P)  is called a measurable space. A measure n is 
a function associating a real positive number to each element of P,  n : P  —> [0, oo), and 
is countably additive, i.e., Ai) =  K(Ai)- A  probability measure or proba­
bility P  is a measure such that P(Cl) = 1, and each element A* G P  has a well-defined 
probability P(Ai) e  [0, 1].
The probability space allows to define random variables and random fields, used 
to model the system random parameters. Consider two measurable spaces (Cl, P)  and 
(^ , Q). A measurable function X  from (f£, P)  to (T^ , Q) is defined by
X ~ \ B )  =  {A : X(A)  e B }  e P , \ / B  e G  (1.10)
The measurable function X  is a random variable if, for a probability measure P  on
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Q{B) = P ( X ~ 1(B)), B  e  Q (1.11)
is a probability measure on (\Jj, Q). Generally, we will consider (^ , Q) = (R, B), with 
R the set of real numbers, and B the Borel <r-field, generated by the intervals in R. In 
this case, Q(B)  is referred to as the distribution of X ,  denoted by Fx (x) = P ( X  < x ) 
and with derivative f x  =  dFx /dx,  referred to as the density function of X .
The variation of randomness over the physical space can be discrete or continuous. 
A discrete variation can be modelled with a set of random variables, that is, a random 
vector. Generally, this variation of randomness is assumed continuous and is modelled 
through the use of random fields. A random field H (r, m) is a collection of random 
variables indexed by r, a space coordinate of the system geometry. That is, for a given 
r0, H (r0, w)  is a random variable and for a given outcome A it H (r, Ai) is a realization 
of the field. Details about the modelling process of the random field will be given in the 
next two sections.
1.3.2 Possibilistic approaches
Both reducible and irreducible uncertainties have been studied using a probabilistic 
approach. Other methods have also been developed:
• Evidence theory or Dempster-Shafer theory (Helton et al., 2006) provides a less 
structured representation of uncertainty than probability theory but is still closely 
related to it. Consider the set of q parameters affected by uncertainty x =  {xi,
. . . ,  x q} with Xi, i =  1 , . . . ,  q. An evidence space for x, (XE, X E , m EX) is de­
fined with XE the set of possible values of x, X E the set of subsets of XE and 
m EX a function satisfying m EX(y) > 0 if V C XE and V E X E , m EX(V) = 0 if 
V C XE and V ^  X E, and J2v<exe m Ex{V) =  1. Evidence theory has two mea­
sures of uncertainty: belief and plausibility defined respectively by belxiV) = 
Y,uevm Ex{U) and Plx {V) = Y , u ^ v ^ m Ex{U). That is, belief provides a 
measure of the information that has to be assigned to a set while plausibility pro­
vides a measure of the amount of information that could possibly be assigned to 
a set. These definitions allow to measure the amount of information that can be 
assigned to a set but cannot be assigned specifically to any subset of that set.
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• Interval analysis (Alefeld and Herzberger, 1983, Chen and Pham, 2000) addresses 
data uncertainty arising from imprecise measurements or due to the existence of 
alternative methods to estimate model parameters. The uncertain parameters of 
the model are assumed to be bounded, e.g. the parameter G [xi — e*, Xi +  e*], 
with this interval being called the interval of confidence of X{. Then, the method is 
used to estimate bounds of the model response based on these parameters bounds,
i.e. Xi +  Xj G [xi +  Xj — €{ — €j, X{ +  x3 +  e* +  tj]. Several properties related 
to the intervals of confidence of two parameters can be defined, such as equal­
ity, intersection, union, inequality, inclusion, width, absolute value, midpoint and 
symmetry. The operations defined for interval arithmetics are addition, substrac- 
tion, reciprocal, multiplication and division. All these operations are defined in 
a conservative way, so as to obtain the largest interval when they are applied. 
The addition and multiplication operations of intervals are commutative and as­
sociative but not distributive. Also, a distance between two intervals is defined 
d(xi, Xj) =  max{|xj — x3 — a  +  e3\, \xi — x3 +  e* — e^  |}, thus inducing a metric 
into the family of intervals, so that the concepts of convergence and continu­
ity are defined and used as usual. Following these operations, the real-variable 
and real-valued functions can be extended to interval-variable and interval-value 
functions, and interval matrices can also be defined.
•  Fuzzy set theory (Chen and Pham, 2000, Moens and Vandepitte, 2005, Moens 
and Hanss, 2011) was developed to handle the concept of partial truth. In clas­
sic set theory an element belongs or not to a given set, condition mathematically 
expressed by defining a characteristic function by Xs(s) = 1 if s G S, and 
Xs(s) =  0 if s £ S. A membership function is a generalization of Xs(s) given 
by a continuous positive function defined on [0,1], indicating that an element par­
tially belongs to a given set. Another difference from classical set theory is that 
a member of a fuzzy set may assume several and sometimes conflicting mem­
bership values, that is, measures of complementary sets do not add one or cancel 
out. The membership function differs from the probability density function (pdf) 
in that the area under the curve is given by a positive real number instead of being 
equal to one. If S f  is a fuzzy subset defined in a universe set S  together with 
the membership function /j,sf , two fuzzy subsets can be defined: the weak a-cut
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or a  level set S& = {s E Sf \ns f {s) > a}, a  E (0,1], and the fuzzy subset 
aSa  =  {s E Sf\fias^(s) — min{a,X55(5)}}. This last subset is related to S f  
through S f  — Uae(o i] a $a- This relationship is known as the Resolution Princi­
ple, and allows to described a fuzzy subset using only a-cuts. If a fuzzy subset 
Sf  is transformed F  : S  -» Y,  the result Yf  =  F( Sf )  is also a fuzzy subset 
and its membership function can be retrieved from the membership function of 
Sf .  A fuzzy number is a fuzzy subset with convex membership function (con­
vex fuzzy subset) whose maximum is one and whose a-cut is a closed interval. 
Fuzzy numbers are used to model parameters, while the membership function of 
the response is obtained through a  cuts.
1.4 Parametric uncertainty
Several sources of uncertainty affect model parameters, such as measurement errors, 
uncertainties in the model or uncertainties inherent to a physical system. All of them 
can be characterised using a probabilistic approach. That is, all of them can be rep­
resented using random variables or random fields. Random variables can be used to 
model system parameters when the parameter does not vary with the position in the 
geometry, while random fields are used to represent distributed parameters. In this sec­
tion, methods for the discretization of random fields are reviewed. We firstly introduce 
some basic elements of functional analysis needed for the study of stochastic calculus 
(Sudret and Der-Kiureghian, 2000, Grigoriu, 2002, Red-Horse and Ghanem, 2009).
It has already been said that a random variable is a measurable function inducing a 
mapping X  : (Q, F) -y (R, B). The z-th moment and standard deviation of the random 
variable X  can be defined as
E [Xl} =  J  X i{w)P{dw) = j  X l dP  and <j =  i/e[.X 2] -  (E[X])2 (1.12)
The space £ l(£l, F, P) is the collection of real valued random variables X  defined on 
(Q, F , P) such that E[|2f|*] < oo for i < oo. In particular, the space £ 2(Q, F , P) is a 
Hilbert space where the inner product between two random variables X, Y  : (f2, F, P) —> 
R is defined by < X, Y  >= E[XT], and ||X ||£2 =  (E^XI2])1/2 is the £ 2-norm.
Consider the random variables X  and X n defined on £ 2(Q, F,  P). The mean square
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convergence, probability convergence and the almost sure convergence of the sequence 
X n to X  are defined respectively by (Xiu, 2010)
X n ^ X if lim E[\Xn - X \ 2] = 0n—► oo (L13)
X n ^ x if lim P(\Xn — X\  > e) =  0, Ve > 0n—► oo (1.14)
x n a4 x if lim X n{w) = X(zu), \/w G Qn—>oo (1.15)
and both almost sure and mean square convergence imply probability convergence.
A random field H(r,m)  can be considered as a curve in the probability space 
£ 2(f), T , P), where r is a space coordinate. We will only consider continuous random 
fields. An homogeneous random field is such that
H(r0,w)  = H(T0 + t ,w )  (1.16)
with t a space shift. That is, the probability density functions of the random variables 
H(r0, zu) and H (r0 +  t, vo) coincide. When dealing with random fields, it is desirable 
to approximate it by a different random field H  using a finite set of random variables, 
and this process is referred to as a discretization of the random field. Several methods 
are available to perform the discretization process, namely, point discretization, average 
discretization and series expansion methods (Li and Der-Kiureghian, 1993b, Matthies 
et al., 1997, Ditlevsen and Madsen, 1996, Sudret and Der-Kiureghian, 2000, Stefanou, 
2009).
1.4.1 Point discretization methods
Discretization methods based on point discretization use a set of random variables {Xi}  
given by estimations of the random field H ( r, w)  at some given points r*:
• The midpoint method (Der-Kiureghian and Ke, 1987) divides the spatial domain 
into elements and approximates the random field in each element by the random 
variable 77 (r^, w),  where is the centroid of that particular element. Therefore, 
there are as many random variables used to approximate the random field as there 
are elements. This method over-represents the variability of the random field 
within each element.
• The integration point method (Matthies et al., 1997) is used when numerical in­
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tegration is needed. Then, in the deterministic case, the integral is approximated 
by the integral of a Lagrange interpolating polynomial that matches the function 
to be integrated at some given coordinates, the Gauss points. The random vari­
ables used to approximate the random field are the random field evaluated at each 
Gauss point. In the context of the Finite Element method, this method can use di­
rectly the integration rules available for the construction of the element matrices. 
Results are accurate for short correlation lengths. However, the total number of 
random variables involved increases dramatically with the size of the problem.
• The shape function method (Liu et al., 1986c) divides the spatial domain V  into 
elements and the nodes of these elements are the coordinates i\  used to approx­
imate the random field. Polynomial shape functions Ni are associated with the 
element so that the random field approximation within each element is given by
with Q the number of nodes of the element.
• The optimal linear estimation method (OLE) or Kriging method, presented by Li 
and Der-Kiureghian (1993a), approximates the random field with random vari­
ables dependent on nodal values X =  {H (r i ), . . . ,  H(tq)} .  The dependence is 
linear
and functions a(r) and b(r) are calculated minimizing the variance of the differ­
ed
(1.17)
i = 1
H(  r) =  a(r) +  bT(r)X (1.18)
ence between the approximated and exact random field Var |# ( r )  -  H(t)  I =  
E ( if  (r) — H ( r ))2 while keeping the mean of that difference equal to zero 
E [ if  (r) -  H(r)] = 0.
1.4.2 Average discretization methods
This group of discretization methods uses random variables given by weighted integrals 
of the random field over a domain V e
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• Spatial average method (Vanmarcke and Grigoriu, 1983) uses one random vari­
able per element to represent uncertainty. This random variable is the average 
of the original field over the element, i.e. w(r) =  l / \ V e\ in Equation (1.19). 
The variance of the spatial average over an element under-represents the local 
variance of the random field (Der-Kiureghian and Ke, 1987).
• The weighted integral method (Shinozuka and Deodatis, 1991, Deodatis, 1991, 
1990) considers, for linear elasticity, the element stiffness matrices as random 
quantities: each random variable is the result of integrating the product of one of 
the monomials used in the FEM by the random field over each element.
1.4.3 Series expansion methods
The last group of discretization methods expands any realization of the original random 
field over a complete set of deterministic functions fa and truncates the series after a 
finite number of terms
• The most widely used of all series expansion method is the Karhunen-Loeve ex­
pansion, which will be discussed in subsection 1.4.4.
• The Orthogonal Series Expansion method (OSE) (Zhang and Ellingwood, 1993) 
selects fa(r) as a set of Q deterministic orthogonal functions such that the random 
field is approximated by
The random variables X j  of the expansion are zero mean and correlated, such 
that the mean and variance of the approximation to the random field match the 
ones of the original random field.
•  The Expansion Optimal Linear Estimation method (Li and Der-Kiureghian, 1993b) 
(EOLE) is an extension of OLE, where the number Q of random variables X from 
Equation (1.18) is reduced by using its spectral representation
M
( 1.20)
(1.21)
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with {£1, . . . ,  £m } a set of uncorrelated random variables, with M  < Q and where 
(Af, 0^) are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix 5^xX =  
E{Xt X}.
• The spectral representation (Vanmarcke, 1983, Stefanou, 2009) expands the sta­
tionary stochastic field as a sum of trigonometric functions with random phase an­
gles H ( r, zj) = E [H(r, w)) +  Ya=-k  ^ ( r > ^)» ^ ( r ’ <P) =  c o s ^ r +  <£*), with 
Ai an amplitude verifying E [Ai\ /2  =  E p^2(r, fa)\, fa a set of independent phase 
angles uniformly distributed in [0, 2tt] and frequencies rji = ±[Ar](2i — l)/2]. 
This expansion is asymptotically a Gaussian stochastic field, with mean and au­
tocorrelation function identical to that of H ( r, w)  as N  —>• oo.
1.4.4 Karhunen-Loeve expansion (KL expansion)
The Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansion was derived independently by two researchers 
(Karhunen, 1947, Loeve, 1948)). It expands the random field with a Fourier-type series 
and is based on the spectral decomposition of the autocorrelation function, so that it 
minimizes the mean squared error. The basis functions obtained are the best possible 
basis for the random field expansion. The KL expansion of a random field H ( r, w)  is 
given by
oo
H{r, m) = E [H(r, w)\ + ^  V ^ 4(r) U-23)
i=1
with E [H(r, m)\ the mean of the random field, y?*(r) a set of orthonormal functions 
(i.e. f v  ipi(r)(p*j(r)dr =  Sij) and (£i, . . . ,  f n) a set of zero mean uncorrelated random 
variables. The constants ^  and functions ^ ( r )  are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
of the autocorrelation function R(r1? r2) of H(r, zu). That is, ^  and (pt(r) are obtained 
from the equation
R(i*i, r2)<p(r2)dr2 = v<p( rx) (1.24)L'V
Where V  is the domain where the autocorrelation function is defined. The random 
variables are given by f* =  Jv  H(r, w)(pi(r)dr. Then it can be shown that the approx­
imation H  converges to H  in the mean squared sense E \H(r, w) — H ( r, w ) |2 =  0 
r G V.  The KL expansion has some interesting properties (Sudret and Der-Kiureghian, 
2000):
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• The mean-square error, E |77(r, w)  -  (E [T7(r, m)\ +  Y,f=i ^& <Pi(r))l2 » from 
a finite representation of the original process using the set of orthogonal functions 
99; (r), is minimum.
• The KL expansion is unique.
• KL expansion is almost surely convergent for H( r, w)  a Gaussian process, as the 
random variables appearing in the expansion are gaussian and uncorrelated.
We consider the KL expansion of a random field depending on the spatial variable x  
with exponential correlation function (Ghanem and Spanos, 1991)
K(x1, x 2) = e - ^ ~ ^ \  x e [ - a , a ]  (1.25)
where b is the correlation length. The eigenfunctions (p and eigenvalues v are the solu­
tion of the equation
/
+a
e - \ x 1- x 2\/b(p(x2)dX 2 = vp(xi)  (1.26)
The explicit expressions of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are given by:
C0 8 (UiX) 2 c .
(pAx) = ■ — — = = -----i/i = —5----- » for i odd
/  sin(2u;ia) U)i +  C
* ■ t O (1-27)sin ( l j * x )  2 c  . v 7
= —/ = = = = =  Vi =  ~2 2 forleven'a _  sm(2uja) +  c2
2u*
where c =  1/b and uji being the solutions of the first equation and uj* of the second:
c — uj tanfcua) =  0 for i odd
(1.28)
uj* +  c ta n ^ ^ a )  =  0 for i even
The first step in the propagation of uncertainty is introducing the random field in 
the equation modelling the physical system. It is noted that, in the case of determin­
istic systems, the equations are generally solved using numerical methods such as the 
Finite Element method (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1991). The spatial discretization of an 
elliptic problem with random field discretized using the KL expansion is perused.
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1.5 Stochastic Finite Element foundation
The KL expansion is nowadays the most widely used random field discretization method. 
Therefore, in this section, the propagation of the random field to system matrices is only 
described for this particular method. This section generalizes the equations from sec­
tion 1.2 to the stochastic case.
Consider a bounded domain V  e  M.d with piecewise Lipschitz boundary dV,  where 
d < 3 is the spatial dimension. The stochastic elliptic partial differential equation (PDE) 
defined on a probability space (D, T ,  P) is given by
— V. [a(r, rojVttfr, w)\ = p(r); r  in V  with u(r ,w) = 0] r  on d V  (1.29)
Here a : Rd x Q -* R is assumed to be a stationary and square integrable random 
field representing the material constant and u and p are respectively the primary and 
source variables. Depending on the physical problem, the random field a(r, w)  can 
be used to model different physical quantities. As an example, for a slow flow of an 
incompressible, viscous fluid through a porus media, a(r, w)  would be the random 
field describing the permeability of the medium.
Truncating the series from Equation (1.23) after the M -th term, substituting a(r, w)  
in the governing PDE (1.29) and applying the boundary conditions, the discretized 
equation can be written as
information’ to be retained. This in turn is related to the number of eigenvalues retained, 
since the eigenvalues, i^, in Equation (1.23) are arranged in a decreasing order. For a 
1-D problem, the element stiffness matrices are given by
where =  d N ^ / d x ,  D, u and f  have been defined in section 1.2, and matrices 
K0, Ki are deterministic. The necessary technical details to obtain the discrete stochas-
(1.30)
The number of terms M  in Equation (2.1) can be selected based on the ‘amount of
(1.31)
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tic algebraic equations from the stochastic partial differential equation (1.29) has be­
come standard in the literature. Excellent references, for example Ghanem and Spanos 
(1991), Matthies and Keese (2005), Babuska et al. (2005), are available on this topic. In 
Equation (1.30) K0 E Rnxn is a symmetric positive definite matrix, i.e. xTK0x > 0 for 
all x and Kq =  K0, K* E Rnxn; i — 1 , 2 , . . . ,  M  are symmetric matrices, u(w)  E Rn is 
the solution vector and f  E Rn is the force vector.
For the case of the random eigenvalue problem and of the dynamic problem, the 
mass matrix of the system is also needed, and if a parameter affecting this matrix, as, 
for example, the density (p), is expanded with a KL expansion, equations similar to 
Equations (1.31) and (1.32) can be obtained
It is noted that the system matrices are, in practical applications, positive definite. Mod­
elling a system parameter with a Gaussian random field could lead to non-positive def­
inite random matrices for some of the samples of the random field. To overcome this 
problem while using the KL discretization of a Gaussian random field, where the ran­
dom variables appearing are independent and Gaussian, a transformation of the KL 
expansion can be used. This transformation has to ensure that the random field is pos­
itive and larger than zero for every point in the geometry. To this end, xi square or 
lognormal random fields can be used. In the first case, the squared value of the random 
part is used, i.e. H(r, w) = E [H( r, w)\ +  i • hi the second case, the
exponential function is used, i.e. H ( r, w) = E [H(r, w)\ +  exp 
This last representation has been used, for example, in fluids through porous media 
(Ghanem and Dham, 1998)
Characterizing parametric uncertainty follows several steps, namely, identification 
of the random parameters, probabilistic description of the parameters and mapping of 
the parameters into the system matrices. To quantify uncertainty in a system while 
avoiding these difficulties that are inherent to parametric uncertainty, Soize (2000) pro­
posed a method that models each system matrix as a random matrix. This method is 
also applied to study non-parametric uncertainty.
(1.33)
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1.6 Non-parametric uncertainty
Non-parametric uncertainties are generally related to uncertainties in the mathematical 
model. A model is a simplified representation of the phenomena under study, and a 
good one represents the system as simply as possible while providing a response with 
the required accuracy. Model uncertainties can arise by simplifications (e.g. approxi­
mating a nonlinear behavior by a linear one, nonproportional damping by proportional 
damping), model resolution arising in numerical models (e.g. size of the grid can intro­
duce uncertainties), or by not including some phenomenon in the model. Quantification 
of non-parametric uncertainties, unlike parametric uncertainty, is not suited to the usual 
parameter estimation techniques. Methods to evaluate this type of uncertainties in the 
context of multiple-degrees-of-freedom systems can be based on random matrix theory 
(RMT) (Gupta and Nagar, 2000).
The matrix variate distributions used are obtained using the maximum entropy prin­
ciple (Kapur, 1989, Gokhale, 1975, Soize, 2000). To this end, matrices and their 
inverses are assumed real, symmetric and positive definite. The mean of the matri­
ces is also assumed to be known. The maximum entropy method allows to obtain 
a joint probability density function (pdf) of the elements of the random matrix. The 
obtained distribution has the pdf corresponding to the Wishart distribution or matrix 
variate gamma distribution, as these probability density functions (pdfs) coincide under 
some conditions (Gupta and Nagar, 2000, Muirhead, 1982). A different pdf was ob­
tained by Mignolet and Soize (2008a) when the variance of some eigenvalues is also 
prescribed when applying the maximum entropy principle. A Wishart matrix distribu­
tion Wn(p, E) is completely characterised by its parameters p and E  G R nxn. The 
parameters of the Wishart matrix variate distribution can be related to the mean of the 
distribution and to a measure of uncertainty, the dispersion parameter (Soize, 2000). 
Different criterion were proposed by Adhikari (2008) to fit the parameters arising in 
the Wishart distribution. Ghanem and Das (2009) have coupled frequency response 
function matrices with Wishart random matrices. Desceliers et al. (2004) proposed a 
hybrid method to model uncertainties, where nonlinear damping is modelled with para­
metric uncertainty and system matrices are modelled using the random matrix theory. 
In the case of elliptic partial differential equations, the maximum entropy principle has 
been used to model the real tensor of elastic coefficients (Soize, 2006, Guilleminot and
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Soize, 2011) and reduced matrices (Soize, 2009). Positive definite matrices appearing 
in nonlinear problems have also been modelled with the proposed approach (Mignolet 
and Soize, 2008b). Both parametric and nonparametric uncertainties were considered 
by Soize (2010) for dynamic systems.
1.6.1 Maximum entropy
The concept of entropy (Shannon, 1948, Kapur, 1989) can be used to obtain the pdf of 
a random variable or random vector based on some knowledge (e.g. moments). The 
entropy of a random variable is a measure depending continuously on its pdf and equal 
to zero when there is no uncertainty. Furthermore, the entropy of the joint pdf of two 
independent random variables is the sum of the entropies of the pdfs of each random 
variable. Then, the entropy of a random variable X  with pdf f x  defined on [a, b] is 
given by S
The functions g can be used to prescribe moments {g — X n) or other types of functions 
such as g = e~x, g = ln(l +  x) and other logarithms, and g is the prescribed value of
function, and results from calculus of variations can be used (Dacorogna, 2004). For the 
multivariate case (i.e. vectors and matrices), considering the entries independent would 
lead to obtain their joint pdf as the product of their marginal pdfs. The introduction 
of statistical dependence between entries can be performed by introducing covariances 
between pairs of random variables, specifying a relationship among variables (e.g. the 
sum of some variables is a constant) or specifying moments for functions of all the 
variables.
As for the univariate case, a pdf can be obtained by maximizing the entropy S  
associated with the matrix variate probability density function /q (G )  (Gokhale, 1975,
and is subjected to some given information, as, for example, f ^  f x  dm = 1 and 
fa f x 9 (tzj) dm = E [g]. This information is introduced by using Lagrange multipli­
ers 71, 72 and the entropy is maximised with respect to f x
= 0 (1.36)
fa fx9{tu) dm. The maximization of entropy implies the maximization of an integral
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Soize, 2001)
5  ( /g )  = ~ L  A j (g ) ln {/G  (g )} dG n -37>j(j>0
and the integrals are evaluated over the ensemble of symmetric positive definite matrices 
of size n, M+. The entropy equation is subjected to several constraints, that is, the
matrix G is symmetric, positive definite and
/  / g  (G) <2G =  1 (1.38)
J G>o
E[ G ] =  /  G / G (G)dG =  G (1.39)
JG>o
E [ln {det (G)}] =  v H  < +oo (1-40)
where G is the mean of matrix G and is prescribed. The last constraint allows to 
ensure the existence of moments of matrix G '1. In general, the probability density 
function resulting from this analysis is a matrix variate gamma distribution. The main 
difference between the matrix variate gamma distribution and the Wishart distribution is 
that historically only integer values were considered for the parameter p in the Wishart 
matrices. Then, the obtained pdf / q  of a Wishart distribution is given by (Muirhead, 
1982)
f G =  {25"!>r„(ip)det(E)^}-1det(G)i(''-n- 1) e t r ( - i E - 1G) ,G > 0,p >  n (1.41)
where Tn(a) is the multivariate gamma function. This distribution will be referred as 
the Wishart distribution probability density function and the parameters of the distribu­
tion are p and U =  G/p,  that is G ~  Wn (p, G /p ).
The Wishart distribution is a symmetric positive definite matrix G G Mnxn. Any 
symmetric positive definite matrix can be given by G =  ZTZ. The Wishart distribution 
is obtained when the p x n matrix Z is given by A^Opxn, Ip ® £ ) , that is, the p rows of 
Z are independent An(0 ixn, £ )  random vectors, and 0nxp is a matrix G Rnxp whose 
elements are all equal to zero. That is, a Wishart distribution is a n-variate generaliza­
tion of x 2 distribution denoted by Wn(p, E) with parameters p, n  and E (n  x n) > 0, 
has dimension n x n, is symmetric positive definite and its pdf is given by Equation 
(1.41). The distribution of the inverse Wishart matrix, that is, inverse of a Wishart ma­
trix, has been derived analytically (see, e.g. Gupta and Nagar, 2000), and moments of 
this distribution are available (see, e.g. Letac and Massam, 2004).
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The Wishart random matrix have been used to model system matrices M, C and 
K (Soize, 2000, 2005). In the next subsection, a method to identify parameters of a 
Wishart distribution from a system matrix G is described. Both the joint pdf of eigen­
values and eigenvectors of a Wishart matrix and the asymptotic marginal distribution of 
eigenvalues for a particular case of the Wishart matrix have been derived. These results 
can be useful for dynamic problems and are discussed in subsection 1.6.3.
1.6.2 Parameter selection of a Wishart random matrix
As already exposed, the mean of a matrix modelled with the random matrix approach 
coincides with the mean of the random matrix i.e. (Adhikari, 2008)
This allows to determine matrix X, but parameter p remains to be calculated. The dis­
persion parameter 5q, a measure of the normalised standard deviation, was introduced 
by Soize (2000)
When underlying parametric uncertainty is considered and no experimental data are 
available, the dispersion parameter can be considered as a parameter to perform a sen­
sitivity analysis of the stochastic solution. If experimental data are available, the dis­
persion parameter can be estimated through an optimization process (Soize, 2010). The 
parameter p of Wishart distribution can be related to the dispersion parameter through 
Equation (1.44), leading to
E [G] =  G =  pX (1.42)
(1.43)
where || A ||p =  Trace (AtA) denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix A. For a Wishart 
distribution it has been shown that (Adhikari, 2008)
Trace
(1.44)
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Therefore, the parameter p of the Wishart distribution can be calculated from the dis­
persion parameter and the mean of the matrix under consideration. It is noted here that 
other methods to fit the mean matrix have been proposed by Adhikari (2008), where 
several criteria were selected. Those criteria include the one adopted to derive Equation
(1.45), where the mean of the stiffness matrix coincides with the mean of the random 
matrix. A second criterion stated that the mean of the inverse Wishart matrix coincides 
with the inverse of the mean stiffness matrix. The third criterion specified that the mean 
of the random matrix and the mean of the inverse of the random matrix are closest to 
the deterministic matrix and its inverse.
1.6.3 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a Wishart distribution
A well-known theorem of random matrix theory (Muirhead, 1982) states that the joint 
density function of the latent roots Zi,. . . ,  ln of a n x n positive definite matrix A with 
density function /(A) is given by
j 2  ^ /»
t t h ,  •• - X )  =  l i f t  -  li) /  / ( « L ® T)(< ») (1.46)
L n \ n / Z ) i K j  J O( n )
where \I> is an orthogonal matrix of the orthogonal group 0(n)  such that A =  ^ L ^ T, 
with L a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements (li, . . . ,  ln). The integral on the or­
thogonal group 0(n),  f /(\I'L\I>T)(d\I>), is in general difficult to evaluate, but for 
some cases, eigenvalues and eigenvectors are independent, and the integral simplifies. 
One of the cases where the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A are independent is when 
/(A ) =  /(0 A @ t ), with 0  any orthogonal matrix. For some distributions, including 
Wishart matrix distribution, eigenvalues and eigenvectors are asymptotically indepen­
dent (Muirhead, 1982).
A Wishart matrix satisfying /(A ) =  / ( 0 A 0 T) is known as the White Wishart 
matrix, where £  =  a2/ r i l .  The pdf of a White Wishart matrix is therefore orthogonal 
invariant. That is, if the orthogonal transformation 0 A 0 T is performed on the White 
Wishart matrix A with 0 0 T =  I, the resulting matrix is still a White Wishart matrix. 
Consider the eigensolution of a White Wishart matrix A =  so that 0 A 0 T =
0 ^L W t 0 t  is a White Wishart matrix. Its matrices of eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
are respectively 0 \F  and L, and 0 A 0 T has the same pdf as A. Then, the eigenvectors
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of a White Wishart are uniformly distributed over the n — dimensional unit sphere, so
r p
that entries of the same eigenvector are independent and for each eigenvector ip = 
2 "=1 =  1- Then, the mean of the product of two elements of the j-th eigenvector is
given by Pastur and Shcherbina (2011)
Etykj^ij] = Sji/n (1.47)
and the mean of the product of four elements of the z-th and j-th eigenvector
n ( n - l ) ( n  +  2)
1 1 \  /  I ^ k l^ m o  4"' 7l(dkmfilo "4" ^ko^ml) )n(n  — l)(n +  2)
The spectral analysis of large random matrices is an active field of research. Results 
on the limit distribution of eigenvalues of White Wishart matrices when the size of 
the matrix tends to infinity (i.e. asymptotic marginal distribution) have been obtained 
(Marcenko and Pastur, 1967, Bai and Silverstein, 2010, Pastur and Shcherbina, 2011). 
Here we briefly review the details. Define the normalised counting measure Nn
N„(A) =  € {1, . . .  ,n} : *<n) 6 A} (1.49)
n
where A is an interval of M. and are the eigenvalues of an n x n  matrix. The Stieltjes 
transform (Marcenko and Pastur, 1967) of the normalised counting measure of matrix 
H, defined for all nonreal z, is given by
Nn(dl) _  Trace ((H — z \n)~l )
I — z n
(1.50)
■(z) =  /
= l y ________-
71 f  J  h ,  , — y — rv* (Vt
n k ^ i hkk~ z ~
with H a symmetric matrix, Hfc the (n — 1) x (n — 1) matrix obtained by remov­
ing the k-th row and column from matrix H, a k is the A;-th column of H with the 
k -th element removed and hkk is the k -th diagonal element of H. If the denominator 
hkk — z ~  0£j(Hfe — 2ln_ i)_1a fc is equal to s(z, gn{z)) +  o(l) for some function gn, the 
limiting spectral distribution N  exists and its Stieltjes transform is the solution of 5 =  
1 /g(z,s),  with o(l) the small O implying in this case that \hkk~z —a l ( H k—z ln_ i)-1a*; 
- s ( z , g n(z))| «  1.
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Consider the matrix H =  +  n~lZt TZ, where and T are nonrandom
symmetric matrices and the entries of Z are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with 
E [Zij\ — 0, E [ZijZki] = a26ikSji. The normalised counting measures of and 
T converge respectively to and t as n —> oo, and the Stieltjes transform of is 
g(°\ The normalised counting measures of H, Nn, converges asymptotically to N, and 
p /n  —»• c > 1 when n —» oo. The Stieltjes transform g of TV is uniquely determined by
g(z) = gW 1 ^ )g{z])  (1-51)
When H (0) is zero and T =  I, its normalised counting measures are = S0 and 
t = i.e. all its eigenvalues are zero and one respectively. By introducing these 
results in Equation (1.51) and inverting the Stieltjes transform, the Marcenko-Pastur 
distribution can be obtained
N  = p = — a— with a~ = a2(l — \ fc)2, a+ — a2(l +  y/c)2 (1.52)
27r ajll
The counting measure J\fn{ A) =  nNn(A) is a particular case of a linear statistic defined 
by a test function cp : R —>■ C
a/;m  = y > (* 'B)) =
i = 1
If Afn[p\ is a linear eigenvalue statistics of the White Wishart ensemble with <p a contin­
uous bounded function with bounded derivative, the centralised linear statistic nNn[y>] — 
E[nNn[<p]] converges in distribution as n —> oo p /n  —>■ c > 1 to the Gaussian random 
variable with zero mean and variance (Pastur and Shcherbina, 2011)
VwishYp] ~
1 r + l a+ / A jgV   4a4c -  (h/n  -  am)(l2 -  am)
2?r Ja- Ja- \ U J  y/4: aAc -  (l i / n  -  am)2^/4a4c -  (l2/ n  -  am)2
(1.54)
with am =  (a+ +  a“ )/2 =  a2(l +  c) and Aip =  p(h)  — <p{h), Al  = l2 — l\. This 
integral can therefore be used to calculate the variance of a linear eigenvalue statistics.
J  p( l)Nn{dl) =  Trace(</?(A)) (1.53)
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1.7 Numerical methods for uncertainty propagation
A physical system can generally be modelled with a partial differential equation (e.g. el­
liptic PDE) and, in the deterministic case, the solution of this equation is approximated 
using a numerical method (e.g. the Finite Element method (FEM) (Zienkiewicz and 
Taylor, 1991)). When considering parametric uncertainty, the partial differential equa­
tion is affected by uncertainty through a source term or through the model of a geomet­
ric or material parameter such as Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio amongst others. 
Parametric uncertainty can be described using probability theory and modelled by a 
random field (Vanmarcke, 1983, Sudret and Der-Kiureghian, 2000, Stefanou, 2009), 
that is discretized with one of the methods formerly considered. It is assumed that the 
random field has finite variance, so that it can be discretized by projecting it on a basis 
of functions of the Hilbert space C? (H, dPz). Then, if n is the number of degrees of 
freedom of the system after discretization using the FEM, the vector of nodal response 
u G Mn results from a nonlinear transformation of the uncertainty affecting the system. 
Several methods aimed at obtaining the joint pdf of the elements of u have been devel­
oped. These methods can be divided into two groups, namely, sampling methods and 
non-sampling methods. Surrogate models interpolate or fit a curve using samples, so 
they may be considered as sampling methods, and are reviewed in subsection 1.7.2.
1.7.1 Sampling methods
The solution of a stochastic problem with a sampling method involves generating sam­
ples of the random field or multivariate parameter, solving the deterministic PDEs asso­
ciated with these samples and finally analyzing the samples, i.e. obtaining the joint pdf 
or moments of the response vector u. The samples can be generated through a random 
number generator, leading to procedures such a Monte Carlo Simulation, quasi-Monte 
Carlo and Latin Hypercube methods (Lemieux, 2009). Otherwise, the samples can be 
prescribed by the method, as in the case of surrogate models (Forrester et al., 2008).
Random number generators can be obtained from a physical system (e.g. the lottery, 
a substance undergoing atomic decay, thermal noise in a semiconductor) or through 
quasi-random number generators. Quasi-random number generators calculates a se­
quence of numbers that appear to be random =  g{x%-1, . . . ,  £*-*:), and the sequence 
is repeated after applying g a given number of times, called the period. These random
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number generators are used to simulate uniformly distributed random variables. The 
uniform univariate distribution U(0,1) has a probability density function given by
and its mean and variance are respectively E[X] =  1/2, Var[X] =  1/12. A random 
number generator for this pdf can be the linear congruential generator (Newman and 
Odell, 1971, Gentle, 2003), where parameters R q, a, fr, m  are used to obtain the serie
where mod m  indicates congruence modulo m, i.e. the difference R i+i — (aRi +  b) is 
divisible by m, so that can be the residue of (aRi +  b)/m.  Each term of the serie is 
then divided by m  to scale it into the interval (0, 1). The modulo m  can be, for example, 
a Mersenne prime m = 2P — 1 (with p < 31a prime number), or, for a binary computer 
m = 2b. The outcome of the congruential random number generator can be shuffled 
by using another generator to permute subsequences from the original generator. An 
extension of this method can be obtained by substituting a by a vector of k constants 
and Ri by a vector composed of the last k terms of the series. Also, the constant b 
can depend on the term of the series, as in the add-with-carry, subtract-with-borrow 
and multiply-with-carry generators. Nonlinear congruential generators have also been 
developed, such as inversive congruential generators or Blum, Blum and Shub. Methods 
based on combining different generators are also available. More details on random 
number generators can be found, for example, in the books by Newman and Odell 
(1971), Gentle (2003), Lemieux (2009).
Generally, samples of random variables with pdfs different from the uniform pdf are 
needed. A random variable X  with continuous cumulative density function Px  can be 
related to a uniform random variable U (0,1) through the inverse CDF method (Papoulis 
and Pillai, 2002, Gentle, 2003)
Although calculations of the inverse of the distribution P x 1 can be difficult when avail­
able, and this inverse is many times not available. Alternative methods have been 
derived to circumvent this problem, such as acceptance/rejection methods, composi­
0 otherwise
1 if 0 < x < 1
(1.55)
Ri+i = (aRi +  6)(modra) a < m, b < m (1.56)
x = P x \ U ) (1.57)
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tion, convolution or methods based on the use of Markov chains (Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo) (Lemieux, 2009). For the case of a Gaussian random variable iV(0,1), samples 
can be obtained from samples of two independent uniform random variables U and V
so that X  and Y  are independent random variables with standard normal distribution.
Once the samples of the random variables are obtained, they are introduced in the 
PDE studied and the deterministic systems are solved. If MCS with N  samples is used 
to obtain an estimation of the pdf of a random variable u (e.g. a term of the response 
vector u), estimations of the mean and standard deviation are given by
From the central limit theorem (Xiu, 2010), we can say that the error of the MCS ap­
proximation to an integral, using N  samples, converges in distribution to a gaussian 
random variable with zero mean and stardard deviation V N j a .  The mean of a ran­
dom variable given by Equation (1.12) is the result of evaluating a multivariate integral. 
The evaluation of moments using MCS given by Equation (1.59) is independent of the 
dimension of the integral evaluated, that is, an integral evaluated using MCS does not 
suffer from the curse of dimensionality. Furthermore, from the central limit theorem, 
it can be said that the probabilistic error of the Monte Carlo estimator is in 0 ( 1 / VN ) ,  
that is, for example, that to reduce the error by a factor of 10 the number of samples 
used should be increased by a factor of 100 (on average).
Some methods focus on reducing this error by finding a function whose integral 
leads to the same result as MCS but with a with smaller variance (Lemieux, 2009, 
Glasserman, 2004). This is obtained with variance reduction techniques such as anti­
thetic variates, control variates, importance sampling, conditional Monte Carlo, stratifi­
cation, common random numbers and Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS).
Other methods, called quasi-Monte Carlo methods or low-discrepancy methods, fo­
cus on samplings techniques leading to a better convergence rate in error. These meth­
ods use a deterministic sequence of numbers such that the distance D*(Pn) between the 
empirical distribution and the uniform distribution is minimised, e.g. for a ID problem
X  =  (—2 ln U)1/2 cos(27tV), Y  = ( -2 1 n [ /)1/2sin(27rV) (1.58)
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D*(Pn) =  supxE{0)1) \F(x) — Fn(x) |» where F  is the CDF of the uniform distribution 
and F  the one obtained from the samples. They are divided into two families, lattices 
and digital nets/sequences.
Nonlinear problems are often addressed with sampling methods (Bayer and Bucher, 
1999, Matthies and Keese, 2005). The algebraic random eigenvalue problem where 
large amounts of uncertainty are considered has also been addressed with sampling 
methods. The strategies for the random eigenvalue problem are based on ordering the 
samples depending on the distance between them and on calculating the eigenvalues of a 
sample using the ones of a close sample. This ordering can be based on algorithms from 
the traveling salesman problem and space reduction (Szekely and Schueller, 2001), 
component mode synthesis (Pradlwarter et al., 2002), or can be done in a tree-type 
data structure (Du et al., 2005). The relation between eigenvalues of close samples is 
obtained using different initialization strategies for the power method, so that the start- 
vector used in a sample is the result from the iteration process of the previous sample. 
The initialization strategies and size reduction methods reduce the computational time 
of MCS.
Random matrices can also be simulated with MCS. Consider the case of a Wishart 
distribution. The steps to perform the MCS simulation are (Adhikari, 2008):
1. Find the mean system matrix G, that is, the matrix obtained from the deterministic 
FEM and its dimension n. For complex engineering systems n can be in the order 
of several thousands or even millions.
2. Obtain the normalised standard deviations or the ’dispersion parameters’ 5q cor­
responding to the system matrix, from experiment, experience or using the Stochas­
tic FEM.
3. Calculate
and approximate it to its nearest integer. This approximation would introduce 
negligible error. Calculate X — G/p.
4. Create a p x n  matrix X with Gaussian random numbers with zero mean and unit 
covariance i.e., X ~  NPtTl (O, Ip <8> In). Obtain the Cholesky decomposition of the
Trace
(1.60)
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positive definite matrix £ ,  £  =  I T t and use it to calculate the matrix Z using 
the linear transformation
z = xrT (i.6i)
Following theorem 2.3.10 in Gupta and Nagar (2000) it can be shown that X ~  
NU)P (O, Ip ® X). Obtain the sample of the Wishart matrix G =  ZTZ.
5. Perform steps 1 to 4 for all the system matrices modelled as Wishart matrices. In 
general, G =  {K,M,C} or system matrices reduced using a limited number of 
eigenvectors.
6. Solve the equation of motion for each sample to obtain the response statistics of 
interest. The equation to be solved can be, for example Ku =  f, Kv =  Av or 
(s2M +  sC +  K)u =  f respectively for the linear problem, eigenvalue problem 
and dynamic problem in Laplace domain. Depending on the case, one or several 
of the matrices {K, M, C} might be modelled as Wishart matrices.
This procedure can be implemented easily. Alternatively, M a tla b ®  command w i s h r n d  
can be used to generate the samples of Wishart matrices modelling {K, M, C}. M a tla b ®  
can handle fractional values of p so that the approximation to its nearest integer in step 
3 may be avoided.
1.7.2 Surrogate models
Surrogate models are used for cases where a quantity of interest of a system depends on 
some parameters through a function that is complicated or expensive to evaluate. Re­
sponse surface methods, meta-modelling or surrogate models approximate the function 
by sampling the original function (Jones, 2001, Jin et al., 2000, Zhao and Xue, 2010), 
and the approximation can be smoothing (e.g. least squares method) or interpolating 
(e.g. collocation method using the Gauss points of a numerical integration procedure). 
The procedure is identical for all systems, that is, surrogate models can approximate 
equally the response from linear, non-linear, static and dynamic problems. Therefore, 
the difference between the procedure to obtain surrogate models of, for example, a lin­
ear system and of a non-linear system, is the deterministic systems corresponding to 
each sample. Surrogate models can then be specially suite for nonlinear systems, and 
some examples are given, for example, by Keese and Matthies (2003), Matthies and
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Keese (2005), Deng et al. (2011). This subsection focuses in the interpolation proce­
dure.
For non-interpolating or smoothing methods, a regression model, e.g. quadratic 
polynomial, is fitted to a set of points using the least squares method or maximum 
likelihood estimation (Jones, 2001, Forrester et al., 2008, Friswell and Mottershead, 
1995). The least squares method minimises the sum of square residues S  = 2 * 1 1 rb  
Each residue is a measure of distance between each sample yi and the function / (x,  /3), 
rt =  yi — f(xi,  /3), where (3 is the set of parameters that have to be determined. If
/  is a polynomial /  =  Y^=o minimization of S  with respect to fa leads to
£ i=i * i ( E L  ft-zf) =  2 »=i x \v*» fr°m where a linear system of equations is obtained
and the system matrix is the Vandermonde matrix. Simplifying the resulting system 
leads to a system A/3 = f where A £ R Nxk with elements Ay =  ccj and vectors /3 and f  
are respectively the vector of coefficients fa and response samples yt. The coefficients /3 
can be retrieved from (3 = (ATA)-1ATf. The maximum likelihood method maximizes 
the probability of obtaining the data for a set of parameters fa Consider the data set
{(xu yi ±  ei), (x2,y2 ±  62), • • •, (xN,yN ±  e^)} from y(x,/3), the probability of its
occurrence is
N 1
P = FT e-(yi-y(xi))2/2°iei (1.62)
, 2?rcri i=i 1
by assuming that the errors e* are independent and uniformly distributed and weighted 
by a normal distribution of y^  around y(x). This probability is maximized with respect 
to /3, or, equivalently, the negative of its natural logarithm is minimized. If all cr* are the 
same and e* are constant, the least-square method is retrieved.
The surrogate model of a function y can be given by
m  n
y(x*) = ^ a fc7rfc(x*) + ^2bj(f){\\x* -Xj | | )  (1.63)
k= 1 j=1
where an initial set of points Xj has been used to fit polynomials with the least squares
method, that is, minimizing the squared errors between the function and the polynomial 
interpolation. A new set of points x* is used to fit the remaining functions </>. These 
functions can be considered as radial basis functions as they depend on the distance 
between the original set of points and the new sampling points r  =  ||x* — Xj||. The 
functions generally used can be polynomials, thin plate spline (</> =  | | r | |2 log(||r||)),
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multiquadric (<j> =  ^ / | |r | |2 +  72), inverse multiquadric (<f> = ( | H | 2+ 72)-1/2), Gaussian 
(f) = e~WrW2/2<j2) or Kriging (<j> =  exp(— @i\x * ~  x ji\Pl)) (Forrester et al., 2008). 
These methods are widely used in optimization problems. An example of application 
could be the use of Kriging method to calculate the instability in aeroelastic problems 
(Badcock et al., 2011).
The sampling techniques discussed in the previous section can be used to evaluate 
integrals appearing in the propagation of parametric uncertainty. But integrals can also 
be evaluated using numerical methods, such as quadrature methods (Xiu, 2007, 2009, 
Maitre and Knio, 2010, Eldred and Burkardt, 2009, Bressolette et al., 2010). Consider 
a quantity of interest y of a system depending on a set of independent identically dis­
tributed random variables {£i, . . . ,  £m}> where M  is referred to as the dimension of the 
Polynomial Chaos, then, an approximation to y  can be given by
p
y =  £ * r „  Vi ~ e ^L64)
i—1 *■ ^
where T* are a set of basis functions orthogonal with respect to the pdf of the random 
variables {£i, . . .  ,fAr}» i-e. f F i T j ^ d ^  =  Sij / T 2/ ^ .  The integral E [T2] can be 
obtained analytically, and only E [T y^] remains to be calculated. This mean can be 
evaluated through MCS, but numerical integration techniques are generally used. The 
set of functions T* are generally orthogonal polynomials so that quadrature methods 
are used (Engels, 1980). The maximum order on the Hermite polynomials from which 
Tj is obtained is p, so that the maximum order of the polynomial in one variable to be 
integrated is 2p. Quadrature methods integrate exactly polynomials of order 2p + 1 if 
the function is evaluated at the p +  1 roots of the orthogonal polynomial of order p +  1, 
and, if y depends only on one random variable, the resulting numerical integral is of the 
form
p + i
E [r «2/] ~  r ^ h ) y ( t h ) A k (1-65)
k=1
where are the roots of an orthogonal polynomial with respect to a weight function 
W(£) and are the corresponding weights. If Hermite polynomials are used, the 
weight function can be W(£) =  e_ 2^/2/27r. If M  random variables affect y, the integral 
from Equation (1.65) transforms into an M  dimension integral. The most obvious way 
of numerically integrating a M-dimensional integral is to perform a tensor product of
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M  one dimensional integrals, so that y is evaluated at the tensor product of M  sets of 
roots of the polynomial of order p +  1, that is, y is evaluated at (p +  1)M coordinates. 
A combination of values adopted by the random variables is denoted by £1 ^ , . . . ,  £MjM» 
so that £kjk is a zero of the Hermite polynomial. The tensor product approximation to 
the integral using quadrature formula is given by
(p+ 1)M /  M  \
E [TiU] ~  | • • • 5 • 5 £mjm) I (1.66)
j= l \  k=1 /
with each weight of the quadrature formula given by Engels (1980)
*+°° p - Z l / 2
K&k, l=l
sfc sfc
The weights can be calculated exactly, noting that the moments of a normal random 
variable are such that E [£n] =  J ^ ne~^2/2/2ird£ = 1.3. . .  (n — 1) for n even and 0 
for n odd.
As the number of random variables M  becomes large, the method becomes compu­
tationally expensive, and sparse grid methods have been used to alleviate this burden, 
replacing the full tensor product approach (Xiu and Hesthaven, 2005). The sparse grid 
method or Smolyak algorithm allows to refine the multivariate approximation both by 
increasing the order of the polynomials and by dividing the random domain in different 
regions, allowing adaptivity (Bungartz and Domseifer, 1997, Griebel, 1998, Gerstner 
and Griebel, 1998, Ma and Zabaras, 2009). Some adaptive variations of the method 
have been developed to deal with discontinuities in the function. An alternative to 
sparse grids can consist in iteratively identify which terms of the expansion are rele­
vant to the response (Blatman and Sudret, 2010). Other efficient collocation methods 
have been proposed by Foo and Kamiadakis (2010), Ma and Zabaras (2009). Pade- 
Legendre approximants have also been used (Chantrasmi et al., 2009). Coefficients of 
Polynomial Chaos expansion have also been calculated using mean-squared minimiza­
tion (Berveiller et al., 2006).
When considering the random eigenvalue problem, the non-sampling methods used 
so far have been the dimensional decomposition method (Rahman, 2006, 2007, 2009), 
asymptotic integral method (Adhikari and Friswell, 2007, Adhikari, 2007), collocation 
methods (Bressolette et al., 2010), the use of interpolations, response surface methods
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and meta-models (Pichler et al., 2009, Alibrandi et al., 2010, Goller et al., 2011).
1.7.3 Non-sampling methods
Non-sampling methods are similar to response surface methods in that they aim to ob­
tain a simple approximation to a complicated function depending on a set of random 
variables. These methods can be divided into expansion-based methods (perturbation 
method (Kleiber and Hien, 1992), Neumann expansion method (Yamazaki et al., 1988)), 
spectral approach (Ghanem and Spanos, 1991, Nouy, 2009, Maitre and Knio, 2010) and 
stochastic reduced basis method (SRBM) (Nair and Keane, 2002). These methods can 
be applied to different problems, but for each problem specific variations of the methods 
have been developed.
Elliptic problem
When considering the case of a linear partial differential equation (PDE) like Equation 
(1.29), the first step to solve it can consist in the propagation of the random field into 
the system matrix using the Finite Element method (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1991). If 
the KL expansion is used, the resulting equation can be given by Equation (1.30). The 
solution of this set of stochastic linear algebraic equations is a key step in the stochastic 
finite element analysis. As a result, several methods have been proposed.
One of the first methods used to study uncertainty propagation is the perturbation 
method (Kleiber and Hien, 1992, Liu et al., 1986), where terms are expanded with 
their Taylor series expansion around the mean value of the random parameters a%t i = 
1 , . . . ,  M,  and these random parameters can be correlated. In Equation (1.30), these 
random parameters are denoted by & and are uncorrelated. For the elliptic problem, 
the Taylor series expansions of stiffness K, response u and load vector f  are truncated 
after the second order terms and introduced into Ku =  f. Then, coefficients multiplying 
polynomials of the same order can be identified
Uo =  Kg %  (1.68)
uf = V f f f - K f u o )  d-69>
u£  =  K o ^ - K f u j - K ' u ' - K f / u o )  (1.70)
where terms with subindexes 0, i and i j  are respectively the matrix or vector evaluated
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at a  =  0, its first derivative (e.g. K- =  ^
d 2K
a=0
) and its second derivative (e.g. Kl j =
dotidcti a= 0
) The statistics of u are derived from the second order Taylor expansion of u
and the statistics of a
M  M
E[u] «  uo +  l ^ ^ u f / C o v K
1=1 j  =  1
M  M
Cov[u, u] «  y ^ y ^ u f . ( u j ) r Cov[ai,aj]
i= 1 j =1
(1.71)
(1.72)
This method has been used following a discretization of the random field with the spatial 
average method (Baecher and Ingra, 1981, Vanmarcke and Grigoriu, 1983), the shape 
functions method (Liu et al., 1986a,b) and the weighted integral method (Deodatis, 
1991, Deodatis and Shinozuka, 1991).
Another of the earlier approaches to uncertainty propagation is the Neumann ex­
pansion method, introduced into the field of structural mechanics by Shinozuka and 
Nomoto (1980). The theory states that if the inverse of an operator [L +  IT] exists, it can 
be expanded in a convergent series in terms of the iterated kernels
u (a M ,x )  =  [L +  n]_1f =  l)J[L-1 (x)II(a(x, ro),x)]3[L-1 (x)f(x, zu)] (1.73)
3=0
verifying that || L_1II ||< 1. When a random parameter (a(x, w))  of the system is sub­
stituted by its KL expansion, Equation (1.30) is obtained and its solution is equivalent 
to the solution of the system
M
(0
i=l
(1.74)
Where Neumann expansion is applied
oo
» =
J—0
M
.nW
i=1
g (1.75)
This expression is computationally more tractable than the original Neumann expan­
sion. The expansion is generally truncated after the second order terms.
Spectral stochastic finite element methods (SSFEM), another group of techniques 
to solve stochastic partial differential equations, have received significant attention (see
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Nouy (2009), Xiu (2009), Panayirci and Schueller (2011) for reviews). These methods 
include the Wiener—Askey chaos expansions (Xiu and Kamiadakis, 2002, Wan and 
Kamiadakis, 2006), the most widely used one being polynomial chaos (PC) expansion 
(Ghanem and Spanos, 1991, Ghosh et al., 2005) and Galerkin methods (Babuska et al., 
2004). According to the polynomial chaos expansion, a second-order random variable 
Uj (w) depending on the Gaussian random variable £ can be represented by the mean- 
square convergent expansion
i = 1
where u{ are deterministic constants, and h% is the ith order Hermite polynomial ob­
tained from
The polynomials M 0  are orthogonal with respect to the Gaussian probability density 
function, i.e.
If Uj{w) depends on a set of i.i.d Gaussian random variables £ i , . . . ,  £M, a similar ex­
pansion can be obtained. If Uj is the j-th element of a vector u e l n, the expansion of 
u truncated after P  terms is given by
where U* E Mn are vectors whose elements are constants and T* is the i-th Polynomial 
Chaos. The Polynomial Chaoses are obtained as the product of several univariate Her-
oo
(1.76)
M 0  =  ( - l ) ‘ exp(£2/2) & ex p (-Q /2 ) (1.77)
so that, for example (Ghanem and Spanos, 1991)
V O  =  1 
M 0  =  <£
M 0  = 0 - i  
M 0  =  <£3 - 3 £
M 0  = 0 - 6 0  + 3
(+78)
(1.79)
(1.80)
(1.81)
(1.82)
(1.83)
p
(1.84)
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mite polynomials, each of them depending on a random variable from { £ 1 , . . .  , £ m } -  
When these basis functions T* are obtained from the terms of the tensor product of 
several univariate Hermite polynomials up to a fixed total-order specification r, this 
approach is referred to as ’’total-order expansion”, and the number of polynomials ob­
tained is
P = ( M  + r)\/M\r\  (1.85)
The same idea can be extended to non-Gaussian random variables, provided more gen­
eralised functional basis are used (Xiu and Kamiadakis, 2002, Wan and Kamiadakis, 
2006). Consider that the response and forcing term are expanded with a PC expan­
sion like the one in Equation (1.84), and the stiffness matrix is expanded with a KL 
expansion. Then, the vectors of coefficients u* of the PC expansions can be retrieved by 
ensuring that the residual of Ku =  f is orthogonal to each basis T* and this approach is 
sometimes referred as Galerkin method. Mathematically, this condition is achieved by 
multiplying this equation by each basis function Tp, p =  1 , . . . ,  P  and taking the mean 
of the resulting equation
M
J2 (k 0e[r,rp] + J2K . E ) Uj = fpE[rg *p =
i= 1
E[iTp]
Et1?]
( 1.86)
A linear deterministic equation of size n x P is  obtained
'A M •
f  \
Ui ' f l '
A2,l • A 2,p <U2 > = < f2
_Ap,i • • A P}P_ U pV r  / fp\ 1 /
(L 87)
y   J   \ r  
where matrix Aj tk = K0E [TjTk] +  Yl i t i  K»E [£^1^]. This system can be rewritten as
/  M
A(pc)uc =  fc A(PC) =  c0 ® Ko + ® IQ | (1.88)
i= 1
where 0  is the kronecker product and the vector of coefficients and the forcing vector
r j 1
are given respectively by Uc =  [uf,U2 , . . .  ,u j ]  and fc =  E [fTi]T , . . . ,  E [fT P]T . 
The diagonal matrix Co has diagonal entries c0ii =  E [T?] and matrices Cu have ele­
ments given by Cujk = E [ftTjEjfe]. These matrices depend on the polynomial chaoses 
used as basis functions, and are therefore problem-independent. It is noted that for a
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deterministic forcing term, fz =  0 for z > 1 and fi =  f, so that fc =  [fT, 0 , . . . ,  0]T.
After obtaining the PC expansion of the response, the first and second moments of 
the response can be retrieved
p p  p
E[u] =  5 ] u iE [ r i] = u 1 E [uuT] =  UiujE [r*r^] =  [r?] (1.89)
2=1 i , j  =  1 2=1
and the standard deviation of the z-th element of vector u, i.e. U i ,  is given by
<  =  V/E [ « ? ] - E  I^]2 (1.90)
where E K ]  is the z-th diagonal element of the matrix E [uuT] .
The first applications of SFEM used Hermite polynomial chaos as basis functions 
Ti (Ghanem and Spanos, 1991), but other basis have been used, as the Wiener-Askey 
polynomial chaos (Xiu and Kamiadakis, 2002), wavelets (Le Maitre et al., 2004), multi­
element method (Wan and Kamiadakis, 2005,2006, Mohan et al., 2008), finite elements 
(Babuska et al., 2004), optimal Galerkin approach (Grigoriu, 2006), or an orthogonal 
polynomial basis generated by a nonstandard pdf (Gautschi, 1982, Wan and Kami­
adakis, 2006).
Although SSFEM has been applied to various practical problems, one of the possi­
ble drawbacks is the high computational cost associated with large systems. Since P  
increases very rapidly with the order of the chaos r and the number of random vari­
ables M, the final number of unknown constants Pn  becomes very large. As a results 
several methods have been developed (see for example Nair and Keane (2002), Sarkar 
et al. (2009), Blatman and Sudret (2010), Matthies and Keese (2005), Adhikari (2011), 
Doostan et al. (2007), Maute et al. (2009), Chentouf et al. (2011)) to reduce the compu­
tational cost and to reduce the size of the system. The reduction of the system can be 
done before or after applying the spectral decomposition such as the polynomial chaos 
(PC) expansion. For example, Sachdeva et al. (2006b) used the first basis vectors span­
ning the preconditioned stochastic Krylov subspace, and each vector was expressed as 
a linear combination of a deterministic vector and a PC. An orthogonalization of the de­
terministic response and its first-order derivative with respect to parameters and design 
parameters, calculated at calibration points was used by Maute et al. (2009). Recently 
Nouy (2007, 2008) discussed the possibility of an optimal spectral decomposition. A
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different condensation method focused on dynamic systems was developed by Guedri 
et al. (2006), where the vectors used were a reduced basis, e.g. a Ritz basis of fixed 
or free normal modes, and a static displacement where the uncertainty in the dynamic 
stiffness matrix is taken into account. In Acharjee and Zabaras (2006) the generalised 
PC was applied to the diffusion equation, and the vectors used were the ones from the 
proper orthogonal decomposition obtained from the underlying deterministic diffusion 
problem.
Another method is the stochastic reduced basis method, introduced by Nair (2001), 
and further developed in Nair and Keane (2002), Bah et al. (2003), Sachdeva et al. 
(2006a,b) and Sachdeva (2006). This methods represents the response u(zu) as an ele­
ment of the stochastic Krylov subspace 3Cm(K(tu), f)
3Cm(K(o7),f) =  span{f, K(iu)f, K(ro)2f , . . . ,  (1.91)
Accuracy in the computation of the approximation needs a high degree of overlap of 
the PDFs of the eigenvalues of the matrix K(w) if few basis vectors are going to be 
used. This is obtained with the use of a preconditioner, the matrix E [K ( v j ) \  1 =  K0 1. 
The response vector can then be expanded as
u{w) = +  a 2'02(^ )  H H =  ^(w)cx  (1.92)
with 'ipii'cu) = K ^ f , = and =  K q1K ( w ^ 2 {'^)
the first three vectors of the Krylov subspace 3Cm(Ko1K(tu),f) and a  a vector of 
undetermined coefficients. When matrix K(w) is expanded using a KL expansion 
K( zu) = these first three vectors are given by
M  M M
*l>1(w) = u0, ^ 2(nj) =  and ^ 3(w) =  ^  (1-93)
i =  1 i=1 j =1
With u0 =  Kg xf, di = Kq 1K^u0 and =  K ^1K»dj. The residual error vector is
e(w) = ^K0 +
where matrices K* are symmetric. The coefficients a  can be calculated using Galerkin
M
^ K ^ U r ( ^ ) a - f (1.94)
i = l
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condition
M
E
M
i —1
± 9(w) (1.95)
a =  E[«>(ro)r f] (1.96)
This last equation is a deterministic linear algebraic system of equations whose solution 
is a  e  M3xl if only three basis vectors are used in After solving this system,
the response is retrieved from Equation (1.92), from where moments of the distribution 
can be calculated.
Other solution approaches are based on linear algebra results, and try to obtain a 
transformation that is close to diagonal to the system matrix K (Falsone and Impollonia, 
2002, Li et al., 2006).
Dynamic and random eigenvalue problem
A structure is modelled as a dynamic system when vibrations are expected to occur dur­
ing its lifespan. Examples of structures subjected to vibrations are mechanical equip­
ments, vehicles or aircraft structures. Dynamic analysis of complex deterministic sys­
tems can be efficiently performed using the finite element method (FEM) (see, for ex­
ample, Geradin and Rixen (1997)). The discretized equation of motion can be expressed 
by the system of n coupled second-order ordinary differential equations
MU(t) +  CU(t) +  KU(f) =  F(t). (1.97)
This matrix equation is characterised by the system mass, stiffness and damping matri­
ces, the response vector and the forcing vector in time domain, denoted respectively by 
M, K, C, U(i) and F (£). Taking the Laplace transform of Equation (1.97), and setting 
s — iu with i =  the equation of motion of a linear dynamical system in the
frequency domain can be expressed as
(—cj2M +  kuC +  K) u =  f. (1.98)
Here u  is the frequency, u is the Laplace transform of U(£), and f  =  F (t)e wtdt +
icuMUo +  MUq +  CU0 is the forcing vector in the frequency domain. The initial con­
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ditions are the displacement and velocity at time zero, given respectively by U0 and
The eigenvalues are the same as the ones from the eigenvalue problem
Av0) =  A0)v0) with A =  M -1/2KM-1/2, vw) = M 1/2<£W) (1.100)
where A e  Rnxn is the system matrix, v® is its j-th eigenvector, \ lj> is the corre- 
sponding eigenvalue and n is the degrees of freedom of the system. The system matrix 
A is symmetric, as both M and K are symmetric. Proportional damping is assumed, that 
is, <J?r C4> =  2£fI where £ and f l  are diagonal matrices whose diagonal elements are 
respectively the damping ratios Q and the square roots of the eigenvalues ujj = y/xW. 
The response vector can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
the generalised eigenvalue problem
essary condition for the method to be accurate is that the dimension of each element 
is smaller than the wavelength (at most 1 /7-th of the wavelength). This condition is 
not a problem for low frequencies, but it can be at higher frequencies. As frequency 
increases, the number of elements needed to obtain an accurate approximation to the 
response grows too large, and the response sensitivity to small variations of the struc­
ture parameters rises. The consideration of uncertainty in the calculation of system 
response therefore becomes important for dynamic problems. There can be two broad 
routes to calculate the response statistics: through direct inversion of the dynamic stiff­
ness matrix as in Equation (1.101), or via modal approach as in Equation (1.102). Here, 
only the modal approach is considered.
When uncertainties arise in the system parameters, boundary conditions and geome-
U '.
The deterministic generalised eigenvalue problem is given by the equation
(1.99)
u =  ( - cj2M +  io;C +  K) *f ( 1.101)
f ( 1.102)
where the term (—w2M +  icvC +  K) 1 L is called the transfer function matrix. A nec-
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try, the system matrices can be considered as random matrices. Therefore, if the forcing 
term is considered deterministic, uncertainties in the system can be characterised by the 
joint probability density function (pdf) of the random matrices M, C and K, or, equiv­
alently, by the joint pdf of their eigenvalues =  £j?, eigenvectors and damping 
factors Q. The system matrices remain symmetric and positive definite even if uncer­
tainty is considered. It is generally considered that, at low frequencies, the study of 
propagation of uncertainty to the response u is best addressed by parametric approach. 
Then, stochastic finite element methods (SFEM) (Ghanem and Spanos, 1991) can be 
applied to obtain the statistics of the response or of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Randomness in the matrix A from Equation (1.100) can be introduced by a ran­
dom field (modelling, for example, Young’s modulus) that can be discretized using the 
Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansion (Ghanem and Spanos, 1991) and truncated after M  
terms. Then, the system matrix A can be approximated by the following KL expansion
M
A =  A0 +  y > A i (1.103)
t=l
Here A0 is the mean of the system matrix and A* are the matrices obtained from using 
the eigenfunctions of the KL expansion in the Finite Element formulation of A. It
is observed that in a more general case than the KL expansion, the random system
matrix A in Equation (1.103) can be approximated using a set of independent identically 
distributed random variables £i, . . . ,  £m such that
p
A = y ] r iAi (1.104)
i = l
where Tq are a set of P  polynomials of increasing order in ? i , . . . ,  orthogonal with 
respect to the pdf of the random variables £ i , . . . ,  £M. Particular cases of these poly­
nomials have already been discussed previously, such as the polynomials from the 
Wiener-Askey scheme (Xiu and Kamiadakis, 2002), or more general ones (Wan and 
Kamiadakis, 2006).
To solve the random eigenvalue problem, methods that can be applied to small un­
certainties are based on the perturbation method (Kleiber and Hien, 1992). First ap­
plications date from the late sixties, and a series of modified methods have been de­
veloped (Boyce, 1968, Collins and Thomson, 1969, Fox and Kapoor, 1968, Hasselman
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and Hart, 1972, Hart, 1973, Song et al., 1995, den Nieuwenhof and Coyette, 2003, Cha 
and Solberg, 2008). These methods work well when the uncertainties are small and the 
parameter distribution is Gaussian. A comparison of several of these methods is given 
by Chen et al. (2000). When considering the inverse problem, sensitivities of eigen­
values to control gains have been obtained using measured receptances (Mottershead 
et al., 2009). Other perturbation-based methods use Rayleigh quotient (Chen et al., 
1994), iteration (Liu and Oliveira, 2003) or combination of deterministic and perturbed 
eigenvectors (Eldred, 1992, Nair and Keane, 2003) to deal with larger uncertainties or 
to allow reanalysis of structures. Other methods available are based on crossing the­
ory (Grigoriu, 1992) and kronecker product (Lee and Singh, 1994). Williams (2010) 
used an auxiliary function where the derivative of the eigenvector equals the eigenvalue 
multiplied by the eigenvector. Asymptotic methods combined with the maximum en­
tropy principle have been used to obtain estimated pdf of the eigenvalues (Adhikari and 
Friswell, 2007, Adhikari, 2006). The Ritz method (Hala, 1994, Mehlhose et al., 1999) 
has also been considered. The modal stability procedure has also been used (Amoult 
et al., 2011).
Several authors have applied polynomial chaos (PC) (Ghanem and Spanos, 1991) 
based methods to the random algebraic eigenvalue problem. A PC expansion of eigen­
values and eigenvectors was obtained by Ghosh et al. (2005) using MCS for the calcu­
lation of the coefficients of the expansion. Verhoosel et al. (2006) developed an itera­
tive procedure based on the inverse power method and Rayleigh quotient to obtain PC 
expansions of the eigensolutions. Ghanem and Ghosh (2007) substituted eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors by their PC expansion in the eigenvalue problem. Coefficients were 
obtained from the nonlinear problem with the help of a norm equation for the eigenvec­
tors. A modification of the previous method using enrichment functions was derived by 
Ghosh and Ghanem (2008).
When considering the dynamic problem, results from the random eigenvalue prob­
lem can be used. Approaches obtaining response moments based on results from the 
random eigenvalue problem are mostly based on performing MCS on some approxima­
tion of (f>  ^ and uj'j and introducing it in Equation (1.102). A different approach fol­
lowed by Udwadia (1987a,b) proposed exact analytical expressions of response statis­
tics for a single-degree-of-freedom system. They were obtained from the pdf of eigen­
values, related to pdf of random parameters. Also, Laplace’s integral has been used
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to calculate moments and reliability of response, where the maximum and hessian of 
the logarithm of the integrated function are obtained through different numerical meth­
ods (Papadimitriou et al., 1997). Dynamic condensation methods have also been used 
(Guedri et al., 2006).
At high frequencies, several pdfs for eigenvalues are assumed (e.g. Poisson’s dis­
tribution (Lyon and Dejong, 1995), gaussian orthogonal ensemble (Weaver, 1989)) to 
calculate space and frequency averaged energies in the context of statistical energy anal­
ysis (SEA). Non-parametric uncertainty can also be considered for high frequencies by 
modelling the system matrices as different types of random matrices, like gamma dis­
tribution matrices (Soize, 2000) or Wishart matrices (Adhikari, 2010). For medium- 
frequency vibration analysis in linear dynamical systems, both parametric and non- 
parametric uncertainties need to be considered, as in the papers by Mace and Shorter 
(2001), Sarkar and Ghanem (2002, 2003), Ghanem and Sarkar (2003), Cotoni et al. 
(2007).
1.8 Open problems
It has been observed that two kinds of uncertainty affect physical systems. When prop­
agating these uncertainties, methods used to propagate parametric uncertainty can be 
computationally expensive while methods to propagate nonparametric uncertainty are 
based on MCS. Furthermore, both types of uncertainty are seldom considered in the 
same system. Therefore, the following open problems have been identified:
• The need of efficient parametric uncertainty propagation in the elliptic problem, 
using reduced methods based on the spectral decomposition of the system matri­
ces.
•  The need of reduction techniques for an efficient parametric uncertainty propaga­
tion in the random eigenvalue problem.
• The propagation of uncertainty from eigenvalues and eigenvectors to the dynamic 
response of the system.
• The propagation of both parametric and nonparametric uncertainties in a system, 
for the case where (a) both uncertainties affect different subdomains of the sys­
tem, and (b) both uncertainties affect the whole domain of the physical system.
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•  The propagation of nonparametric uncertainty when considering a dynamic prob­
lem.
1.9 Layout of the dissertation
The dissertation is divided into 7 chapters, where the open problems identified in the 
previous section are investigated.
In Chapter 2 the stochastic finite element analysis of elliptic type partial differen­
tial equations is considered. A reduced method of the spectral stochastic finite element 
method using polynomial chaos is proposed. The method is based on the spectral de­
composition of the deterministic system matrix. The reduction is achieved by retaining 
only the dominant eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The response of the reduced system 
is expanded as a series of Hermite polynomials, and a Galerkin error minimization ap­
proach is applied to obtain the deterministic coefficients of the expansion. The moments 
and probability density function of the solution are obtained by a process similar to 
the classical spectral stochastic finite element method. The method is illustrated using 
three numerical examples, namely, bending of a stochastic beam, flow through porous 
media with stochastic permeability and transverse bending of a plate with stochastic 
properties. The results obtained from the proposed method are compared with classical 
polynomial chaos and direct Monte Carlo simulation results.
Chapter 3 develops several methods to propagate parametric uncertainty into the 
random eigenvalue problem. The methods use polynomial chaos, system reduction and 
are based on available methods for the deterministic eigenvalue problem, namely, the 
power method, the inverse power method and the eigenvalue equation. The proposed 
methods are referred to as the reduced spectral power method (RSPM), the reduced 
spectral inverse power method (RSIPM), the reduced spectral constrained coefficients 
method (RSCCM) and the spectral constrained coefficients method (SCCM) and lead 
to a PC expansion of eigenvectors. A spectral representation of eigenvalues is obtained 
through a projection of the Rayleigh quotient on the polynomial chaos basis functions. 
The new methods are applied to the problem of an Euler Bernoulli beam and a thin plate 
with stochastic properties.
In Chapter 4 the moments of the response of a dynamic system are obtained, as­
suming the distribution of eigenvalues and moments of the eigenvectors are known.
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Low frequency vibration of structural dynamic systems with uncertainty is considered. 
A method to calculate the statistics of transfer functions from the probability density 
functions of the eigenvalues is proposed. Firstly, single-degree-of-freedom-systems are 
considered and closed-form analytical expressions for the mean and variance is ob­
tained using a hybrid Laplace’s method. Several probability density functions, includ­
ing gamma, normal and lognormal distributions are considered for the derivation of 
the analytical expressions. The method is extended to calculate the mean and variance 
of the frequency response function of multiple-degrees-of-freedom dynamic systems. 
Proportional damping is assumed and the eigenvalues are considered to be indepen­
dent. Results are derived for several probability density functions and damping factors. 
The accuracy of the approach for both single and multiple-degrees-of-freedom systems 
is examined using the direct Monte Carlo simulation.
Chapter 5 focuses on the response of a dynamic system using non-parametric un­
certainty to model system matrices. Firstly, the different models of nonparametric un­
certainty affecting dynamic systems are reviewed. In the first model, both mass and 
stiffness matrices are Wishart matrices and in the second model, the eigenvalues matrix 
is modelled as a Wishart matrix. Methods to calculate the parameters of this Wishart 
distribution are discussed. A White Wishart matrix model is proposed to approximate 
the dynamic response. The first and second moments of the response for this system 
are approximated with a proposed numerical integration and compared to results from 
MCS.
Chapter 6 proposes two hybrid methods where both parametric and nonparametric 
uncertainties affect the elliptic problem. The first one deals with both uncertainties 
over the entire domain. Firstly, only parametric uncertainty is considered to obtain a 
Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansion of the system matrix. Then, this KL expansion is used 
as the mean matrix of the nonparametric model. The second hybrid method, considers 
different types of uncertainties over non-overlapping subdomains, where the matrix 
representing a subdomain is considered to be Wishart and the sub matrix considering the 
second subdomain is represented by a KL expansion. Both uncertainties are considered 
independent, and the two first moments of the response are calculated using Polynomial 
Chaos expansion and random matrix theory results.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the work completed, outlines the contributions emerg­
ing from the studies carried out in the dissertation and suggests different research direc-
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Chapter 2
A reduced polynomial chaos expansion 
method for linear problems
2.1 Introduction
It was noted in the previous Chapter that uncertainty needs to be quantified in physical 
problems to assess the degree of confidence of the prediction of a particular equation. 
Methods to solve the problem of parametric uncertainty propagation in the elliptic prob­
lem, given by Equation (1.30)
are either only valid for small uncertainty or expensive. Consider the calculation of the 
solution of the full PC system from Equation (1.88)
We assume that the eigenvalues of K0 in Equation (2.1) are distinct. It is noted that the 
size of the system from Equation (2.2) is P n , where P  is the number of basis functions 
and n is the size of the deterministic system. The exponential growth of P  with the 
maximum order of the polynomial expansion (r ) and the number of random variables 
M  was given in Equation (1.85), and can be observed in Table 2.1.
The solution of Equation (2.2) is computationally expensive, as the time required 
to solve the problem is proportional to (Pn)3 (Golub and Loan, 2010). A reduction of
(2 .1)
are an active field of research where solution procedures to obtain u(zu) for m E Q
(2.2)
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M  2 3 5 10 20 50 100
r = 2 6 10 21 66 231 1326 5151
r = 3 10 20 56 286 1771 23426 176851
Table 2.1: Number of basis functions P  depending on the number of random variables 
M  and the order of PC.
the size of the system to be solved is desirable to reduce the computation time. This 
reduction in the size cannot be accomplished by reducing the number of basis functions 
P  used, as the accuracy in the uncertainty propagation assessment could be compro­
mised. The proposed method aims at reducing the effective size (n) of the stochastic 
system. This is achieved through a space reduction of the original system, so as to 
relieve the computational burden of solving the full PC system from Equation (2.2). 
The reduction technique is developed in section 2.2. The post processing of the results 
to obtain the response moments, and an error estimation of the proposed method with 
respect to SSFEM are discussed in section 2.3. Based on the theoretical results, a sim­
ple computational approach is proposed in section 2.4. The new approach is applied 
to the stochastic mechanics of a beam in section 2.5, to a flow through a stochastic 
porus medium in section 2.6 and to the stochastic mechanics of a plate in section 2.7. 
From the theoretical developments and numerical results, some conclusions are drawn 
in section 2.8.
2.2 Development of the reduced polynomial chaos ap­
proach
Following the spectral stochastic finite element method, an approximation to the solu­
tion of Equation (2.1) can be expressed as a linear combination of functions of random 
variables and deterministic vectors. The aim is to use a small number of terms to re­
duce the computation time without loosing accuracy. Here a new approach is proposed 
to reduce the dimension of the Equation (2.2) arising in the PC method.
To illustrate the motivation behind the proposed reduced method, first consider the 
deterministic system
KqUo =  f  (2.3)
Because K0 is a symmetric and positive definite matrix, its eigenvalues are positive and
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its eigenvectors form a complete orthonormal basis. The eigenvalue problem can be 
expressed as
For notational convenience, define the matrices of deterministic eigenvalues and eigen­
vectors
These equations are also valid for the case where multiplicities in eigenvalues arise. 
Using these, the solution of Equation (2.3) can be expressed as
The series from Equation (2.7) can be truncated based on the magnitude of the eigenval­
ues as the higher terms becomes smaller. Therefore one could only retain the dominant 
terms in the series. If the system has an eigenvalue with multiplicities and small magni­
tude, all the series terms corresponding to this eigenvalue are retained in the truncated 
series. A similar model reduction technique has been widely used within the proper 
orthogonal decomposition method (Lenaerts et al., 2002) where the eigensolution of a 
symmetric positive definite matrix are used. One can select a small value e such that 
A ^ /A j0 < e for some value of p. Therefore, truncating the series in Equation (2.7) one
Kocpj = j  = 1,2, . . . n (2.4)
Eigenvalues are ordered in the ascending order so that Since
is an orthogonal matrix we have 4>o1 =  so that the following identities can be 
easily established
^ J K o$ 0 =  A0; Ko =  ^ oTA0^ o1 and K „1 = * 0Ar7 (2.6)
(2.7)
can have
(2 .8)
We use this simple idea to develop the reduced PC (RPC) approach.
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We form the reduced matrix of dominant eigenvalues and eigenvectors as
A0p =  diag \ # \  a[>2), . . . ,  A(0P) E Rpxp and &p =
Let us introduce the transformation
“ M  =  &Py(w)
■, <fiP\ € Rnxp
(2.9)
(2.10)
where y G is the new unknown random vector. Substituting in the original equation 
(2.1) and premultiplying by 3?^  we have
M
y  M = f
i = 1
where the transformed reduced matrices and vector are given by 
K* =  $ p K j $ p e  Mpxp; i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  M  and
(2 .11)
(2 .12)
The main idea is to expand the reduced random vector y(m) with a polynomial chaos 
expansion. For a selected order of PC, the polynomial chaoses Fi(£(zo)) will be identi­
cal to the ones used in the full system. Therefore, we have
(2.13)
k=1
The unknown vectors can be obtained by substituting y(^)  from the above expres­
sions into the reduced Equation (2.11) and minimizing the error using the standard 
Galerkin approach (Ghanem and Spanos, 1991), as was done to derive Equation (2.2). 
It can be shown that we need to solve a pP  x pP  system of linear equation to obtain all
y. 6 Rp:
~ ( pC) ~  —(I'M I ~
A yc =  fc where A =  c0 <g> A0p +  2 ^  ciz Ki
' PC)
M
(2.14)
i = 1
E
T
? • •, E fTp
T~
. - .
with yc =  [y f, y l , • • •, y?]T and fc =
The computational complexity of the matrix inversion problem scales in cubically 
with the dimension of the matrix in the worse case (Wilkinson, 1988). For many prac-
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tical problems p <C n, therefore G(P3p3) 0 ( P 3n3). As a result the RPC can offer
significant computational reduction. This will be discussed further in the numerical 
examples later in the Chapter.
2.3 Moments of the response and error analysis
The mean and the covariance of the reduced system can be obtained using the standard 
PC approach. From properties of PC E [y(^)] =  yx. The covariance matrix of y (w) 
can be obtained using the orthogonality property of the polynomial chaoses as
The expressions of E[rj^(£(tu))] can be obtained, for example, from Ghanem and 
Spanos (1991). Note that these calculations take less time than calculating the mo­
ments of the response using full PC, as the dimension of yk is in general much smaller 
than the dimension of from Equation (2.2). The mean and the covariance matrix of 
the response of the original system can be obtained as
The probability density function of y can be obtained by simulating Equation (2.13). 
The samples of u can be generated easily using the samples of y. To estimate the error 
between full PC and the proposed RPC, two different error analysis are given to try to 
evaluate the effect of neglecting the projection of the response on the eigenvectors not 
included in the new basis, that is, the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigen­
values. The first error estimate is based on the Schur complement, and gives an exact 
relationship between the approximation method and the full PC response. The second 
one is an heuristic approximation of the error, to understand the physical meaning of the 
neglected terms. The error is expected to be small when the projection of the response 
in the sub-space spanned by the deterministic eigenvectors corresponding to the higher 
eigenvalues is relatively smaller.
E [u] =  $ py 1 and (2.16)
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2.3.1 Rigorous error analysis
If the PC method is applied to the original system where all the KL expansion matrices 
have been premultiplied by » the change of variables u =  3>oy* is introduced and 
f  =  .f, the following system of equations is obtained
M
Co 0  A0 +  ^ 2  Cl* <g> & Q  .Ki&o
i =1
(2.17)
The terms of the SSFEM deterministic matrix can be rearranged such that the matrix 
can be partitioned as follows
®n B12 
B 2 1  B 2 2
jP *
T2*
jP *
72 *
✓ \ ( ~ \  
fi
yK tP\ v*y 12 ’ | f 2* |
/
r * .
The submatrices are given by
M M
B 11 — Cq <8 > A q p +  Ci* (8 ) A * , B 12 — Ci* <8 > A*<I>2 (2.19)
M M
B2i =  ^ 2  Ci* ® $2 A*$P and B22 =  c0 (8) Aq2 + ^  cu (8) $2 A^ 2  (2.20)
1 1
The vectors appearing in Equation (2.17) have been partitioned and rearranged in new 
vectors such that
y l
yj =  W  , with j** =
* 3 2
Tr
and y2* =
y K
(2.21)
The forcing term from Equation (2.17) is related to the one in Equation (2.18) through
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Making use of the Schur complement (see, for example, Zhang (2005)), the partitioned 
solution can be written as
^*1 I (Bn  -  B12B ^ B 2i) 1 (P* -  B ^ f 2*)i r '  -  t S i o i S o n  r  i i
(2.23)
y2* j  \ ( B 22- B 21Bn1B12) 1 (f2* -  B^Bf/P*)
The response calculated by the proposed reduced method is given by y =  Bf^P*. As 
it can be observed, in the proposed method it is assumed that the non-diagonal block 
matrices are zero and that higher eigenvalues or the uncertainty linked to them have no 
effect on the response. The error associated to the proposed method with respect to the 
full system is given by
£  =  (U *  -  uf(u* -  U ) ,  (U *  -  U )  =  I $ o y; yP
o
y P *  _  y
P  
2*y
(2.24)
An approximation can be introduced to the expression of yp* using the Neumann ex­
pansion
yp* ~ ^ (B ^ B n B ^ B ^ )^  B^1 (P* -  B12B221f2*) (2.25)
and we obtain
f  ' -yp ~ Bn> (P* -  B ^ B ^ f2*) +  B^1 ( -B ^ B ^ f2*)
(2.26)
These expressions, although correct, do not allow to grasp the physical meaning of 
neglecting the projection of the response on eigenvectors corresponding to the higher 
eigenvalues. The following approximate error analysis is given to fulfill this require­
ment.
2.3.2 Approximate error analysis
We consider an approximate error analysis to get an idea of the nature of the approxi­
mations involved in the proposed RPC. Let us partition the matrices of the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors as
A0 =  [A0p|Ao2] and 3>o =  [3>p|4>2] (2.27)
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Here the matrices A02 G and <F2 E Rnx(n_?>) denote the blocks that have
not been used in the reduced method. Following the analogy of Equation (2.7) and 
using the partitions in Equation (2.27), the response can be expressed as
u0 =  [SoAo'So] t  =  ([$pl*2] [AoJAo* ]" 1 [^p|*2]T) f
# p A ^ * j]  f  +  [$ 2A0- 1^ ]  f  =  $ py0 +  [* 2A £ * J ]  f  (2.28)
where y0 =  Aq f. Clearly in the proposed reduced approach when only y0 is con­
sidered, the second term is neglected.
Suppose, the error associated with the PC expansion of u (lj) and y ( c j )  are respec­
tively eu and Ey. The additional error arising in the evaluation of y ( u j )  comes from 
neglecting the term similar to the second term of Equation (2.28), given by
e2 =  [^ A o ,1^ ]  f (2.29)
Taking the Z2 norm we have
||e2|| =  Trace ( ( [^ A ^ H  f X ^ A ^ ]  f f )  =  Trace ( S ^ A ^ f l ^ A ^ 1)
(2.30)
Recalling that 3>J<F2 is an identity matrix we have
||e2|| =  Trace (A0- 2^ f f TS 2) (2.31)
Since <&p is an orthonormal matrix, the error norm is invariant with respect to rotation in 
<Fp. That is the error norm for y(u) and &py (to) are identical. Therefore, from Equation
(2.28) the error norm of y ( u j )  and u ( c j )  can be approximately related as
l|e«|| £  ||e„|| +  Trace (A^2# 2tf r $ ! ’) (2.32)
This expression shows that the difference between the error norm of u ( g j )  and y ( u )  will 
be small when the eigenvalues in the diagonal matrix A02 are large.
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2.4 Summary of the computational method
The reduced polynomial chaos (RPC) for the solution of the stochastic elliptic PDE
(1.29) can be implemented as follows:
1. Obtain the system matrices Ai f i =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , M  and the forcing vector f  by 
discretizing the governing stochastic partial differential equation using the well 
established stochastic finite element methodologies.
2. Solve the eigenvalue problem associated with the mean matrix A0
3. Select a small value of e, say e =  10 3. Obtain the number of the reduced or­
thonormal basis p such that A0l /  A0p < e.
4. Create the reduced matrix of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
6. Obtain the reduced polynomial chaos expansion
p
y(w) =  £ r * « ( o 7 ) ) y *  (2.36)
k=1
where the vectors yk e Rp can be obtained by solving the pP  x pP  system from 
Equation (2.14)
A0$ 0 — (2.33)
5. Calculate the transformed matrices and vector
A* =  6 =  1 , 2 , . . . , AT and f = $ p f  (2.35)
(2.37)
7. Calculate the mean and the covariance matrix of the response of the original sys­
tem
E [u] =  $ Py1 and (2.38)
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where
=  f e E  I H t e M ) ]  y * y * j  _ y ^ r  (2 3 9 >
The proposed RPC method is now applied to three numerical examples to verify the 
efficiency of the method.
2.5 Transversal deformation of a beam with stochastic 
properties
p
EI 'r
Figure 2.1: A clamped-free beam with random bending rigidity subjected to a point 
load at the end.
The method described is applied to the problem of a bending beam with stochastic 
flexural rigidity. We consider the numerical example of the clamped-free beam shown 
in Figure 2.1, subjected to a deterministic transversal load at its tip of P  = 0.4658 N. 
The system is such that the finite element model of the beam has 50 elements and the 
associated deterministic matrix is of size n =  100. The length of the Euler Bernoulli 
beam is 1 m, and for the deterministic case, Young’s modulus is E=69 GPa and the 
cross-section is a rectangle of length 40 mm and height 4 mm, its moment of inertia 
is 1=910-11 m4. The flexural rigidity of the beam, EI,  is considered as a random 
field with mean E [EI] =  6.21 Nm2, standard deviation 0.2E [EI] and exponential 
covariance function with correlation length the length of the beam. Two terms are kept 
in the KL expansion of the system stiffness matrix. The order of the polynomial chaos 
used is four, that is, from Equation (1.85) with M  = 2 and r = 4, 15 polynomials are 
used in the expansion of the response.
The solution is obtained with different methods to compare their performance. MCS 
method is applied using 10000 samples. The PC method, called here full PC, is applied, 
and the linear system to be solved is of size 1500. Two reduced systems are considered, 
using the first 3 and 6 eigenvectors. The ratio between the first and the n — th  eigen­
value is shown in Figure 2.2, together with the first four eigenvectors for the transverse
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displacement. The red circles show the ratio of eigenvalues for the two reduced systems 
used in the numerical examples, i.e. for the number of eigenvalues 3 and 6. The two
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Figure 2.2: Ratio of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the beam problem.
reduced PC system matrices are of sizes 45 and 90 for transformed stiffness matrices 
of sizes 3 and 6 respectively. Values of the mean and standard deviation of the vertical 
displacement for all the nodes are shown in Figure 2.3. The displacement is normalised 
by PL*/3E1  such that the deterministic vertical displacement at the tip is unity. The
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Figure 2.3: Mean and standard deviation of the normalised vertical displacement for 
the beam problem.
error associated with using RPC instead of the full PC is shown in Figure 2.4 for all the 
nodes of the beam. The percentage error is represented as
e%  =  100 x
|fPC -R P C | 
fPC
(2.40)
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MCS Full PC (n =  100) RPC (n =  3) RPC (n =  6)
CPU time (s) 1.1508 0.0238 0.0063 0.0071
Table 2.2: CPU times (sec) of calculations for the full PC and in the proposed reduced 
method. The cost of calculating complete eigensolutions is 0.0073s.
where fPC are the results from full PC and RPC are the ones from the reduced PC. It is
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Figure 2.4: Percentage error of mean and standard deviation of the normalised vertical 
displacement, between full PC and reduced PC.
observed that the error is higher at position i  =  0m , as values near the origin are close 
to zero. It is also observed that errors at the tip of the beam are negligible. We can also 
observe that there is a significant different between the results obtained from PC (both 
full and reduced) and MCS. The accuracy of the methods can be improved by using 
polynomials of higher order, that is, using more basis functions T* in the PC expansio of 
the response. As expected, the proposed method generates a response with an accuracy 
similar to the one of full PC, but at lower cost. This cost is described in Table 2.2, where 
the CPU time of calculations for the four methods is given. Figure 2.5(a) shows the pdf 
of the tip vertical displacement for MCS, full PC and the two reduced systems. The 
error of the vertical displacement associated with using a reduced system instead of the 
full PC for the tip node is shown in Figure 2.5(b), for different orders of the reduced 
system. One can observe that with 6 dimensions, the proposed RPC produce results 
comparable with the full PC with dimension 100. Figure 2.5(b) shows that the error 
compared to the full PC reduces significantly when the size of the reduced system is 
beyond 10.
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Figure 2.5: The pdf of the normalised vertical displacement at tip of the beam obtained 
with MCS, full PC and reduced PC with n =  3 and n =6. Percentage errors of mean and 
standard deviation of the normalised tip displacement using different reduced systems.
2.6 Flow through a stochastic medium
A numerical example of a steady flow through a porous media is now considered to 
investigate the efficiency of the proposed method for a problem of higher spatial di­
mension than the previous example. The equation of motion is the Poissons equation, 
i.e. — V.(A V/?) =  q, where k is the hydraulic conductivity, h is the head and q is the spe­
cific flux or sources. The two-dimensional domain is a rectangle of length L - 1 m and 
width W =0.6 m, as shown in Figure 2.6. The domain is divided with a uniform mesh of 
70 by 42 square elements. The domain is subjected to a constant flux q^  =  1 cm/s along 
the portion of its boundary verifying y =  —0.3 m and x £ [0.3 , 0.5] m (last 14 elements 
on x direction), in coordinates of the KL expansion. The head is fixed at value =  0 
cm along the portion of the boundary such that x =  —0.5 m, y £ [0.1714, 0.3] m 
(last 9 elements in y direction). The deterministic system has n =  584 degrees of free­
dom. A Gaussian hydraulic conductivity (k) with 2D exponential covariance function 
is considered. The 2D covariance function is obtained by multiplying a ID exponential 
covariance function depending on x, with correlation length bx =  LI5; and a ID ex­
ponential covariance function depending on y, with correlation length by =  W/5. Two 
terms of the KL expansion in each direction are kept, that is, the KL expansion has four 
matrices for the whole system. The mean value of the hydraulic conductivity is given 
by E [A:] =  1 cm/s, and its standard deviation is a =  0.2E [A;]. The stiffness element
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matrices are given by
=  Jo Jo Vl / ! ^ ^ X’y)dXdy
<p(x, y) dxdy (2.41)
(2.42)
The stiffness matrix of the system is given by K =  K/ +  K //, where Kj and K //
Figure 2.6: Flow through a rectangular porous media. The porous media is assumed to 
have stochastically inhomogeneous hydraulic conductivity.
are obtained by assembling the respective matrices given above. The details of the 
finite element model can be found, for example, in Reddy (1984). The random vari­
able appearing in the stiffness matrix is k. The eigenfunction and eigenvectors equal 
(p(x ,y) = l , u  = E[fc] for the deterministic stiffness matrix, and it depends on the 
covariance function when considering a KL expansion matrix. The polynomial chaos 
used is of fourth order, so that the total number of polynomials is 70.
As formerly, the response is obtained using different methods to compare their per­
formance. MCS is applied using 10000 samples. The size of the linear system to be 
solved when applying full PC is 40880. The two reduced systems considered use the 
first 5 and 20 eigenvectors respectively. The ratio between the first and the n — th eigen­
value is shown in Figure 2.7, where the two red circles show this ratio for the two exam­
ples considered, and the contours of the first four eigenvectors are shown in Figure 2.8.
The two reduced PC system matrices are of sizes 350 and 1400 for the transformed 
stiffness matrices of sizes 5 and 20 respectively. Contour plots of the mean and standard 
deviation obtained with the different methods are shown respectively in Figure 2.9 and 
Figure 2.10. The contours of the percentage errors in mean and standard deviation
/ / / / / / /  q=0 / / / / 1 q=lcrT^
/ / / / /  q=V ////7777Z
L =  l m
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Figure 2.7: Ratio of eigenvalues for the flow through porous media problem.
(a) First eigenvector, (b) Second eigenvector, (c) Third eigenvector, (d) Fourth eigenvector.
Figure 2.8: First four eigenvectors of the stiffness matrix for the flow through porous 
media problem.
(a) MCS, 10k samples, (b) Full PC (n =  584). (c) RPC (n =  5). (d) RPC (n =  20).
Figure 2.9: Contour of the mean of head (cm) obtained with MCS, full PC and re­
duced systems using the first five and twenty eigenvectors respectively, x and y axis 
are respectively the positions in x direction with x E [—0.5, 0.5] and y direction with
y  E [-0 .3 , 0.3].
between the reduced systems and the full PC are shown in Figure 2.11. The percentage 
error is calculated with Equation (2.40). As formerly, the accuracy of the response with 
the proposed method is similar to the one of full PC, but is obtained at a lower cost. This 
cost is described in Table 2.3, where the CPU time of calculations for the four methods 
is given. The pdf of the response at coordinate (x,y)  =  (0.1714, —0.2857) is shown 
in Figure 2.12 for MCS, full PC and the two reduced order models. This coordinate is 
close to the boundary in which the specific flux is prescribed, and far from the boundary
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(a) MCS, 10k samples, (b) Full PC (n -  584). (c) RPC (n =  5). (d) RPC (n =  20).
Figure 2.10: Contour of the standard deviation of head (cm) obtained with MCS, full 
PC and reduced systems using the first five and twenty eigenvectors respectively, x and 
y axis are respectively the positions in x direction with x £ [—0.5, 0.5] and y direction 
with y £ [—0.3, 0.3].
(a) e% of mean (n =  5). (b) e% of a {n = 5). (c) e% of mean (n =  (d) e% of a (n — 20).
20).
Figure 2.11: Contour of percentage error ( e %)  of mean and standard deviation (a) of 
RPC (with n =  5 and n =  20) compared to full PC. x and y axis are respectively the 
positions in x direction with x £ [—0.5, 0.5] and y direction with y £ [—0.3, 0.3].
for which the head is fixed, so that the effect of uncertainty on the head should be larger 
than at other coordinates in the geometry. One can observe that with 20 dimensions, 
the proposed RPC produce results comparable with the full PC with dimension 584. 
Figure 2.12(b) shows that the error compared to the full PC reduces significantly when 
the size of the reduced system is beyond 50.
2.7 Bending of an elastic plate with stochastic proper­
ties
Numerical example of a plate bending problem is given to investigate the efficiency of 
the proposed method. The domain is a rectangular plate of length L =  1 m and width
MCS full PC (n =  584) RPC (n =  5) RPC (n =  20)
CPU time (s) 8.3371 xlO3 192.1206 0.8293 0.9569
Table 2.3: CPU times (sec) of calculations for the full PC and in the proposed reduced 
method. The cost of calculating complete eigensolutions is 119.7236s.
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Figure 2.12: Pdf of head and percentage errors of mean and standard deviation of head
at (x, y)  =  (0.1714,-0.2857).
W  =  0.6 m, as shown in Figure 2.13. The plate is clamped along its width (coordinate
W =0 6m
P= IN / m
Figure 2.13: A rectangular elastic plate with stochastic bending rigidity subjected to a 
line load along one edge.
x =  —0.5 m) and a uniform distributed load of value P  =  1 N/m is applied at x =  0.5 
m. The plate has 30 elements in x direction and 18 elements in y direction. The deter­
ministic system stiffness matrix is of dimension n =  1710. The variable D  =  l2^ t-v2) 
is modelled as a Gaussian random field, where its 2D covariance function is obtained 
by multiplying an ID exponential covariance function depending on x, with correlation 
length bx =  0.2 m; and another ID exponential covariance function depending on y, 
with correlation length by =  0.12 m. The mean E [D] of D  is calculated with E  =  200 
GPa, t — 3 mm and v =  0.3, and its standard deviation is a =  0.2E [D\. Two terms are 
kept in each ID KL expansion, therefore, the KL expansion is the sum of a determin­
istic matrix and four matrices multiplied by independent random variables. Details on 
the FE method can be found, for example, in Dawe (1984).
The vertical displacement of the system is calculated with four methods: a MCS
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using 10000 samples, full PC and two reduced systems, where the system is reduced 
using the two and five first eigenvectors respectively. The ratio between the first and 
the n — th eigenvalue is shown in Figure 2.14. First four eigenvectors for the vertical 
displacement are shown in Figure 2.15. The two reduced PC system matrices are of
io
liiijlii!
10° io1 io2
Number o f eigenvalues
10
Figure 2.14: Ratio of eigenvalues for the plate bending problem.
(a) First eigenvector, (b) Second eigenvector, (c) Third eigenvector, (d) Fourth eigenvector.
Figure 2.15: First four eigenvectors of the stiffness matrix for the plate bending prob­
lem. Only the degrees of freedom corresponding to vertical displacement are repre­
sented.
sizes n =  140 and n — 350 for transformed stiffness matrices of sizes two and five 
respectively. Contours of the mean and standard deviation for the four methods are 
shown respectively in Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17. The percentage error associated 
with using RPC instead of full PC is shown in Figure 2.18. The percentage error is given 
by Equation (2.40). As formerly, it is observed that the percentage error between both 
methods is small, while the computation time is very different, as shown in Table 2.4. 
Coordinate (x, y) =  (0.1667, 0) is chosen to show some features of the method, as the 
pdf of the vertical displacement at Subfigure 2.19(a). At this position, the percentage 
errors of mean and standard deviation of the vertical displacement for different reduced 
systems compared to full PC are shown in Subfigure 2.19(b). One can observe that 
with 5 dimensions, the proposed RPC produce results comparable with the full PC with
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(a) MCS, 10k samples, (b) Full PC (n =  (c) RPC (n =  2). (d) RPC (n =  5).
1710).
Figure 2.16: Contours of the mean of vertical displacement (m) obtained with MCS, 
full PC and reduced systems using the first two and five eigenvectors respectively, x 
and y axis are the positions in x direction with x G [—0.5, 0.5] and y direction with
y G [-0 .3 , 0.3].
(a) MCS, 10k samples, (b) Full PC (n =  (c) RPC (n =  2). (d) RPC (n =  5).
1710).
Figure 2.17: Contours of the standard deviation of vertical displacement (m) obtained 
with MCS, full PC and reduced PC using the first two and five eigenvectors respectively. 
x and y axis are respectively the positions in x direction with x G [—0.5, 0.5] and y 
direction with y G [—0.3, 0.3].
(a) e% of mean (n =  (b) e% of a (n =  2). (c) e% of mean (n =  (d) e% of a (n = 5). 
2). 5).
Figure 2.18: Contour of percentage error (e%) of mean and standard deviation (cr) of 
vertical displacement, x and y axis are respectively the positions in x direction with
x G [—0.5, 0.5] and y direction with y G [—0.3, 0.3].
dimension 1710. Figure 2.19(b) shows that the error compared to the full PC reduces 
significantly when the size of the reduced system is beyond 20.
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MCS full PC (n =  1710) RPC (n =  2) RPC (n =  5)
CPU time 1.6054xl04 389.2569 0.3751 0.5074
Table 2.4: CPU times (sec) of calculations for the full PC and in the proposed reduced 
method. The cost of calculating complete eigensolutions is 38.0243s.
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Figure 2.19: Pdf and percentage error of mean and standard deviation of vertical dis­
placement, at position (x, y)  =  (0.1667,0).
2.8 Conclusions
In this Chapter discretized stochastic elliptic partial differential equations have been 
considered. In the classical spectral stochastic finite element approach, each element 
of the response vector is projected into a basis of polynomials orthogonal with respect 
to a given pdf, and the associated vectors of coefficients multiplying each polynomial 
are obtained using a Galerkin type of error minimization approach. Here an alterna­
tive approach is investigated. The solution is firstly projected into a finite dimensional 
orthonormal vector basis, and each element of the associated reduced response vector 
is then projected into the basis of orthogonal polynomials. As formerly, the constants 
arising from the projections are obtained using a Galerkin type of error minimization 
approach. This error minimization approach is twofold as both projections, in the vec­
tor space and in the functions space, need to be taken into account. The dimension of 
the linear system to be solved with the classical spectral stochastic finite element ap­
proach is obtained by multiplying the number of polynomials used in the projection by 
the dimension of the system stiffness matrix. In the proposed approach, the dimension 
of the linear system to be solved is obtained by multiplying the number of polynomials 
by the number of vectors in the projection basis used. The vectors used in the projection
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basis are chosen amongst the eigenvectors of the deterministic stiffness matrix, and are 
the ones corresponding to the p smaller eigenvalues, so that p is the size of the reduced 
system.
The reduced system can be considered as a preconditioned submatrix of the original 
system, so that an approximate relation between the errors of the two methods can be 
derived. The method has been applied to three different systems with random param­
eters, a bending beam, a flow through porous media with random permeability and a 
bending plate. For the three systems, a reduction of the system with the method leads 
to a reduction in computation time with respect to the classical spectral stochastic finite 
element approach. The accuracy remained similar to that of the original method, in 
spite of the reduction in the spatial dimension. Keeping the computational cost fixed, 
the proposed reduced polynomial chaos (RPC) approach allows one to solve a system 
of larger dimension, or to consider higher order polynomial chaos expansion.
A related approach will be investigated for the random eigenvalue problem in Chap­
ter 3, where new methods based on polynomial chaos and size reduction are proposed.
Chapter 3
Hybrid perturbation-polynomial chaos 
approaches to the random algebraic 
eigenvalue problem
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1 the random eigenvalue problem was discussed, and its importance in dy­
namic problems was commented. It was observed that even if research has been carried 
out both on the perturbation and PC methods for the random eigenvalue problem, no 
method hybridizing both approaches is yet available. Efficient methods hybridizing PC 
and other methods have been proposed for the elliptic problem (Sachdeva et al., 2006b, 
Maute et al., 2009), where a reduction of the size of the linear system to be solved, 
different from the one exposed in Chapter 2, was achieved. The aim of the present 
Chapter is to gain efficiency on the PC algorithms for random eigenvalue problems 
through the use of results from the perturbation method. The outline of the Chapter 
is as follows. The basic theories of the perturbation method and PC are discussed re­
spectively in subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. PC expansion of eigenvalues is obtained in 
section 3.3 using the Rayleigh quotient where eigenvectors are obtained from the per­
turbation method or from one of the methods developed to update eigenvectors. Four 
new methods, namely reduced spectral power method (RSPM), reduced spectral inverse 
power method (RSIPM), reduced spectral constrained coefficients method (RSCCM) 
and spectral constrained coefficients method (SCCM) are proposed to update the eigen­
vectors in section 3.4. The four methods allow us to obtain an updated PC expansion
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of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues using Rayleigh quotient. A summary of the pro­
posed methods is given in section 3.5. A comparison of the methods is performed for 
the problem of a beam with stochastic properties in section 3.6 and for a thin plate with 
stochastic properties in section 3.7.
3.2 A brief overview of available techniques tackling the 
random eigenvalue problem
The generalised eigenvalue problem was given in Equation (1.99)
K </>w) =  AO)M 0 W) (3.1)
The eigenvalues A® are the same as the ones from the eigenvalue problem
P
A v«) =  a0)vw) A =  y ]  TjAj (3.2)
i=1
where A =  M -1//2KM-1/2 is the system matrix and =  M i s  the j-th eigen­
vector. It is noted that, when M is a deterministic matrix and K =  Y^=i  r*Ki, the 
system matrix is given by A* =  M-1/2KjM-1//2. For the case of the system matrix 
in Equation (1.30), Ki =  K0 and K*+i =  K* for i = 1 , . . . ,  M  in the case of T* the 
basis functions of PC. When uncertainty affects both mass and stiffness matrices, the 
system matrix A can still be represented with a PC expansion, but the obtention of ma­
trices A* is not straightforward. Identifying these matrices would imply projecting the 
product of the three matrices M -1//2KM-1/2 into the basis functions T* as, in general,
Ai =  e  [Ars] / e  [r?].
The propagation of uncertainty from A to eigenvectors v ^  and eigenvalues 
has been studied with several methods, amongst them, the perturbation method and PC 
expansion.
3.2.1 Perturbation method for the random eigenvalue problem
The perturbation method is widely used due to its simplicity and computational effi­
ciency. The different perturbation methods available to analyze the random eigenvalue 
problem are based on keeping different number of terms in the Taylor series expansions.
3.2. A brief overview o f available techniques tackling the random eigenvalue problem.
The first order perturbation of the j - th eigenvalue is given by
where
dii Vj0a?i
(3.3)
For the case where A is given by a KL expansion as in Equation (1.103), dA/d^i = A j. 
Perturbation methods can also be applied to eigenvectors, and the eigenvalues can then 
be obtained using the Rayleigh quotient. This approximation of eigenvalues is more ac­
curate than the one obtained by directly applying the perturbation method via the Taylor
value and the corresponding eigenvector, an expression for the first-order perturbation 
of the eigenvector can be given by (Hasselman and Hart, 1972)
Different methods have been developed to calculate the derivatives of the eigenvectors. 
One of these methods expands the derivative of eigenvectors as a linear combination of 
deterministic eigenvectors (Bellman, 1960, Fox and Kapoor, 1968), so that
This equation is used when all deterministic eigenvectors are calculated. If only a lim­
ited number of eigenvectors were calculated, other methods described by Nelson (1976) 
could be applied. The case of complex or repeated eigenvalues is not dealt with here. 
The perturbation method for such cases is derived, for example in Ojalvo (1987), Mills- 
Curran (1988), Friswell (1996), Adhikari (2000). For the case of repeated eigenvalues, 
the space corresponding to a given eigenvalue is the space spanned by its two eigen­
vectors, so that the proposed methods would be valid for the eigenvalues that are not 
repeated but not for the repeated one. The case of veering of modes is dealt with, for 
example in du Bois et al. (2011), Gallina et al. (2011), and the proposed method does 
not allow to deal with this problem.
series expansions (Chen et al., 2000). If and vj0 are the j-th deterministic eigen-
(3.4)
The deterministic eigenvectors satisfy the following properties
\J0 \ j0  = 1 and vJ o ^ ~  =  0 (3.5)
^ 2  a jirnVm 0  where a
N
vmO^Tv30 (3-6)
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3.2.2 Polynomial chaos approach for the random eigenvalue prob­
lem
The eigensolutions are assumed to have finite second-order moments, and can be rep­
resented as an expansion using a basis of functions in the space of square integrable 
functions. The representations of A ^ and v ^  on the basis functions Y^ truncated after 
P  terms can be given by
E XjkYfc(£, 1? • • • £ m )
k=l
P
v(-7)(£i> • • • £m ) =  y > l j ) r fc( 6 ,  • • • £m )
(3.7)
(3.8)
fc=i
where A^ and vj^ are unknowns and the basis functions considered here are PC (Ghanem 
and Spanos, 1991). Details on the PC expansion have already been given in Chapter 1.
PC has already been used in the context of the algebraic random eigenvalue problem 
by Ghanem and Ghosh (2007). Ghanem and Ghosh (2007) substituted eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors by their expansions, i.e., A^ 3 and v ^  are replaced in Equation (3.2) by 
their expansions from Equations (3.7) and (3.8). The resulting equation is projected on 
the basis functions E* through the Galerkin method, that is, the equation is multiplied 
by each basis function Yp and subsequently the mean of the equation is taken. The 
resulting system of equations of size P  x n relating the unknowns and can be 
given by
p
Cqt- Ay
. r = l
y t i )
P
\ U ) ~
I
=  ^  X j i e o i  ®  I n
\ p ) 1=1
7 p .
(3.9)
For the case of a KL expansion of the random field such as in Equation (1.103), the 
matrix on the left hand side reduces to ^c0 ® A 0 +  ciz ® A ^ . Here the elements 
in the k-th row and p-th column of the P  x P  matrices c0, and e0; are respectively 
Cokp = H [r^Tp], Cukp — E KiTfcTp], with i — 1, . . .  M  and e.Qikp =  E [E/cEpEj] with I — 
1, . . .  P , and <g> denotes the kronecker product. If the norm of the eigenvectors is also 
prescribed, the nonlinear system of equations can be solved with iterative techniques. 
A good initial approximation is often needed to obtain a fast convergence.
An iterative procedure to obtain PC expansions of eigenvalues and eigenvectors has
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been proposed by Verhoosel et al. (2006) based on the inverse power method. The 
algorithm of the iteration can be concisely described by the following steps:
T
1
L  (9+1) « , )  (Ao +  E ^ A O v ® .
2- „ =  (A® 1} -  A®) [a 0 +  f A  -  A^I
, .\ yO)0) V (g+1)
3 ' V (<7+1) ^  | |V p )
(g+l)"L£
| V 0 ) - V 0 )|
4. Define errors £l,+1 =  ||[A0+ E £ i 6A<-A[J)+1)I„]||£! ande2(,+1) =  | W
=  V E L i ^ („E[rg]
V(q )
with VaW, =  , the coefficient of variation of the eigenvalue.
For all the steps of the iterative procedure where it is needed, the coefficients of the 
PC expansions are obtained using the Galerkin method. The subscripts (q) and (q +  
1) denote the number of the iteration. That is, A^j is the PC expansion of the j-th 
eigenvalue at iteration q, while Xjk(q) denotes the k-th coefficient of the expansion, so 
that =  Ylk=i ^jk{q)Fk- Similarly, vj^ is the PC expansion of the j-th eigenvector at 
iteration q, so that v g  =  X)£=1 v j^ r* .
The two methods discussed here can be used to obtain the eigenvalue and eigenvec­
tor coefficients Ajk and vjjf3 of the PC expansions given by Equations (3.7) and (3.8). 
From these PC expansions, the pdf of eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be obtained by 
a Monte Carlo simulation. This is done by sampling the set of independent Gaussian 
random variables f i , . . . ,  £m- The corresponding values of the basis functions Tk are 
calculated and subsequently introduced in the PC expansions of eigenvalues and eigen­
vectors given by Equations (3.7) and (3.8). A numerical approximation to the pdf of 
eigenvalues from the samples of eigenvalues can then be obtained. Moments of eigen­
values and eigenvectors can also be derived from Equations (3.7) and (3.8). The first 
and second moments of eigenvalues are given by
p
E[A«>] =  ^ A 3-fcE [r lfe] =  A^ 1 (3.10)
k=1
E [(A « )2] =  ] T  Aj-fcAjjE [rfcrj] =  [r |] o . i i )
k,l=1 fc=l
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Similarly, the first and second moments of the eigenvectors can be calculated
p
E [v« ]  =  ^ v« E [ r fc] =  v'J') (3.12)
fc=l
v« (v«)r] = y, v“ (*?))T E [r*r«] = E v“ (v* T E t1*] (3-13>
*,1=1 fc=i
3.3 Rayleigh quotient method for the polynomial chaos 
expansion of eigenvalues
The Rayleigh quotient can be used to obtain an approximation to the eigenvalue A® if 
an approximation to eigenvector \ l3> is available
(v® )T Av®\b )  = A— > ------  (3.14)
(vb))r vO)
This method to obtain eigenvalues is similar to step 1 of the algorithm by Verhoosel
et al. (2006), but here, the eigenvectors do not need to be normalised as the Rayleigh
quotient already removes the effect of the norm of eigenvectors on eigenvalues through 
the denominator. The eigenvalues of the random algebraic eigenvalue problem can be 
expanded with a PC expansion such that the j-th eigenvalue is given by Equation (3.7). 
Substituting this expansion in the expression of the Rayleigh quotient in Equation (3.14) 
leads to
( E A* r *) {y{i))T y{j) = ( v » f  ( y r v O  y(i) (3.15)
In the following subsections, the eigenvectors v ^  will be substituted by different ap­
proximations, allowing to obtain the coefficients Aj* from a linear system of equations. 
It is noted that, once a description of eigenvectors is available, two approaches to cal­
culate the PC expansion of eigenvalues are available. Here, the expansion is obtained 
using Galerkin method, but nonintrusive methods could also be applied (Maitre and 
Knio, 2010).
3.3.1 Perturbation of the eigenvectors
Using the first-order perturbation of the j-th eigenvector, the corresponding eigenvalue 
can be approximated using the Rayleigh quotient by substituting from Equations
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(3.4) and (3.6) into Equation (3.15)
(p  \  /  m  m  \  p(  Vf o VjO +  2 ^ 6 v J 0Vji+ = Y V J o A r ' / j O r r  +k = 0 J  \  i = 1 7 5 = 1  /  r = 1
P M  P M
2 VjoArVjp^rV +  ^   ^ ^   ^ \ j gA r\jh£g£hTr (3.16)
r = 1 9= 1  r = l  g ,/ i= l
The Galerkin method is applied to Equation (3.16) (i.e. the equation is multiplied by the 
p-th PC basis function Tp and mean of the equation is taken) and the resulting equation 
is simplified using properties given by Equation (3.5). Then, coefficients Aj k of the PC 
expansion of A^ can be obtained from the equations
P  /  M  \  P  P M
y !  I c0kp +  y  vJiVjgC2igkp VjoArVjQCQrp +  ^ E E  yjoAryjgclgrp+
k — 1 \  7 5 = 1  /  r = l  r = l  9= 1
P  M
y  y :  ^ j g A r v  j h C 2g h r p
r = l  9 , / i= l
(3.17)
This equation reduces, for the case of A given by equation (1.103), to
P  /  M  \  M  M
y   ^Ajfc I Cofcp +  y   ^Vjj\jgC2igkp I =  Aq d()p +  V^ qA^ Vj0<^ 1zp “1“ y   ^ (^E'O' '^iE'S- ’^
k = 1 \  7 5 = 1  /  i = l  7 5 = 1
M
v J g A o V j i )  d 2 i g p  3 ~  y  ^ Vj g A i V j h d s i g h p
i , g , h = 1
(3.18)
where p = 1 , . . . ,  P. Matrix c0 has already been defined as a diagonal matrix with 
element in the /c-th row and p-th column given by cQkp =  E [I^Tp]. Similarly, the 
P  x P  matrix c2ig has elements c2igkp = E [Tfcr p^ ^ ]  and column vectors of length 
P  d0, du, d2ig and d3igh have their p-th term given by d 0 p  =  E [Tp], d l i p  = E [TP£J, 
d 2i g p  =  E [ T p ^ E ]  and d 3 i g h p  =  E [T p £ 2£ 5 6 i] respectively. This notation for matrices c 
and d is such that for each matrix the mean of the product of, respectively, one and two 
polynomials Tk is calculated. The numerical subindex (e.g. 1, 2) indicate the number 
of random variables multiplying those polynomials inside the mean operator. Equation
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(3.18) can be represented by the linear system of equations
M
Co +  Y  vJiyHc*
M=1
j i
AjP
M M
=Ao)d0 +  ^  vJoAjVj-odu +  Y  (2vJoA>vw+
i , 9 = 1i = l
M
V^ AoVji) d2ifl + ^  Vj A V^ d3^
i , g , h = 1
(3.19)
and the coefficients A^ of the eigenvalue expansion can be obtained by solving the 
P  x P  linear system given by Equation (3.19).
3.3.2 Reduced polynomial chaos eigenvectors
The PC expansion of an eigenvector is given by Equation (3.8). A possible approach to 
reduce the size of the system is to assume the vectors vj^ can be expressed as a linear 
combination of the vectors vj0 and v^, such that
M
(3.20)
i = l
The reduction is performed when M  + 1  < n, otherwise, the system obtained is equiva­
lent to the full system where the eigenvector is given in Equation (3.8), for M  +  1 =  n, 
or the vectors vj0, Vji are linearly dependent, for M  +  1 > n. In the cases where 
M  +  1 > n, the system is not reduced, but a projection of the eigenvectors on the 
deterministic eigenvectors can be performed. This procedure will be developed in sub­
section 3.3.3. The idea of expanding the random eigenvectors into a basis formed by 
the deterministic eigenvector and its first derivative has already been used by Nair and 
Keane (2003), and an accurate approximation to eigenvectors was obtained. Substitut­
ing Equation (3.20) in Equation (3.8), the eigenvector can be expanded as
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where the rectangular matrix Yj  is formed with the columns of the deterministic eigen­
vector and its derivatives with respect to each random variable
V j0  V j i  . . . \ j M e  Rnx(M+1) (3.22)
This expansion will be used in the next section, where coefficients a^?, will be 
obtained. After obtaining the set of coefficients , the PC expansion of the j-th
eigenvalue is obtained using the Rayleigh quotient. That is, the new eigenvectors from 
Equation (3.21) are substituted in Equation (3.15)
3 \  /  P  M  p
I Y  ato aw r ir m',J’0VjO +  2 y ]  Y  aOm4',I,r,rmVJoVJi+
, k = 0 /  \ l , m = 1 i —1 l , m —1
M  P  \  P
Y  a “ “ “ r ' r " ‘V? iV9i ) =  H  “S “oi)r--r ir m''JoArV,o+
i , g = 1 1, m = l  /  r,Z ,m = l
M  P  M  P
2Y  'P, a^ / )rrr irmvJoA,.V.,-j +  Y  Y  a{i i a(9 l T ^ m y Tj g K y j i  (3.23)
i = 1 r , l , m = 1 i , g = 1 r , l , m = 1
As in the previous subsection, the equation is simplified using properties given by Equa­
tion (3.5). Then, the equation is multiplied by Tp and mean is taken. The coefficients 
of the eigenvalue expansion can be retrieved from the set of equations
p  p  /  m  \
Y Xik z L  S l m p k  I < 4 i) a 0m  +  Y  a .'m a “ VJ i V39 ) =
fc=l l , m —1 \  i , g =  1 /
P  /  M  M
Y  9 r  I m p  I a ^ a ^ v J 0A r V j0 +  2Y  aoJ,ail)yjOAryj> +  Y  a9mail)yJ<,Aryj«
r , l , m =  1 \  i = l  g , i = 1
(3.24)
If the system matrix is given by Equation (1.103), the previous equation reduces to
p  p  /  m  \
Y  X* J2 9l™Pk ( “oMrn +  Y  aimaglyJiy39 ) =
k = 1 l , m —1 \  i , g = 1 /
P  /  M  \  P  M
^  y a 0 l a 0 m  ( ^ 0 j e 0 l m p  +  VjoAjVjoCliZmp j +  ^  ^ aoi ^  ^ 
l , m — l  \  i = 1 /  l , m — l  i , g =  1
P M /  M  \
a i m a g^l ( y j i ^ 0 V j g e 0 l m p  +  ^   ^^ j i ^ h Y j g e l h l m p  j (3.25)
l , m — l  i , g  \  h — 1 /
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Herep =  1, . . . ,  P, e0imP = E [FtFmFp\, Cigimp e  [rmr2rp£g], Qkimp — e  [rfcr£rmrp]. 
As formerly, the set of coefficients A^ can be found solving a linear equation similar to 
the one obtained in Equation (3.19). The set of coefficients a$  have yet not been
defined. They are calculated in the next section, following three approaches, namely, the 
reduced spectral power method, the reduced spectral inverse method and the reduced 
spectral constrained coefficients method.
3.3.3 Polynomial chaos eigenvectors projected on deterministic eigen­
vectors
The PC expansion of an eigenvector is given by Equation (3.8). The vectors vj^ can be 
expressed as a linear combination of the deterministic eigenvectors Vj0, such that
v*1 = E (Ea*,)r*) Vi°=V(
i = 1 \ f c = l
V'-P
l ^ k = 1 a k  *■ k
x^p  „(Jn)p 
/ L , k =  1 a k  1 k
=  Vo (In <8> [F, . . .  Fp])
,0i)'
. 01 )
a(Jn)
(3.26)
where V0 is the matrix of deterministic eigenvectors. This calculation of the Rayleigh 
quotient uses the coefficients obtained from the spectral constrained coef­
ficients method obtained in subsection 3.4.4. After obtaining the set of coefficients 
a o k  > a i k  » EC expansion of the j-th eigenvalue is obtained using the Rayleigh quo­
tient. That is, the new eigenvectors from Equation (3.26) are substituted in Equation 
(3.15)
kfc=i
n  P P  nEA*r*) (E E «JS*>«P*)r,rra 1 = E E vJoArvioa^)a,0!')rirmrr
k — 1 l , m = l  J  r , l , m = l g , k = l
(3.27)
Equation (3.27) is multiplied by Fp and mean is taken, leading to
E E
Kk = 1 l , m = 1
A,-j  i
A,jp
E  E  (3-28)
r , l , m = 1 g , k — 1
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which, if the system matrix is given by a KL expansion, reduces to
n  P
J 2  L  amh)<^h)bm
, k—1 l,m=1
Aj i
Ajp
fc=l l , m = 1
n  M
L  L V90AiVfcO L  am':)a(05)eliim (3.29)
p,fc=l i l,m=l
where gZm is a matrix indexed by (k, p) and e0/m, eliZm and gZmr are vectors indexed by 
p. The set of coefficients have yet not been defined. They are calculated in the next 
section, following the spectral constrained coefficient method.
3.4 Updating of the eigenvectors
When considering a deterministic eigenvalue problem, several iterative methods are 
available to approximate each eigenvector with a desired accuracy (Wilkinson, 1965). 
The power method is based on the fact that a symmetric matrix B with eigenvalues 
Xi and eigenvectors x* multiplied s times by itself can be expressed in terms of the 
5-th power of its eigenvalues through Bs =  XixixT• If the eigenvalues have dis­
tinct values, the expression is dominated by Y^i=i Xlxtxf  where Xi are the r larger or 
dominant eigenvalues. Therefore, the power method is an iterative method that allows 
the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue to be obtentained through Bsw, 
where w is the start-vector of the iteration algorithm, and s is the step of the iteration. 
A shift of origin (i.e. (B — pin), where p G R) allow convergence of (B — pln)sw to 
different eigenvectors. When the inverse of B is considered, it is observed that B-s is 
dominated by (Vxf) x ix f  where are the r smallest eigenvalues. If the power 
method is applied to the matrix (B — pln)“ \  the inverse power method is obtained, and 
the product (B — pln)~sw converges to the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 
closest to p (Wilkinson, 1965). In a deterministic system, these two methods allow 
to update a given approximation to an eigenvector. In the following subsections, the 
power and inverse power methods are extended to the stochastic case for updating the 
PC expansions of the eigenvectors. Two other methods are also developed to update 
eigenvectors, based on the eigenvalue equation (A — A ^ I)v ^  =  0. It is noted that if 
the eigenvalue is assumed to be the first order perturbation from Equation (3.3) and the
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eigevector is assumed to be the deterministic eigenvalue plus a summation of coeffi­
cients ctji multiplying the other deterministic eigenvectors, the coefficients a3i obtained 
are the ones from the first order perturbation method. The RSCCM and SCCM are 
expected to improve the first order perturbation method for two reasons. Firstly, the ap­
proximation to AJ used is more accurate that the one used for the first order perturbation. 
Secondly, the eigenvector is given by the deterministic eigenvalue plus a summation of 
coefficients multiplying a set of vectors spanning a subspace orthogonal to the deter­
ministic eigenvector, and these coefficients are given by PC expansions instead of the 
scalars used in the first order perturbation method.
It is noted that the methods applied do not enforce the orthogonality of eigenvectors, 
and neither is it enforced in the perturbation method. The eigenvectors will be orthog­
onal if the PC expansion obtained is an accurate representation of the eigenvectors.
3.4.1 Reduced spectral power method
The power method has been used in the context of spectral stochastic finite element 
method (SSFEM) by Lee and Singh (1994) to obtain the mean and covariance of the 
eigenvectors. Only one iteration was performed, so that the random eigenvectors were 
obtained by multiplying the deterministic eigenvectors by the system stochastic matrix 
from Equation (1.103). Here, the equation used to derive the reduced spectral power 
method (RSPM) is based on the deterministic power method equation
where the subscripts (q) and (q + 1) indicate the number of the iteration. Substituting 
the PC expansion of eigenvalues from Equation (3.7) into Equation (3.30) leads to
(3.31)
where the initial approximation to the eigenvector is given by
M
V(0) =  vjO +  ^ C i v;i (3.32)
i = 1
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Substituting Equation (3.8) into Equation (3.31) and applying the Galerkin method to 
the resulting equation would lead to a P x n linear system from where the unknown
(i )vectors v]r could be retrieved. A reduction in the system is performed by projecting the 
q-th iteration of the j-th eigenvector into the subspace defined by the deterministic 
eigenvector and its derivatives, as in Equation (3.20). In the iterative case, eigenvec­
tor and constants and are obtained from an iteration and, therefore, are
expressed respectively as v^j, ^  and . The system is reduced from a P  x n 
system to a (M +  1) x  P  system, and the unknowns of the reduced system are the set 
of coefficients for k = 1 , . . . ,  P  and i = 1, . . .  M.  Equation (3.31) projected
in the subspace span{vjo,. . . ,  v^} can be rewritten as
i=i
"  n r
Z ^ k = l  a 0 k , ( q + l )  k
r
2 ^ jfe= l U 0 k , ( q ) L k
v T y .
v  J
\ ^ P  n U )  p 
_ Z ^ k = 1 M k , ( q + 1 )  k _
=  V f A V ,
s r ^ P  n U )  p 
j L , k = 1 M k , ( q )  k _
(3.33)
The iterative algorithm can be derived easily by multiplying Equation (3.33) by Tp and 
taking the mean
P ’ E L i < ( n . i ) B [ T * r « r d '
E =  E T p V j A V j
1 = 1
p  -O ') r
0k , { q ) L kE L i
E p
k = 1 a M k , ( q )
P  - 0 )  r  t k
(3.34)
An expression for is calculated, which corresponds to one iteration. An accu­
rate solution is expected from one iteration as the first-order perturbation of eigen­
vectors are close to the exact solution. Furthermore, accuracy might be compromised 
if a large number of iterations are performed. This is so because the deterministic 
power method converges to the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue 
when a considerable number of iterations are performed. The first iteration is obtained 
from Equation (3.34) where a0i,(o) =  ai2>(o) =  1 and all the other coefficients are 
0 and Aj7(0) are obtained from Equation (3.19). The vector of unknown coefficients
a =  [aoi(i) • • * aoM(i) an(i) • • • ail\i) • • • a M P ( i)lr  is the solution t0 the the linear sys­
tem
/  p  \
^  ~ (3.35)(X l( Aii(°)v JVJ ® e»i) ] a =  f
\ l = l
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The P  x P  matrices e0j are such that their &-th row and p-th element is e0ikp and
VJoA r-v jOc Or +  X / i = l  X ^ r= l ^ j O ^ r ^ j k ^ l i r  
X ^ r = l  VJ l ^ r v jOc Or +  5 D i = i  X ^ r = l  Vj l  A r v jfcc l irf  = (3.36)
(3.37)
_X^ r=l VjMAr VjoCor + E “ l Ef=l  ^j M Ar V7 k C lir J 
can be rewritten, for the case of a system matrix given by a KL expansion, as
A^'do + E " i  vJoAjVjodn +  E f i= i v ^ A ^ d ^
E,=i (vJiAoVj< + vJjAiVoj) dlt + E ffc=1 vJjAiVjjtda*
_E.^l (V]mA0Vji +  vJMAjVoj) dM +  E,"=l V^AjV^ds
The deterministic power method can update the eigenvectors if the initial approximation 
is close to the solution, but as the number of iterations increases, the method converges 
to the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. The reduced spectral power 
method is likely to suffer from the same drawback. The reduced spectral inverse power 
method is derived in the next subsection to try to overcome this difficulty.
3.4.2 Reduced spectral inverse power method
The reduced spectral inverse power method (RSIPM) developed here is based on the 
deterministic inverse power method equation
(A -  Ao°In) V“ +l) =  ( A$  -  A0O))
Tt i )
(9)
(3.38)
where the subscripts (q) and (q +  1) indicate the number of the iteration. Substitution 
of the PC expansion of eigenvalues from Equation (3.7) into Equation (3.38) leads to
( a  -  A q ' i n )  V ^ 1} =  A « 9 )r *  -  A 0 ) j  V “ ) (3.39)
where the initial approximation to the eigenvector is given by Equation (3.32). As in
(i)the previous subsection, an approximation to could be obtained by applying the 
Galerkin method to Equation (3.39). This approximation requires the solution of a 
P  x n linear system. A reduction of the size of the system is achieved by projecting 
the equation in the subspace span{vj0, • • •, Vji} where the size of the new system is
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(M +  1) x P. The approximation to the j-th eigenvector Vp+p can be expressed as the 
eigenvector from Equation (3.21) where subscripts (q +  1) are added to v ^ ,  and 
. The projection of Equation (3.39) leads to
Vj AVj -  Aj/'V] V;)
S 7 ' p  n U ) p
2 ^ k = 1 U 0 k , { q + 1 )  k
s r ^ P  n ( j )  p
_ l ^ k = 1 u 'M fc ,(g + l)i
P
^  ^ ^ j k ( q ) L k  Aq
, k = l
r fc -  a®  I v T v3 '3
s r ^ p  n t i )  p l^k=i o/c,(^ )
(3.40)
The unknowns of the iteration can be obtained by multiplying Equation (3.40) by Fp 
and taking the mean
E VJA^
r = l
1=1
^2k=i aot,(g+i)^ [rrr fcr p
_Es;=i aMi,(9+i)^
E £ . i« S .w E [ r* r lr |)
L E L i 4 M ,) E lr J ' r P]J
_ \ 0 ) v Tv .
o y  j  y  3
—  A^VTV-A 0  y  j  y  3
Ylk=1 a0k,(q+l)^
J 2 k=1 aMfc,(g+l)  ^fffclp]. 
Efc=i aofc>(g)E [r*r p]
_ £ f c = l  a M fc ,(g )^
(3.41)
For the first iteration, the approximation to the j -th eigenvalue ^ f = i  ^jk(q)^k can be 
obtained from Equation (3.19), that is, after applying the Rayleigh quotient using the 
first-order perturbation of eigenvectors. The coefficients used for the first iteration are 
floi,(o) — &z2,(o) — 1 and all the other coefficients of vector a are 0. The unknown 
coefficients a0fc,(i) and a ^ p ) can be found by solving a linear system of equations where
S =  ( E ( VJ A’-Vi) ® e°3 -  Ao’'(V jV j) ® Co (3.42)
. r = l
reduces, if the system matrix is given by a KL expansion, to
/  M
S =  ( E ( VJ AiVi) ® Cl* +  (VJ (A» -  Ao )I)Vi ) ® Co | (3.43)
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such that
a 0 1(l) •\j1(0)E [r^] -  a^ e  [r^
flk)M (i) AjP(0)E [Tji] -  A ^E  [IV]
a l l ( l )
=
E g l i ( vji)Tvj9(IZr=i -^ jfc(o)Cigfci -  A^digi)
(3.44)
& i p (  1) E ^ i ( ' ' j i ) TVj9( E L i  VtojCis/tp -  Ao '’disp)
a M P { l ) _ J 2 ^ i i ( y j M ) T y j 9 ( J 2 h = i  ^ j k ( 0 ) C i s k P  -
In the next section, a third method to update the eigenvectors is proposed.
3.4.3 Reduced spectral constrained coefficients method
The reduced spectral constrained coefficients method (RSCCM) developed here is based 
on the eigenvalue equation
( a  -  A $I„) v® 1} =  0n (3.45)
where the subscripts (q) and (q -f 1) indicate the number of the iteration and 0n =  
[0.. .  0]T € Nn. The quantity is the PC expansion of the j th eigenvalue from the 
q-ih iteration. Substitution of the PC expansion of eigenvalues from Equation (3.7) into 
Equation (3.45) leads to
f 4  -  X J V fa)1 *1" J  Vfa+1) =  °» (3-46)
where the initial approximation to the eigenvalues is given by Equation (3.19). As in 
the previous subsections, an approximation to could be obtained by applying the 
Galerkin method to Equation (3.46) and assuming a term of . . .  v ^ q+1^ ]T
is known and equal to one. This assumption allows the removal of the singularity of the 
linear matrix. The ‘constrained’ term, that is the term set to one, is the element whose 
value is expected to be the largest. Heuristically, it is assumed that this term is the term
( i )of y(q+i) the position of the largest term of the deterministic eigenvector. If another 
term of the PC expansion of the eigenvector were to be larger, our assumption of the 
position of the largest term of the vector would not be correct. Therefor, the method
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would be repeated by constraining this term, that is, the term in the position of the ob­
tained largest term, to one. This approximation requires the solution of a P  x ( n -  1) 
linear system.
A reduction to the size of the system is achieved by projecting the equation in the 
subspace span{vj0, • • • > E/i) where the size of the new system matrix is n  x (M +1) .  
This projection is equivalent to express the j-th eigenvector vj^+1  ^ as the eigenvector 
from Equation (3.21) where subscripts (q +  1) are added to v ^ ,  and a . The 
projection of Equation (3.46) leads to
k=l
z L *
U)
0 k,(q+l)rk
rA^k—1 aMk,{q+l) k_
=  0M + 1 (3.47)
The unknowns of the iteration can be obtained by multiplying Equation (3.47) by Tp 
and taking the mean
E L i  ao2,(9+i)E F W
E t= i  aMk,(q+i)^
=  Om + i (3.48)
Reordering the rows and columns obtained from the previous system considering k = 
1 , . . . ,  P, the coefficients [a01, . . . , a0M,a n , . . .  ,aip, . . .  ,aMp\ are the solution of the 
system
E(VjAjV,- -  ^ ( V f Y j ) )  0  e0, ) a =  0 P(M+1) (3.49)
i= 1
If the system matrix is given by a KL expansion,this system of equations reduces to
M
(VjAo\ j )  ® c0 +  y ^ (V jA j \ j )  (g> cH -  ^ 2  A^ (9)(VJ Vj) ® e0i I a =  Op(M+i)
i=1 i=1 /
(3.50)
As in the case of the full system, it is assumed that vector [&of(g+i) • • • aop(g+i)l =  
[10 . . .  0], and a squared system matrix of dimension P  x M  is obtained. For the 
first iteration, the approximation to the j-th eigenvalue Ylk=1 ^jk^k can be obtained 
from Equation (3.19), that is, after applying the Rayleigh quotient using the first-order 
perturbation of eigenvectors.
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3.4.4 Spectral constrained coefficients method
The spectral constrained coefficients method (SCCM) developed here is based on the 
eigenvalue equation given by Equation (3.45), where the eigenvector is projected 
in the set of deterministic eigenvectors V0, as in Equation (3.26), such that
\ T0 ( a  -  A «I„) Vo
n t i t )  p
Z ^ fc = 1 a k ( q + 1)1 k
s r ^ p  n  t i n ) p
_Z ^fc= 1 U k ( q + 1)1
=  0r (3.51)
It is assumed that the vector of coefficient multiplying the j-th eigenvector is [ftpj+p . . .  
ap(9+1)1 =  [10. . .  0]. The rectangular matrix of eigenvectors where the j-th eigenvector 
is not included is denoted by and the resulting system is given by
53 (^Oj^kVoj ~  Ajfcln-i) Tfc
,fc= l
E t '  t i 1 ) pjb=i “ fc^+i)1 fc
y-P „00-i))r
2 ^ k =  1 a k ( q + 1) 1 k
n t i t i + i ) ) p
Z ^ k = 1 a k ( q + 1) 1 k
E P  n t i n ) p  k = l a k ( q + l ) L k  _
1 yJj-i)o^iyj0^i 
1 v5+i)o^*vjori
(3.52)
As formerly, the system of equations is multiplied by Fp and mean is taken
. k = l
. 0 ( 1))
1(9+1)
0 'C 7 -1 ))
a P ( q + l )
,^00+1))
1 (9+ 1)
. t i n)
lP ( 9 + l )  J
=  -  5 3  (Vo Aivfo) ® c0i (3.53)
»=i
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where -th column of matrix c0. c0i is the i \ f  the system matrix can be expressed through 
a KL expansion, the previous equation reduces to
M
i = 1 k = 1
a
1(9+1)
.00-1)) 
a P ( q + 1) 
00+i)) 
1(9+1)
O n) 
LaP(9+l) j
M
=  - X ]  (v oAivjo)^d ii
i = l
(3.54)
where Agj is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the set of deterministic 
eigenvalues Ag \  The initial approximation A^j is j-th diagonal term from Vq AVo- In 
the next section, the proposed methods are summarized.
3.5 Summary of the proposed methods
Three hybrid perturbation-PC approximations and an approximation based on a projec­
tion on the deterministic eigenvectors basis are proposed for the solution of the algebraic 
random eigenvalue problem arising in structural dynamics. The random eigenvalues are 
firstly approximated with a PC expansion using the first-order perturbation of eigenvec­
tors in the Rayleigh quotient. These results can be further improved if the eigenvec­
tors are updated using the reduced spectral power method, the reduced spectral inverse 
power method, the reduced spectral constrained coefficients method or the spectral con­
strained coefficients method (RSPM, RSIPM, RSCCM and SCCM) respectively. These 
methods allow us to obtain PC expansions of the eigenvectors. These expansions are 
then used in the Rayleigh quotient to obtain an improved PC expansion of each eigen­
value. Alternatively, direct MCS can be performed on the Rayleigh quotient to obtain 
the moments of the eigenvalues. The proposed methods can be implemented by the 
following steps:
1. Calculate A0 and the system KL expansion matrices A* Vz =  1 , . . . ,  M.
2. Obtain the deterministic eigenvalues and eigenvectors Ag \  v 0j-.
3. Use Equation (3.6) to obtain the first-order perturbation of eigenvectors =
J.o. Numerical example: Buler-Bernoulli beam with, stochastic properties
4. Calculate the PC expansion of eigenvalues using the Rayleigh quotient from 
Equation (3.19), obtained using the first-order perturbation of eigenvectors and 
the truncated Karhunen-Loeve expansion of the stiffness matrix.
5. Calculate a new approximation to eigenvectors using one of the four proposed 
methods:
• The coefficients of the PC expansions involved in each eigenvector approx­
imation are obtained with the reduced spectral power method (RSPM) from 
Equation (3.35).
•  The coefficients of the PC expansions involved in each eigenvector ap­
proximation are obtained with the reduced spectral inverse power method 
(RSIPM) from Equation (3.44).
• The coefficients of the PC expansions involved in each eigenvector ap­
proximation are obtained with the reduced spectral constrained coefficients 
method (RSCCM) from Equation (3.49) or Equation (3.50) if the system 
matrix is given by a KL expansion.
• The coefficients of the PC expansions involved in each eigenvector ap­
proximation are obtained with the spectral constrained coefficients method 
(SCCM) from Equation (3.53) or Equation (3.54) if the system matrix is 
given by a KL expansion.
6. Calculate the PC expansion of eigenvalues using Rayleigh quotient as in step 4 if 
another step of the iteration is going to be performed.
7. Calculate the first and second moments of the eigenvalues using Equation (3.10) 
and (3.11) or through direct MCS of the Rayleigh quotient using the PC expansion 
of the eigenvectors.
3.6 Numerical example: Euler-Bemoulli beam with stochas­
tic properties
A clamped-free beam with equation of motion
d2 
dx2
(  d^v \  d^v
( EI(x,  W)-Q^ 2  J - p A g j j+ P y  = o Throughout - L / 2  < x < L/2 (3.55)
j.o. Numerical example: Euler-Bernoulli beam with stochastic properties
with v the vertical displacement of the centroidal axis, py the vertical load applied to 
the beam and EI(x,  6 ) is represented by a random field. The system is shown in Fig­
ure 3.1, where the values of the parameters appearing in the equation are given. The
\ ^
/
Figure 3.1: Euler-Bemoulli beam with spatially varying random bending rigidity 
w(x , w). The length of the beam is L = 1.65 m, the section area is A = 8.2123e — 5 
m2, the density is p — 7800 kg/m3 and the mean of the bending rigidity random field is
E [w(x, vo)\ = 5.7520 kg.m2.
system is discretized with the finite element method, using n = 100 elements. Details 
of the method can be found, for example, in the book by Dawe (1984). Uncertainty is 
introduced in the system by a Gaussian random field representing the bending rigidity, 
that is, w(x,w)  = E l  with mean E [w(x, zu)} =  5.7520 kg.m2. The discretization of 
w{x1w) is done by the KL decomposition of the exponential autocorrelation function 
C(x  1, 2:2) =  e-\xi-x2\/L as expiaine(j jn subsection 1.4.4. The KL expansion is trun­
cated after M  =  5 terms, so that the corresponding KL expansion of the stiffness matrix 
is A =  A0 +  Ya=i £*A.». The effect of two different standard deviations of the random 
field is studied. These standard deviations are respectively 7% and 15% of the mean 
of the random field. These standard deviations are considered with the view that they 
represent the cases of low and high randomness without producing a swapping of the 
modes. The maximum order of the Hermite polynomial used is 4, so that P  — 126 
polynomials are used as basis functions. Only the results corresponding to the first 10 
eigenvalues are considered as the chances of modal overlap increases for higher modes.
Results obtained with the proposed methods are compared against the results from 
first-order perturbation method from Equation (3.3) and MCS with 5000 samples. Con­
vergence of the MCS results is ensured by choosing this number of samples. The mo­
ments are obtained by performing MCS on the Rayleigh quotients using PC expansion 
of eigenvectors and 5000 samples. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the mean and standard 
deviation of the eigenvalues obtained with the first order perturbation and proposed 
methods for a standard deviation of 7% of the mean of the random field. In these 
figures the variation of percentage error of the corresponding quantities with respect to 
MCS results are also shown. The percentage errors are explicitly reported in Tables 3.1
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Figure 3.2: Mean and corresponding percentage error of the first ten eigenvalues of the 
beam obtained with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) using 5000 samples, first-order per­
turbation method (Perturbed), Rayleigh quotient using first-order perturbation of eigen­
vectors (RQPEv) the proposed reduced spectral power method (RSPM), reduced spec­
tral inverse power method (RSIPM), reduced spectral constrained coefficient method 
(RSCCM) and spectral constrained coefficient method (SCCM). The standard devia­
tion of the discretized random held is 7% of the mean value.
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Figure 3.3: Standard deviation and corresponding percentage error of the first ten eigen­
values of the beam obtained with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) using 5000 samples, 
Perturbed, RQPEv, RSPM, RSIPM, RSCCM and SCCM. The standard deviation of the 
random held is 7% of the mean value.
and 3.2 to show the relative accuracies of the different methods.
Now we consider the case of higher uncertainty. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the mean 
and standard deviation of the eigenvalues obtained with the hrst order perturbation and 
the proposed methods for a standard deviation of 15% of the mean of the random held. 
The variation of percentage error with different modes with respect to MCS results
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Eigenvalue Perturbed 
Number
RQPEv RSPM RSIPM SRCCM SCCM
5.191e-2 3.44 le-4 8.992e+2 5.190e-2 9.358e-5 9.012e-5
a<2> 6.079e-2 2.562e-4 1.077e+0 6.079e-2 4.161e-5 4.877e-5
A(3) 6.158e-2 3.244e-4 1.206e-l 6.158e-2 4.050e-6 3.156e-5
AW 6.372e-2 3.872e-4 2.686e-2 6.372e-2 1.660e-5 9.959e-5
A(5) 6.504e-2 4.519e-4 1.553e-2 6.504e-2 5.550e-6 2.764e-4
A(6) 6.584e-2 5.236e-4 9.030e-3 6.584e-2 3.94 le-5 6.475e-4
AW 6.633e-2 6.053e-4 6.235e-3 6.633e-2 1.333e-4 1.373e-3
A(S) 6.665e-2 6.982e-4 4.975e-3 6.665e-2 2.969e-4 2.762e-3
A(9) 6.687e-2 8.026e-4 4.436e-3 6.687e-2 5.569e-4 5.427e-3
a(10) 6.702e-2 9.188e-4 4.274e-3 6.702e-2 9.474e-4 1.067e-2
Table 3.1: Percentage errors in mean obtained using the proposed methods for the first 
ten eigenvalues. The standard deviation of the discretized random field is 7% of the 
mean value.
Eigenvalue Perturbed RQPEv RSPM RSIPM SRCCM SCCM 
Number
A ^ 6.637e-2 3.550e-2 3.101e+4 7.637e-2 3.492e-2 3.49 le-2
aw 4.129e-2 2.095e-3 3.372e+0 5.128e-2 1.442e-3 1.285e-3
A(3) 5.174e-2 5.921e-3 2.050e-l 6.174e-2 5.31 le-3 4.053e-3
A(4) 5.472e-2 9.169e-3 3.143e-2 6.47 le-2 8.549e-3 3.806e-3
A(s) 5.650e-2 1.083e-2 2.884e-2 6.650e-2 1.015e-2 3.165e-3
a<6> 5.747e-2 1.154e-2 2.026e-2 6.747e-2 1.072e-2 2.074e-2
A(?) 5.804e-2 1.190e-2 1.674e-2 6.804e-2 1.08 le-2 5.613e-2
AW 5.840e-2 1.21 le-2 1.523e-2 6.840e-2 1.057e-2 1.230e-l
AW 5.864e-2 1.225e-2 1.454e-2 6.864e-2 9.965e-3 2.472e-l
a(10) 5.881e-2 1.236e-2 1.423e-2 6.880e-2 8.899e-3 4.813e-l
Table 3.2: Percentage errors in standard deviation obtained using the proposed methods 
for the first ten eigenvalues. The standard deviation of the discretized random field is 
7% of the mean value.
are also shown. The percentage errors are again explicitly given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 
to show the relative accuracies of the different methods. As expected, in general the 
errors are larger than the ones from the previous case where the amount of randomness 
in the system was comparatively lower.
It can be observed that the error of the RSIPM and the first-order perturbation 
method are very close. This is due to the fact that, if the random variables are set 
to zero, the matrix of the RSIPM becomes singular. For small standard deviation, it is 
heuristically expected that the projection of the updated eigenvector on the determin­
istic eigenvector is much larger than the projection on the other vectors. An eigenvec­
tor updated with RSIPM is consequently likely to be close to the related deterministic
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Figure 3.4: Mean and corresponding percentage error of the first ten eigenvalues of the 
beam obtained with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) using 5000 samples, Perturbed, 
RQPEv, RSPM, RSIPM, RSCCM and SCCM. The standard deviation of the random 
field is 15% of the mean value.
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(a) Standard deviation of the eigenvalues. (b) Percentage error in the standard deviation.
Figure 3.5: Standard deviation and corresponding percentage error of the first ten eigen­
values of the beam obtained with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) using 5000 samples, 
Perturbed, RQPEv, RSPM, RSIPM, RSCCM and SCCM. All the standard deviations 
of Rayleigh quotients have been obtained with MCS using 5000 samples. The standard 
deviation of the discretized random field is 15% of the mean value.
eigenvector. The first-order perturbation method can be considered as the result of ap­
plying the Rayleigh quotient using the deterministic eigenvectors. Consequently, it is 
expected that both methods lead to similar results.
For the RSPM it can be observed that the error of the first eigenvalue is the highest 
of all. It has already been commented that the power method converges to the largest 
eigenvalues, and this fact is likely to be the reason behind the error in the approximation 
to the first eigenvalues. Consequently, the RSPM is expected to lead to good results for
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Eigenvalue Perturbed 
Number
RQPEv RSPM RSIPM SRCCM SCCM
A*1) 2.436e-l 6.603e-3 1.694e+4 2.436e-l 1.037e-3 9.479e-4
A (2) 2.846e-l 6.281e-3 2.324e+l 2.846e-l 3.263e-4 4.35 le-4
A(3) 2.884e-l 7.245e-3 2.638e+0 2.884e-l 1.856e-4 5.955e-5
A (4) 2.986e-l 8.433e-3 5.809e-l 2.986e-l 3.142e-4 1.837e-4
A(S) 3.048e-l 9.715e-3 3.356e-l 3.048e-l 1.530e-5 2.338e-4
A(6) 3.086e-l 1.116e-2 1.940e-l 3.086e-l 1.080e-3 2.37 le-4
A(?) 3.109e-l 1.280e-2 1.330e-l 3.109e-l 3.284e-3 2.144e-4
AW 3.124c-l 1.465e-2 1.053e-l 3.124e-l 7.208e-3 1.705e-4
A<9> 3.134e-l 1.669e-2 9.297e-2 3.134e-l 1.360e-2 1.039e-4
a(10) 3.141e-l 1.89 le-2 8.865e-2 3.141e-l 2.189e-2 9.950e-6
Table 3.3: Percentage errors in mean obtained using the proposed methods for the first 
ten eigenvalues. The standard deviation of the discretized random field is 15% of the 
mean value.
Eigenvalue Perturbed 
Number
RQPEv RSPM RSIPM SRCCM SCCM
A^) 2.782e-l 8.210e-2 2.258e+5 2.882e-l 6.755e-2 6.727e-2
A(2) 2.59 le-1 1.134e-2 2.222e+2 2.690e-l 6.361e-3 6.800e-3
A(3) 2.875e-l 2.097e-2 1.026e+0 2.975e-l 3.262e-3 2.75 le-3
A (4) 3.012e-l 2.915e-2 5.953e-l 3.112e-l 1.024e-2 9.579e-3
A(5) 3.090e-l 3.392e-2 4.719e-l 3.190e-l 1.262e-2 1.285e-2
A(6) 3.134e-l 3.676e-2 2.779e-l 3.234e-l 1.077e-2 1.385e-2
A ^ 3.161e-l 3.898e-2 1.862e-l 3.261e-l 4.393e-3 1.377e-2
A(s) 3.178e-l 4.105e-2 1.428e-l 3.278e-l 8.731e-3 1.292e-2
AW 3.190e-l 4.312e-2 1.222e-l 3.290e-l 3.322e-2 1.13 le-2
A(io) 3.198e-l 4.527e-2 1.130e-l 3.298e-l 7.636e-2 8.809e-3
Table 3.4: Percentage errors in standard deviation obtained using the proposed methods 
for the first ten eigenvalues. The standard deviation of the discretized random field is 
15% of the mean value.
the larger eigenvalues, which are not studied here.
We note that the SRCCM and the SCCM results are more accurate than the ones ob­
tained with the Rayleigh quotient using first-order perturbation eigenvectors. This ob­
servation is particularly true for the mean results. For standard deviation, the results for 
the three methods are very similar for the case of lower standard deviation of w(x, w),  
although SCCM performs better for few eigenvalues. For the case of higher standard 
deviation of w(x,w) ,  SCCM performs better than the other two methods. Based on 
relative accuracy of the different methods, it is finally observed that the most promising 
method aimed at updating eigenvectors from first-order perturbation method is SCCM.
j .  /. Numerical example: 1 hin plate with stochastic properties
3.7 Numerical example: Thin plate with stochastic prop­
erties
A clamped-free plate is considered, where its equation of motion is given by
A)   d M x I d M xy
W x  ~  ~rdQx dQv
—-----1- — 2phiv +  p — 0 whereox oy
dx  dy
s~\   d M y . d M xy
V y  — d y  ^  dy
(3.56)
In the above equation Mx, My, Mxy are the bending moments per unit length given by
M
Mx
M„
M rx y  J
=  - D ( x , y , w )
d2w d2w 
+  v-dx2 dy2 
d2w d2w
d2w
dy: 
( l - i / )
(3.57)
dxdy
where D(:r, y, w)  is the random bending rigidity, v is Poisson’s ratio, p is the force ap­
plied to the plate and w is the vertical displacement. The system is shown in Figure 3.6, 
where values of the parameters appearing in the equation are provided. The system is
Figure 3.6: Kirchhoff-Love plate with D (x , y , w)  given by A  =  D0(l +  efj) for each 
subsystem. The length Lx = 1.0 m, width Ly = 0.6 m, Poisson’s ratio u = 0.3, 
modulus of elasticity E  =  200 GPa, thickness h = 3 mm and density p = 7860 kg/m3 
when the mean system is considered.
discretized with the finite element method, using a rectangular mesh with nx = 10 ele­
ments on the length of the plate and ny = 6 elements on its width. Details of the method 
can be found, for example, in the book by Dawe (1984). Uncertainty is introduced in 
the system by a set of independent normal Gaussian random variables £*, each one af­
fecting a different substructure of the plate. The plate is divided into 4 substructures 
and each of them is affected by uncertainty through the effect of Di =  D0(l +  e&),
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with D0 = E h 3/ 12(1 — v2). The plate is divided into 4 rectangular plates as can be 
seen in Figure 3.6, so that the first substructure is composed by the first five elements 
in x  direction and first three in y direction. The global stiffness matrix of the system 
can then be represented by A =  A0 +  £ t= i  &A-*» where A0 is the deterministic system 
matrix and A* are obtained by considering only the elements of a given subsystem, it 
is noted that e is included in A*. The effect of two different standard deviations of the 
random variables is studied. These standard deviations are respectively e =  0.07 and 
6 — 0.15. As formerly, standard deviations of 7% and 15% are considered with the view 
that they represent the cases of low and high randomness without producing a swapping 
of the modes. The maximum order of the Hermite polynomial used is 4, so that P  = 70 
polynomials are used as basis functions. Only the results corresponding to the first 10 
eigenvalues are considered as the chances of modal overlap increases for higher modes.
Results obtained with the proposed methods are compared against the results from 
first-order perturbation method from Equation (3.3) and MCS with 5000 samples. Con­
vergence of the MCS results is ensured by choosing this number of samples. The mo­
ments are obtained by performing MCS on the Rayleigh quotients using PC expansion 
of eigenvectors and 5000 samples. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the mean and standard 
deviation of the eigenvalues obtained with the first order perturbation and proposed 
methods for a standard deviation of 7% of the mean of the random field. In these 
figures the variation of percentage error of the corresponding quantities with respect to 
MCS results are also shown. The percentage errors are explicitly reported in Tables 3.5 
and 3.6 to show the relative accuracies of the different methods.
For the case of a standard deviation of 15% of the mean of the random variables Dit 
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the mean and standard deviation of the eigenvalues obtained 
with the first order perturbation and the proposed methods
The variation of percentage error with different modes with respect to MCS results 
are also shown. The percentage errors are again explicitly given in Tables 3.7 and 3.8 
to show the relative accuracies of the different methods. As formerly, in general the 
errors are larger than the ones from the previous case where the amount of randomness 
in the system was comparatively lower.
The results observed for the plate problem are quantitatively similar to the ones of 
the beam problem. That is, results from the RSIPM and the first-order perturbation 
method are very close, the RSPM leads to the highest error for the smallest eigenvalues,
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Figure 3.7: Mean and corresponding percentage error of the first ten eigenvalues of the 
plate obtained with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) using 5000 samples, first-order per­
turbation method (Perturbed), Rayleigh quotient using first-order perturbation of eigen­
vectors (RQPEv) the proposed reduced spectral power method (RSPM), reduced spec­
tral inverse power method (RSIPM), reduced spectral constrained coefficient method 
(RSCCM) and spectral constrained coefficient method (SCCM). The standard devia­
tion of the discretized random variables is 7% of the mean value.
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Figure 3.8: Standard deviation and corresponding percentage error of the first ten eigen­
values of the plate obtained with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) using 5000 samples, 
Perturbed, RQPEv, RSPM, RSIPM, RSCCM and SCCM. The standard deviation of the 
random variables is 7% of the mean value.
and the SRCCM and the SCCM results are more accurate than the ones obtained with
the Rayleigh quotient using first-order perturbation eigenvectors for the mean results 
and very similar for standard deviation.
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Eigenvalue Perturbed 
Number
RQPEv RSPM RSIPM SRCCM SCCM
A*1* 5.107e-2 3.00 le-4 1.509e+l 5.107e-2 9.31 le-5 3.232e-5
A(2) 1.506e-l 8.505e-4 4.325e-l 1.506e-l 3.916e-4 1.737e-5
AC) 2.120e-l 7.736e-4 1.807e-l 2.120e-l 8.601e-5 1.248e-4
A(4) 1.917e-l 1.298e-3 1.449e-2 1.917e-l 6.129e-4 7.883e-5
A(S) 2.025e-l 3.185e-3 1.238e-2 2.025e-l 1.888e-3 7.403e-4
A(6) 2.704e-l 1.223e-3 1.885e-2 2.704e-l 3.949e-4 4.149e-4
1.467e-l 2.25 le-3 4.536e-3 1.467e-l 2.854e-4 2.762e-4
AW 2.185e-l 1.333e-3 7.507e-3 2.185e-l 5.322e-4 3.022e-4
A(«) 4.268e-l 6.113e-3 2.266e-2 4.268e-l 2.037e-3 2.555e-3
a(10) 3.368e-l 3.303e-2 3.620e-2 3.368e-l 2.412e-2 8.304e-l
Table 3.5: Percentage errors in mean obtained using the proposed methods for the first 
ten eigenvalues. The standard deviation of the random variables is 7% of the mean 
value.
Eigenvalue Perturbed 
Number
RQPEv RSPM RSIPM SRCCM SCCM
A ^ 2.812e-2 1.082e-2 8.969e+2 1.81 le-2 1.07 le-2 1.077e-2
a(2) 1.326e-l 2.689e-2 3.017e+0 1.426e-l 2.762e-2 2.892e-2
a(3) 2.908e-l 3.028e-2 4.03 le-1 3.007e-l 3.221e-2 3.302e-2
AW 2.843e-l 1.918e-2 4.057e-2 2.943e-l 1.723e-2 1.553e-2
A(s) 3.745e-l 6.247e-2 8.215e-2 3.844e-l 5.818e-2 6.927e-2
AW 4.636e-l 3.406e-2 9.456e-2 4.735e-l 3.059e-2 3.949e-2
1.707e-l 1.984e-2 1.925e-2 1.807e-l 3.490e-2 1.870e-2
AW 3.748e-l 6.264e-2 6.717e-2 3.848e-l 6.113e-2 6.195e-2
A(9) 1.101e+0 1.829e-l 2.444e-l 1.111 e-hO 1.667e-l 2.387e-l
a(10) 9.523e-l 9.147e-3 1.032e-4 9.622e-l 1.849e-2 5.505e+0
Table 3.6: Percentage errors in standard deviation obtained using the proposed methods 
for the first ten eigenvalues. The standard deviation of the random variables is 7% of 
the mean value.
3.8 Conclusions
In this Chapter, four new methods have been proposed and compared to improve the 
accuracy of the approximate solution of the random eigenvalue problem for symmetric 
matrices. The first two methods, namely the reduced spectral power method (RSPM) 
and the reduced spectral inverse power method (RSIPM), are based on approaches used 
in the context of the deterministic eigenvalue problem to obtain eigenvectors, respec­
tively, the power method and the inverse power method. The next two methods, namely, 
the reduced spectral constrained coefficients method (RSCCM) and the spectral con­
strained coefficients method (SCCM), are based on the equation of the eigenvalue prob-
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Figure 3.9: Mean and corresponding percentage error of the first ten eigenvalues of 
the plate obtained with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) using 5000 samples, Perturbed, 
RQPEv, RSPM, RSIPM, RSCCM and SCCM. The standard deviation of the random 
variables is 15% of the mean value.
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Figure 3.10: Standard deviation and corresponding percentage error of the first ten 
eigenvalues of the plate obtained with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) using 5000 sam­
ples, Perturbed, RQPEv, RSPM, RSIPM, RSCCM and SCCM. All the standard devi­
ations of Rayleigh quotients have been obtained with MCS using 5000 samples. The 
standard deviation of the random variables is 15% of the mean value.
lem. The deterministic methods to update the eigenvectors are adapted to the stochastic 
case through a projection in a truncated set of basis functions of a Hilbert space. These 
basis functions are the multivariate Hermite polynomials used in the PC method. The 
four proposed methods lead to a polynomial chaos (PC) expansion of eigenvectors. 
Furthermore, a size reduction of the equations is achieved by assuming that, in the PC 
expansion of eigenvectors, the coefficient vectors belong to the subspace spanned by 
the deterministic vector and its derivatives with respect to the random variables. Eigen-
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Eigenvalue Perturbed 
Number
RQPEv RSPM RSIPM SRCCM SCCM
AW 2.397e-l 5.774e-3 3.052e+2 2.397e-l 1.143e-3 2.260e-4
A0 ) 7.094e-l 1.887e-2 9.392e+0 7.094e-l 8.680e-3 6.156e-4
AO) 9.930e-l 1.808e-2 3.96 le+0 9.930e-l 2.910e-3 1.862e-3
A(4) 9.039e-l 2.799e-2 3.142e-l 9.039e-l 1.306e-2 1.026e-3
A0 ) 9.804e-l 7.018e-2 2.652e-l 9.804e-l 4.247e-2 1.332e+0
A0 ) 1.259e+0 2.718e-2 4.131e-l 1.259e+0 7.032e-3 7.573e-3
aw 7.082e-l 5.194e-2 1.008e-l 7.082e-l 6.192e-2 2.750e-2
A0 ) 1.021e+0 2.886e-2 1.624e-l 1.02 le+0 1.194e-2 6.46 le-3
A0 ) 1.993e+0 1.229e-l 4.83 le-1 1.993e+0 3.995e-2 1.732e-l
A(1°) 1.445e+0 4.774e-l 5.438e-l 1.445e+0 3.263e-l 1.592e+0
Table 3.7: Percentage errors in mean obtained using the proposed methods for the first 
ten eigenvalues. The standard deviation of the random variables is 15% of the mean 
value.
Eigenvalue Perturbed 
Number
RQPEv RSPM RSIPM SRCCM SCCM
AO) 6.67 le-2 2.246e-2 7.305e+3 5.67 le-2 2.012e-2 2.20 le-2
AO) 8.021e-l 3.122e-2 1.753e+2 8.120e-l 5.569e-4 3.573e-2
AO) 1.544e+0 3.329e-3 4.659e+l 1.554e+0 6.104e-2 8.079e-2
A(4) 1.384e+0 2.318e-l 3.848e-l 1.394e+0 1.841e-l 1.49 le-1
AO) 1.869e+0 5.965e-l 7.282e-l 1.879e+0 5.037e-l 1.182e+l
A0) 1.858e+0 3.449e-l 8.519e-l 1.868e+0 2.738e-l 5.179e-l
AO) 1.037e+0 1.423e-l 1.655e-l 1.047e+0 1.079e-l 8.992e-l
AO) 1.677e+0 3.303e-l 4.297e-l 1.687e+0 2.914e-l 3.134e-l
A0) 4.542e+0 1.06 le+0 1.833e+0 4.55 le+0 7.637e-l 4.138e+0
A(io) 3.358e+0 1.189e+0 1.288e+0 3.368e+0 1.042e+0 1.382e+l
Table 3.8: Percentage errors in standard deviation obtained using the proposed methods 
for the first ten eigenvalues. The standard deviation of the discretized random field is 
15% of the mean value.
values are obtained from the updated eigenvectors using the Rayleligh quotient, where 
the eigenvectors are given by the PC expansion obtained from one of the four proposed 
methods. A PC expansion of each eigenvalue is proposed by projecting the Rayleigh 
quotient into the PC basis functions. Numerical results suggest that the Rayleigh quo­
tient using first-order perturbed eigenvectors outperforms RSPM and RSIPM when con­
sidering the smallest eigenvectors. The only methods leading to an improvement of the 
results would then be SCCM and RSCCM. This can be due to several facts. Firstly, 
the RSPM is expected to converge to the highest eigenvector, while the other methods 
should converge to all of them. Secondly, the RSIPM equation becomes singular for 
the case where the random variables are equal to zero, and as it has been observed,
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the eigenvectors converge to the deterministic eigenvectors and the eigenvalues to the 
first order perturbation eigenvalues. Finally, the two other methods are based on the 
eigenvalue equation in the same way as the first order perturbation method for eigen­
vectors, but two improvements are introduced. The first one is that the approximation 
to the eigenvalue used in the equation is more accurate, and the second one is that the 
coefficients multiplying the vectors spanning a subspace orthogonal to the deterministic 
eigenvector are polynomials (i.e. given by PC expansions) instead of being scalars.
It was noted in Chapter 1 that the random eigenvalue problem is important in the 
context of structural dynamics. In this Chapter, the first two moments of eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors have been derived. Based on these moments, pdfs for the eigenvalues 
could be obtained using the maximum entropy principle (Kapur, 1989). In the next 
Chapter, the first two moments of the response of a dynamic system are calculated 
using moments of eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Chapter 4
Low-Frequency response of stochastic 
dynamic systems
4.1 Introduction
In this Chapter the dynamic problem is considered, when the response is obtained 
through the modal decomposition of the operator. The work carried out considers vi­
brations in the low frequency domain, such as, for example, the ones originated during 
earthquakes, affecting civil structures like buildings, in the region of 0 to 125 rad/s (Fil- 
iatrault, 2002). Other vibrations affecting these structures can be caused by machinery 
and are in the region of 370 to 1200 rad/s. In the previous Chapter, methods to obtain 
a spectral representation for the eigensolution of a dynamic system were derived and, 
based on these, the moments of eigenvalues and eigenvectors could be obtained. We 
recall that the frequency response function (FRF) of a dynamic system as a function of 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors =  cj?, is given by (Meirovitch, 1967)
It was observed in Chapter 1 that, on the one hand, efforts have been made to obtain 
results on systems eigenvalues and eigenvectors statistics. On the other hand, few works 
investigate about response statistics of dynamic problems based on those results. In this 
Chapter, a pdf is assumed for each random eigenvalue, and eigenvalues are assumed 
independent. This assumption may not be valid for high frequencies, where overlap 
between eigenvalues appears. Therefore, the proposed method is expected to work well
T
f (4.1)
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at low frequencies.
This Chapter focuses on obtaining the mean and variance of the response from the 
pdf of the eigenvalues. The outline of the Chapter is as follows. In section 4.2, single- 
degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems are investigated. The calculation of the response 
pdf is outlined in subsection 4.2.1 and the expressions for the mean and standard devi­
ation are derived in subsection 4.2.2. These expressions depend on the calculation of 
three integrals, which are evaluated through Laplace’s method and through a proposed 
modified Laplace’s method in Subsections 4.2.2 and 4.2.2. Exact expressions of the 
mean and standard deviation are obtained for the uniform distribution of eigenvalues in 
subsection 4.3.1. Laplace’s method and modified Laplace’s method are used for normal, 
gamma and lognormal distributions respectively in Subsections 4.3.2, 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. 
The method is extended to obtain mean and standard deviation of the response for a 
multiple-degrees-of-freedom (MDOF) system in section 4.4. A numerical example for 
a MDOF system is shown in subsection 4.4.4, where the proposed methods are com­
pared to MCS. The main results and the key conclusions of the Chapter are discussed 
in sections 4.5 and 4.6.
4.2 Single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems
A single-degree-of-freedom system is the simplest way to model a structural dynamic 
system. The study of SDOF systems is often undertaken prior to the study of multiple- 
degrees-of-freedom systems due to physical insights and analytical conveniences. So­
lutions of an SDOF problem are easily obtained in comparison to MDOF problems.
They are also useful when investigating the response of general MDOF problems, as
MDOF problems with proportional damping reduce to a linear combination of SDOF 
problems. For an SDOF, the transfer function normalised with the mass is given by 
(Meirovitch, 1967)
=  (_  i ,— ~r 2T (4-2)( uj T  t2 u jn (^ n uj -\- hJn )
where u n and (n are respectively the natural frequency and the damping factor, and 
lu is the frequency. The transfer function is a complex number for every nonzero u,  
therefore, its moments can be related to the moments of its real and imaginary parts and 
its absolute value. The real and imaginary parts of the transfer function and its absolute
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value are respectively given by
<j)2 — LU2
®(h(u>,Un)) ^  " 2 +  4C2a)2a;2 (4 3 )
O f U f  — 2 C n ^ n ^  . s
(u, <+,))- (W2 _  ^2)2 +  4 ^ 2 ^  ( • )
| / l ( a ;’ Wn)l =  y / M  -  <^2)2 +  '  ( 4 ' 5 )
In this set of equations, the squared natural frequency of the system uj2 is assumed to 
be a random variable.
4.2.1 The probability density function of the response
Probability density functions of the real part, the imaginary part and the absolute value 
of the response can be found analytically if these quantities are considered as functions 
of one random variable, i.e. x = to2. These functions (denoted by z) have to satisfy that
their domain include the range of u 2, z are Borel functions and z (x ,u )  — ±oo has zero
probability. All these conditions are ratified if (n ^  0 and u 2 = 0 has zero probability. 
This is a physically realistic situation as it points to a damped system with positive 
natural frequency. If the new random variables 3ft (h(x,co)), S  (h(x,Lj)) and \h(x,u)\ 
are denoted by z, their pdf (denoted by f z) can be derived using the transformation of 
random variables (see for example Papoulis and Pillai (2002))
z = z(x i) =  • • • =  z(xn) = . . .  (4.6)
/.(* ) =  n M  +  --- +  n r 4  +  '-- <4-7)\z'(xi)\ \z'{xn)\
Here x n are the real roots of z = z(x), and z'(xn) is the derivative of z(x) evaluated 
at xn. The pdf of the real and imaginary parts of the transfer function and its absolute 
value are derived below.
• To obtain the pdf or the real part of the transfer function from Equation (4.7), the 
roots of Equation (4.6) with z = 3ft (h(x , cu)) have to be obtained. The real part 
of the transfer function and its derivative with respect to x are given by
2 = ____________   z >( g ) =  ~  “ 2Y  +  K l x u 2 4 g
The roots of z = 3ft (h(x, <j)) are the roots of a second order polynomial, and are
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given by
—B  -  V B 2 -  4AC - B  + y/B2 -  4AC , l n s
X' = ---------- 2A----------- ’ X2 = ------------2A----------  (4-9)
with
A = z (4.10)
B  = z2u2(2£2 — 1) — 1 (4.11)
C  = z ^ + u 2. (4.12)
The pdf of the real part of the transfer function is obtained by introducing z'(xi) 
and f(x i)  in Equation (4.7), that is fa(z) = ( fx(xi) )/ \z ,(xi)\ + ( fx(x2 ))/ \z ,(x2)\.
For the imaginary part of response ( z  =  ^  (h(x, u j ) ) ) ,  Equation (4.6) reduces to
* = ________ ~ 2C n V ^ _ (413)
( x -  (J2)2 +  4Q x u 2 ' ’
From this equation, it can be derived that x n are the roots of a third order polyno­
mial
x \ z 2 +  x 2n4z2u 2(2(l -  1) +  x n6ujAz 2 +  (4z2uj6{2(2 -  1) +  4(2u 2) =  0. (4.14)
The first derivative of z with respect to x is given by
z'(x) =  - 2Cnu
\ x  1//2((x —  u j 2)2 +  4(2o;u;2) —  (2(x —  u j 2 )  +  4 Quj2)x1I2
((x —  u j 2)2 +  4 Q x u j 2 ) 2
(4.15)
The pdf of the imaginary part of the transfer function is obtained by introducing 
z'(xn) and f ( x n) into Equation (4.7).
• And finally, the absolute value of response and its derivative with respect to x  are 
given by
z =  . ■ - =  (4.16)
y/(x  — u j 2)2 +  4 Q x u j 2
, , ,  _  (2(a -  u j 2 )  +  4C >2)((x -  u 2 ) 2  +  A Q x u ? ) - 1 ! 2
( x  —  ui2)2 +  4 Qxui2
and the roots of z  =  |h(x, u j )  | are the roots of a second order polynomial, and are
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given by
x =
B  ±  y /B2 -  4AC  
2.A
(4.18)
with
A (4.19)
B  =  *a2wa( 2 t f - l )  
C =  - z V - 1 .
(4.20)
(4.21)
The pdf of the absolute value of the transfer function is obtained by introducing 
z'(x) and f ( x n) into Equation (4.7).
The derivation of the pdf of the response is not straightforward even for single-degree- 
of-freedom system. For multiple-degrees-of-freedom systems, the problem becomes 
even more difficult, and, generally, not analytically solvable.
4.2.2 Response statistics
It has been seen that the calculation of the pdf of the quantities of interest (i.e. real and 
imaginary parts of the FRF and its absolute value) is not straightforward. Therefore, 
we focus on the calculation of their moments. A method to calculate the moments 
could be MCS. Unfortunately, if few random variables are considered in the problem, 
the rate of convergence of MCS is slow (Babuska et al., 2005), so a different method 
is investigated. As formerly, a probability density function f x(x) is assumed for the 
random variable x = cuJJ, where f x(x < 0) =  0. The first moment (mean) of the 
real part, imaginary part and the absolute value of the transfer function, derived from 
Equations (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5), are given by
here V  is the domain of x, E [h] =  E [9ft(ft)] +  iE [^s(h)] is the mean of the transfer 
function and ah is its standard deviation. The square of the absolute value of the mean
f x ( x ) dx (4.22)
]v  (x -  u 2)2 +  4Q u 2x
(4.23)
(4.24)
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is obtained by multiplying the mean by its complex conjugate, so that
(4.25)
In the next section, integrals appearing in Equations (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24) are ap­
proximated with Laplace’s method.
Laplace’s method
Integrals appearing in Equations (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24) can be related to the Laplace’s 
integral (see, for example, Erdelyi (1956))
It is known that if u; is a large positive number, the major contribution to the integral 
comes from the vicinity of points at which y(x) assumes its largest value. If g is con­
tinuous, y is twice continuously differentiable and y'{9) = 0, y"(6) < 0, this integral 
can be approximated with Laplace’s method as
A general function y(x, a), obtained from integrals appearing in Equations (4.22), (4.23) 
and (4.24), can be given by
I(w)  =  / g(x)ewy^  dx (4.26)
(4.27)
We will assume g(x) =  1 and w =  1. Then
I(w)  ^  \/27rey^  [—y"(6)] (4.28)
y(x,a) = In( fx{x)) +  aln(x) -  ln(|/i(fj,x)\2) (4.29)
where
a = -  for 
2
a = 0 for
a = 1 for
(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.32)
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Function y(x,a)  is maximum at x = 9a. Therefore, 9a is the solution of
fx{9q) , _  2{9a — u 2) + 4oj2( 2 _
n / s\ \ r\ / r\ o\o j >o o r\ ^W a )  0a (0a~OJ2)2 +  A Q ^ 0 a
(4.33)
for which y(9a, a) is the absolute maximum. The second derivative of y(x, a) is
applied for different pdfs in the remaining of the Chapter.
Hybrid Laplace-numerical integration and modified Laplace
Laplace’s method approximates Equation (4.29) with a second-degree polynomial given 
by the first two terms of Taylor expansion of y(x) around its maximum 9a. The method 
works well if the behavior of y(x) in the vicinity of its absolute maximum point 9a is 
well represented by the approximation used. From Equation (4.29) it may be observed 
that y(x) is obtained through the addition of three functions. The first one, In( fx(x)) is 
related to the pdf of the distribution of the random variable x. This pdf is chosen such 
that it has only one maximum, situated at x — fi, with fi the mean of the distribution. 
It is expected that \n(fx(x)) will have its maximum at fi. The second function added 
to obtain y(x) is aln(x), an increasing function. The last function, — ln(|/i(a;,x)\2), 
is related to the transfer function and therefore has its maximum at cj2(1 — 2 ^ ) . The 
function — ln(|/i(n;, x)\2) has three points (Xhi, Xh2 and 2^ 3) where its third derivative 
is zero. These three points are
y"{x,a) =  f (x ) a h(x) (4.34)
where
2 ( - cj2 +  x) +  4 ( 2uj2 
(—cj2 +  x )2 +  4 Q u 2x
2
(4.35)
and f{x)  depends on the pdf of the random variable x. The Laplace’s method will be
x hl = -  2 ®  -  2V3w2C„Vl -  Q
X h 2  =  u 2 (  1 — 2 C ^ )
(4.36)
(4.37)
x h3 = u;2(l -  2 0  +  2V3 (4.38)
Therefore, y(x) can have up to two local maximums, the first one, 9a^, is close to /1 
and the second one (9au)2) is close to u 2{l — 2Q). That is, a Newton iteration (Press
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et al., 2007) with these starting points should converge to the solution in few steps if 
the two maximums exist. Three roots of y"'{x) =  0 can appear close to x hi, x h2 and 
Xh3 , respectively, x\  «  Xhi, x 2 ~  Xh2 and x3 «  Xf&. As formerly, Newton iteration 
is a procedure leading to the solution in few steps if the three points, x hi, x h2 and x h3, 
exist. Function y(x) can have different shapes, and depending on it, a different method 
to calculate the integral is applied:
•  The function has two maximums and y(0au2) < y{^an), then, Laplace’s method 
is used.
•  The function has two maximums and y(9afJ>) < y(9au}2). Laplace’s approximation 
does not work well, in this case, a numerical integration (i.e. Gaussian quadrature, 
trapezoidal method) is a good alternative to approximate the integral.
•  The function has only one maximum, 9a and xi, x 2 and xs do not exist or are 
situated at the same side of 9afJ,, that is, x3 < 9aii or 9a^ < x\. Then, Laplace’s 
method is used.
• The function has only one maximum, 9auj2, and x\, x 2 and x3 exist and are such 
that xi < 9au}2 < x3. In those situations, Laplace’s approximation can work 
well if no discontinuity has appeared both in 9(au)  and y"(9(au)).  Generally, 
Laplace’s approximation will provide a value smaller than the exact one. A dif­
ferent second order polynomial, having its maximum at 9a and going through x\ 
if 9a > fi and through 03 if 9a < y, can be used instead of the Taylor expansion 
used in Laplace’s method. Then
This second approximation to the integral provides, mostly, a larger value than the 
exact result. This approximation will be referred as modified Laplace’s method.
If Laplace’s method is applied when leading to a good approximation and numerical in­
tegration is applied in the remaining frequencies, the resulting method is called Hybrid 
Laplace-numerical integration. If Laplace’s method or modified Laplace’s method are
(4.39)
(4.40)
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applied when leading to a good approximation and numerical integration is performed 
for the remaining frequencies, the resulting method is referred to as modified Laplace.
4.3 FRF statistics for different probability density func­
tions of the natural frequency
The pdfs of have to satisfy that f x(x < 0) =  0, as it is not physically possible
to have a negative or zero squared natural frequency. It is observed that x  =  is 
the solution to the random eigenvalue problem det (K -  wjM) =  0, such that its pdf 
would be directly obtained when solving the random eigenvalue problem. The purpose 
of this section is to understand how different possible pdfs of influence the dynamic 
response. The pdfs studied can be obtained with the maximum entropy principle, if 
some information on the eigenvalues is available (Kapur, 1989). That is, the pdfs are 
the functions maximizing the following entropy equation
where 70, 7* for i = 1, . . . ,  M  are Lagrange multipliers and gi are functions related 
to the constraints imposed on the pdf f x. Numerical examples are provided, where 
E [x] =  9, ax = 1 and the damping factor has values £n =  0.1 or — 0-01- The chosen 
pdfs, other than the uniform distribution, are assumed to be unimodal with maximum 
at x = p. The number of samples in MCS is 10,000. A summary of results based on 
SDOF and MDOF systems is given later in the Chapter.
4.3.1 Uniform distribution
The pdf of an uniform distribution U (u \ , u2) is defined by a constant a u over the interval 
x G [ui, u2\. Parameters a u, ui and u2 of the distribution can be expressed through its 
mean (px) and variance (ax)
U\ = E [x] — yj3crx (4.42)
u2 = E [x] +  
1
(4.43)
(4.44)
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This pdf can be obtained with the maximum entropy principle, where the boundaries of 
integration are u\ and u2 and there are no constraints g% imposed on the entropy equa­
tion. Eigenvalues for which first and second moments are known have been modelled 
with uniform distributions, for example, by den Nieuwenhof and Coyette (2003). For 
this pdf, all integrals appearing in Equations (4.30), (4.31) and (4.32) can be calculated 
exactly. For example if a =  0
/ ( u) =I0(u2,U)) ~  Io{Ui,Uj)
where I q ( x , u j )  = arctan
x -  ^ ( 1  -  2Q
(4.45)
(4.46)
For a =  1 we have
where I i ( x , uj) = a
I{u) =Ii{u2}u)  -
log(uj2(lj2 -  2x(l  -  2Q)) +  x 2)
(4.47)
(4.48)
^  ( c 2(2C2 - 1) +  2 x ) V i - 4 C 2( i - C 2)
2CnVT: r C
An expression for a =  0.5 can also be calculated analytically. In Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 we 
compared the results of the analytical expressions and MCS for different (n and same 
uniform distribution U{9 — \ /3 ,9 +  y/S) for x. Note the significant difference between
<» io'2
 MCS
 Analytical integration
Deterministic
 MCS
 Analytical integration
Frequency (rad/s)Frequency (rad/s)
(a) Absolute value of mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 4.1: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for uniform distribution with (n =  0.1.
the mean and the deterministic results for the smaller value of the damping factor in 
Figure 4.2 compared to that for a higher value of the damping factor in Figure 4.1.
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(a) Absolute value of mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 4.2: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for uniform distribution with (n =  0.01.
4.3.2 Normal distribution
The pdf f x(x) and / '  ( x ) / fx(x) of the normal distribution conditional to x > 0 are given 
by
p — (x—E[x]) /2cr^ p  / — TA
f x(x) =  x G (0, + o o ) , ~  (4-49)ay/2ircr%P( 0) V f x(x)
where E [x] and o\  are respectively the mean and the variance of the distribution and 
P (0) is the probability of x <  0 for a normal distribution 7V(E [x] , ax). This pdf can be 
obtained with the maximum entropy principle, where the constraints gt imposed on the 
entropy equation are that the mean and variance of the random variable x are known. 
From experiments on alloy weels, the marginal distribution obtained for the eigenvalues 
are close to normal (Hinke et al., 2009).
From Equation (4.33), the parameter 6a can be identified as the solution of a fourth 
order polynomial
K * 4 +  b2ax3 T b3ax2 +  b4ax +  b5a=  0 (4.50)
with coefficients
K  =  - i
b2b — —C0 +  t1!
b3h =  -ex4 +  (a -  2)a2 +  E [x] (u 
64b =  (1 +  a)a2xCo; +  E [x] ex4 
b5b =  aa2xex4
(4 .51)
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and (u =  2cc2 (2(2 — 1). Up to four solutions can be expected, and we assume the 
existence of a first real solution close to the mean of the distribution, 6afl. If a second 
real solution 0a u 2 exists and is not a saddle point, a relative minimum between the two 
relative maximums exists. The remaining real solution is a spurious value, and likely to 
be negative or close to zero. Depending on the shape of y(x),  and as indicated in sec­
tion 4.2.2, Laplace’s method may be applied to approximate the integrals appearing in 
expressions of E [/?,] and E [|/?|2], given by Equations (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24). The sec­
ond derivative of y(x) is given by Equation (4.34) where h(x,uj) is given by Equation
(4.35) and
b x ) = <xi
(4.52)
The Laplace’s approximation assuming normal distribution is therefore given by
0“\/27re- ^ a-E^ 2/20*/ ( cj, a)
P (O ),/2^ ( ( 0a -  w2)2 +  ?a)a/2 02a
+ h{9a) (4.53)
where a is given in Equations (4.30), (4.31) and (4.32). Parameters E [x] and ax are 
the mean and standard deviation of x =  cj2. Another approximation of the integral can 
be obtained from Equations (4.39) and (4.40). Plots of approximations for an SDOF 
with E [x] =  9 and ax — 1 are displayed, in Figure 4.3 for (n — 0.1 and in Figure 4.4 
for £n =  0.01. For the small damping case one can again observe the significant
™ 10 MCS
 Hybrid Laplace-numerical integration
-  -  Modified Laplace 
Deterministic
 MCS
 Hybrid Laplace-numerical integration
 Modified Laplace
6
Frequency (rad/s)Frequency (rad/s)
(a) Absolute value of mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 4.3: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for normal distribution with =  0.1.
difference between the deterministic response and the mean response. Additionally, it 
can be noted that hybrid modified Laplace method also produced some discrepancies
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Figure 4.4: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for normal distribution with (n =  0.01.
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for the low damping case.
4.3.3 Gamma distribution
The probability density function f x(x) and f'x(x ) / f x(x) of the gamma distribution, de­
fined in the interval [0, oo), are given by
\ xq9_1 /b fx(x ) a q ~  1 1
A W  =  r , /ft>, t H  =    7 T -  ( 4 '5 4 )r (a 9)P9 fx{X) X (3g
Relationships between mean p x, variance a ‘l  and parameters a g and (3g are given by
Px  =  OtgPg , =  a gPg (4 -55)
iff c r 2
*9 =  - 1 ,  Pg =  — - (4-56)
This pdf can be obtained with the maximum entropy principle, where the constraints 
§i imposed on the entropy equation are that the random variable belongs to the interval 
[0, oo) and the means of the random variable x and of In x are known. That is, a gamma 
random variable is positive, its mean is known and the first moment of its inverse is 
finite. This distribution has been used in reliability (Rausand and Hoyland, 2004). As 
formerly, 9a is the real solution of the third order polynomial
b\ax3 +  b2ax2 +  b3ax +  b4a — 0 (4.57)
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with coefficients
bi =  — -  , =  ~ l f  +  a s +  a ~  3
‘ P, ^  (4.58)
K  = u4(as + a -  1). K  = Ca K  + a -  2) -  fl-
P9
and =  2a;2 (2£2 — 1), at which ?/(x) is maximum. A third-order polynomial has 
three solutions. Amongst these solutions, the ones that can be considered as plausible 
solutions to our problem are real and satisfy x > 0, y'(x,a) = 0 and y”(x,a)  < 0. 
As we have already stated, one of the solutions is close to p, and a second plausible 
solution is close to Xh2 = w2{I — 2£2). The third real solution of the polynomial would 
then be the relative minimum point situated between the two relative maximums, and 
verifies yn (x, a) > 0. Otherwise, two of the solutions are complex and there is only one 
real solution. We can then find an approximation to the solutions using Newton iteration 
method to Equation (4.57). As indicated in section 4.2.2, Laplace’s method will be a 
good option to approximate the integrals depending on the shape of y(x). The second 
derivative of y(x,a)  is given at Equation (4.34) where h(x,uj) is given by Equation
(4.35) and
f ( x )  = (4.59)
x z
From Equation (4.28), an analytical approximation to the integrals appearing in the 
expressions of the two first moments of the absolute value of the FRF is given by
T. . V2^ea9" 1+ae -e- / ^l { u , a) v{ag)^{{ea- ^ f  + iQ^ea)
1
(4.60)
where a is given in Equations (4.30), (4.31) and (4.32). Parameters a g and (3g can be 
derived from Equation (4.56) if the mean px and the standard deviation ox of a;2 are 
known. Plots of approximations for an SDOF with px = 9 and ax — 1 are displayed, 
in Figure 4.5 for £n =  0.1 and in Figure 4.6 for (n = 0.01. Again note the difference 
between the results for small and high damping.
4.3.4 Lognormal distribution
A lognormal distribution is a probability distribution obtained by taking the exponential 
of a normal distribution of mean p  and standard deviation a, N ( p , a). A lognormal
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Figure 4.5: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for gamma distribution with ( n =  0.1.
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Figure 4.6: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for gamma distribution with ( n =  0.01.
random variable is always positive, so that it has been used to model random variables 
in reliability (Papadimitriou et al., 1997) and random fields in SFEM (Ghanem and 
Dham, 1998). The probability density function f x(x), and f x{ x) / fx(x) of lognormal 
distribution, defined in the interval (0, oo), is given by
f x ( x )  =
e-{lnx-n)2/2a7 f x{x) cr2 In X — p
x V2 tto2 ’ fx(x) xa2
with mean px and variance ax of lognormal distribution related to p and o by
,,/x+cx2/ 2
(4.61)
Fx 2 /z+cC (4.62)
4.3. t R r  statistics jo r  dijjerenl probability density junctions oj the natural frequency  /
p  =  In px -  -  In ( 1 +  —
CTn
o =  In
CTn + 1 (4.63)
V>xJ \ l lx
This pdf can be obtained with the maximum entropy principle, where the constraint 
gi imposed on the entropy equation is that the mean of In re and of (In re)2 are known 
and the limits of integration are x E [0, oo). From Equation (4.33) can be identified 
parameter 9a as the solution to the equation
(72 +  In ea -  p a (2(0a -  u 2) +  4 ^ )
y'(0a,a)
On a'
=  0 . (4.64)
(0a -  u 2)2 +  4Q9a
As indicated in section 4.2.2, we will assume here that one solution, 6ati, is close to 
the mean of the distribution and that another relative maximum of y(x), 0 auJ2 , can arise 
together with a relative minimum situated between those two maximums. We can then 
find an approximation to these solutions using Newton method. From Equation (4.28) 
and depending on the shape of y(x),  an analytical approximation to the integrals ap­
pearing in the expressions of E [h] and of E [\h\2] allows to find an approximation to 
those moments. This analytical approximation to integrals is given by
I(u,a)
0 a - l  e - ( \ n 6 a - i i ) 2/ 2 a 2
V a 2 ({0a ~  UJ2)2 +  4(2UJ20a)
a 2 (a, — 1) — In 9a +  g
+  h(0a) (4.65)
with a given in Equations (4.30), (4.31) and (4.32). Parameters p  and a can be found 
if px and ax are known. Plots of the approximations for an SDOF with p x =  9 and 
ax =  1 are displayed, in Figure 4.7 for (n =  0.1 and in Figure 4.8 for (n =  0.01. Like
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(a) Absolute value of mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 4.7: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for lognormal distribution with £n =  0.1.
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Figure 4.8: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for lognormal distribution with (n =  0.01.
the previous pdfs, the difference in results between the low and high damping can also 
be seen here.
4.4 Multiple-degrees-of-freedom (MDOF) systems
4.4.1 Response calculation
Applying finite element method to structural dynamic systems leads, generally, to an 
MDOF problem where a displacement vector u is the unknown. The frequency response 
vector of the MDOF system can be given by (see, for example, Geradin and Rixen 
(1997))
u =  4>[-w2I +  iw2CH +  Li2] - 1* '  }-=  f (4.66)
where is the matrix of eigenvectors (modal matrix) and is a diagonal matrix of 
natural frequencies of the system. The frequency response can be expressed as
u =  <3>
=
UJ2 +  2i UjCnUJn +  uj
uS2 T -(- ujj
<T>r f
(4.67)
where e3 is the j-th unit vector, or j -th column of an identity matrix, and matrix H" 
is therefore diagonal. We denote by x* and H * the complex conjugate of u and H
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respectively. The j-th diagonal element of matrix H is denoted by / i ', and h'* is its
complex conjugate. Vector <&i is the z-th row of matrix 4>, and . is its j-th element.
the diagonal terms of H', and therefore, all other vectors and matrices are deterministic. 
From Equation (4.67), an expression of Ui, the z-th term of vector u, and of \ui\2 can be 
derived
Mean of \ui\2 is equal to the second moments of \ui\ and zz*.
4.4.2 Mean of real and imaginary parts of the response
Expressions of real and imaginary parts of Ui can be derived from Equation (4.68)
Mean is a linear operator, therefore, the mean of each product CjR  (/i'), Cj$s (hi )• 
C 2 \h'j\2 and CjCk2 R ( h ' ^ )  is needed.
In Chapter 1 the joint pdf of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix 
was given, and it was noted that for some distributions, they are independent or asymp­
totically independent. Furthermore, applying the maximum entropy principle to obtain 
joint distribution of eigenvalues and eigenvectors where no data is available on the joint 
pdf leads to independent eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In the previous chapter, eigen­
The j-th element of vector F =  <bTf is denoted by F3. Uncertainty is introduced by
N
(4.68)
j=i 
N  N
(4.69)
j—1 k=1
Denoting Cj =  Fj&i j 9 the expression of \ui\2 can be simplified
N  N - l  N
j—1 fc=l j=k+1
N  N - l  N
= +  E  (4.71)( . )
fc=lj=k+l
N
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values and eigenvectors were expanded with a PC expansion in Equations (3.7) and 
(3.8), so that the covariance between two different eigenvalues and an eigenvalue and 
its correspondent eigenvector is given by
p
E [A(i)A»] -  E [A«] E [A®] =  ^  A^A^E [ r 2k] -  A^A^ (4.74)
k = 1
E [A®v«] -  E [A0)] E [v«] =  Y ,  V v“ E [r fc] -  Aj ivS.3) (4-75>
k = 1
The covariance between an eigenvalue and its eigenvector, using the first order pertur­
bation of the system matrix A from Equation (3.2) and the first order perturbation of its 
eigenvector from Equation (3.6), can be approximated by
M  n
E [A(j)v(j)] - E  [A(j)] E [v^] «  E [Av(j)] - X {0j) \ j0 «  ^  S  aj i m ^ m o  (4.76)
i = 1 m = l , m ^ j
where coefficients a j i m  are small compared to one and the order of magnitude of the 
random part of the system matrix A, i.e. Y^iti 1S smaller than that of A. We can 
then assume that the correlation between an eigenvalue and its eigenvector is small 
when the first order approximation is accurate, that is, at low frequencies. When con­
sidering two eigenvalues, the marginal pdf and correlation coefficients of eigenvalues of 
alloy wheels for low frequencies have been obtained from experimental measurements, 
where the marginal pdfs were close to normal distributions, and correlation coefficients 
between eigenvalues was small (Hinke et al., 2009). We assume that eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors can be modelled as independent if they are uncorrelated, or if this cor­
relation is small. Therefore, it is assumed that, for low frequencies, eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues are independent.
The independence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a positive definite matrix im­
plies that
E [CjSR (/»')] =  E [C,] E [R {hr)} E [C,Q (hj)] =  E [C,\ E [9 (fcj)] (4.77)
where E [Cj\ = Ylk=i ^  ^  can be obtained from the second moment of the
j-th eigenvalue, with the A;-th element of the forcing term. Only means E [3ft (/i')] 
and E [9 (/i ')] remain to be calculated to obtain E [3ft (it*)] and E [9 (it*)]- These means
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are given by
E [ » M ]  =
E [0 (/>')] =  - 2 0 w/3j.
^  =  
h ,  =
h ,  =
L f x
L
v  ( X j  -  u j 2 ) 2 +  4 ( j u 2 X j
X j f x
v  ( X j  —  UJ2 ) 2 +  4 ( ? U J 2 UJ2 
y/Zjfx
(4.78)
(4.79)
, I2j and I3j are given by
dxj (4.80)
dxj (4.81)
dxj. (4.82)
An analytical approximation to these integrals could be given, depending on the shape 
of the integrand, by Equations (4.53), (4.60) and (4.65) for normal, gamma and lognor­
mal distributions respectively. Parameter a = 0 for i i  , a = 1 for I2j and a = 1/2 for
4.4.3 Variance of response
Expressions of the second moment of response can be derived from Equation (4.71), 
remembering that mean is a linear operator and that eigenvalues and eigenvectors are 
assumed independent
N  N - l  N
E [W2] = Y,E [C?] E D^H + E E E tCAl2E )}4.83)
j = 1 k = 1 j = k + 1
N  N - l  N
e  [|Ui|2] = [C1] +  E E e P A l 2E [»(*& *)] (4-84)
j = l  fc=l j = k + 1
E[»(fcjhi*)] =  ( /2j -  w2/!,) ( /^  -  w2/!*) +  4<yC*w2V v  <4-85)
Means E [Cj] can be obtained from the fourth moment of the j-th eigenvector and 
E [ C j C k ]  from the fourth moment of the eigenvector matrix The second moment is 
given by
E [ N 2] = < + <  (4.86)
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where mean of response and squared value of mean are given by
pUi = E (wj)] +  iE [3s (Ui)] (4.87)
=  E[SR(Ui)]2 +  E [ 0 ( Ui)]2- (4.88)
And finally the variance can be obtained as
°li = E [M 2] ~ A i -  (4-89)
In the next section, numerical results are shown for an MDOF system with random 
eigenvalues with the different distributions already discussed.
4.4.4 Numerical example
A proportionally damped system consisting of a linear array of spring-mass oscillators 
is considered to illustrate the proposed approach. Figure 4.9 shows the model system. 
N  masses, each of nominal mass to; are connected by springs of nominal stiffness k. 
The system considered uses the mean of eigenvalues and eigenvectors obtained from
~ W r  ■ ~J M r  * ~ W r
Figure 4.9: Linear array of N  spring-mass oscillators, N  = 20, m  = 1 Kg and k = 350 
N/m. A proportional damping model with damping factor 0.1 and 0.01 is assumed.
the deterministic mass and stiffness matrices M and K, and forcing vector f  as
M =  ral/v , K =  k
with l N the identity matrix. The number of degrees of freedom of the system is 20, 
therefore, matrices M and K become 20 x 20 matrices. Mass and stiffness constants are 
given by m  =  1 kg and k = 350 N/m. The eigenvectors used are the ones obtained from 
the deterministic matrices M and K matrices, that is, they are considered deterministic,
2 - 1  0 . . .  0 
- 1  2 : 
o 0
: 2 - 1  
0 . . .  0 - 1 2
/  \  
11
f = (4.90)
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or with central moments equal to zero. It is observed that the eigenvalue problem kK  =  
Xm lN here reduces to K =  (Am//c)I, such that the eigenvectors are deterministic and 
the pdf of the eigenvalues depends on that of rn/k. Mean eigenvalues are obtained from 
the deterministic matrices M and K, and the standard deviation a of each eigenvalue 
is given by a percentage of the mean of the considered eigenvalue. Each percentage is 
obtained through a sample of the uniform distribution £7(10, 15). Damping factors are 
assumed to be all equal to Q =  0.1 or to Q =  0.01. The number of samples for MCS 
is 10,000. Results are obtained for normal distribution with damping factors Q =  0.1 
in Figure 4.10 and Q =  0.01 in Figure 4.11. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show Gamma 
distribution results for Q =  0.1 and Q =  0.01 respectively. Lognormal distribution 
results for Q =  0.1 and Q =  0.01 are respectively displayed in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15. 
In all the figures, a comparison between mean and standard deviation obtained through 
approximations and MCS is facilitated. Uniform distribution results are not shown as 
an analytical expression to integrals is available and results match exactly MCS results.
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(a) Absolute value of mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 4.10: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for normal distribution with (n =  0.1.
4.5 Results and discussion
4.5.1 Discussion of the proposed methods
In this Chapter, the mean and variance of frequency response function of single and 
multiple-degrees-of-freedom systems are calculated from the pdf of independent eigen-
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Figure 4.12: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for gamma distribution with =  0.1.
values. This method needs the calculation of three integrals per frequency and degree 
of freedom, namely the ones appearing in Equations (4.30) to (4.32). Unfortunately, 
exact analytical integration is only available when the random variable, i.e. the squared 
natural frequency, has uniform distribution. Therefore, the main problem of the method 
is the calculation of the integrals. Numerical calculation of the integrals or evaluation 
through MCS can become computationally expensive for systems with large degrees of 
freedom. This problem can be overcome if integrals can be approximated using one of 
the two methods proposed in this Chapter.
The first method, referred as hybrid Laplace-numerical integration, is a hybrid method 
between Laplace’s method and numerical integration. Laplace’s method is used to ap-
— MCS
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Figure 4.13: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for gamma distribution with (n — 0.01.
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Figure 4.14: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for lognormal distribution with (n =  0.1.
proximate the integrals at those frequencies where the method is expected to give a 
good approximation, and numerical integration is used for the remaining frequencies. 
The second method, i.e. hybrid modified Laplace, also approximates the integrals with 
Laplace’s method when it is supposed to give a good approximation. The remain­
ing integrals are approximated, when possible, with a modified Laplace’s method and 
with numerical integration otherwise. For the frequencies where the modified Laplace’s 
method can be applied, it is observed that Laplace’s method provides an approximation 
smaller than the exact value, while the modified Laplace’s method provides mostly a 
larger approximation. The modified Laplace’s approximation gives good approxima­
tion at resonance points both for lognormal and normal distribution, but results are too
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Figure 4.15: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for lognormal distribution with (n =  0.01.
large when dealing with the gamma distribution.
It is observed, in all figures where the mean of the system is calculated, that the 
difference between mean and deterministic system is larger at frequencies in the neigh­
borhood of resonance frequencies than at other frequencies. This is due to the fact that 
each deterministic FRF corresponding to a sample of the natural frequency un has a 
sharp peak at frequency uny / l  — 2Q. The effect of taking the mean is equivalent to 
add up those FRFs with peaks at different frequencies and dividing the result by the 
number of samples. As a result, the mean appears more damped than the deterministic 
system in the neighborhood of the mean natural frequency and is closer to the deter­
ministic system at other frequencies. It is also observed that for gamma distribution, 
the modified Laplace’s method leads to results significatively larger than the ones from 
MCS. This is due to the fact that, while for other distributions the methods provides 
a good approximation for the resonance frequency, for gamma distribution the method 
leads to a result close to the deterministic response. The accuracy of the modified 
Laplace’s method is therefore dependent on the pdf of the random variable.
Overall, the level of damping has significant impact on the Laplace’s method for 
both SDOF and MDOF systems. When the systems are reasonably damped (about 
10% damping), all the proposed methods work well and the results agree with each 
other. But the situation changes dramatically when damping becomes small (about 1% 
or smaller). In this case only numerical integration is able to produced results which 
agree with the direct Monte Carlo simulation results, at frequencies in the vicinity of
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resonance. Therefore, one of the key conclusion from this work is that care should be 
taken for dynamic analysis of stochastic systems with very light damping.
4.5.2 Summary of results
It can be observed that damping has an important effect on the standard deviation of the 
response. The higher is the damping, the smaller is the standard deviation compared to 
the mean. This is observed for both SDOF and MDOF systems, but is more evident for 
MDOF systems. This effect is independent of the distribution of the random variable. 
Comparing results of mean and standard deviation for SDOF systems, it is observed that 
mean and standard deviation of all the pdfs give similar results. On the other side, this is 
only observed for frequencies near the first natural frequency for MDOF systems. For 
higher frequencies, mean of the FRF for normal distribution appears more damped than 
the ones obtained with other distributions, and standard deviation is generally larger 
than the one for other distributions. Values of mean and standard deviation of FRF for 
MDOF for lognormal, gamma and uniform distribution are almost coincident for every 
frequency.
4.6 Conclusions
This Chapter considers the calculation of response statistics of stochastic linear dynam­
ical systems in the low-frequency region. Considering the distribution of the system 
eigenvalues, two novel semi-analytical methods, namely hybrid Laplace-numerical in­
tegration and hybrid modified Laplace methods have been proposed. The proposed 
methods have been extended to general multiple degree of freedom systems assuming 
uncorrelated eigensolutions. Due to the semi-analytical nature of the results, the pro­
posed methods can offer computational advantages over direct Monte Carlo simulations 
for structures with very large number of degrees of freedom.
Mean of the real and imaginary parts of the response vector and second moment of 
its absolute value are calculated making use of the proposed methods. Four probability 
density functions, namely uniform, normal, log-normal and gamma, are considered 
for the natural frequencies. Exact closed-form expressions for the response moments 
have been obtained for the uniform distribution. It is observed that the accuracy of the 
proposed method depends on the pdf of the random variable, on the damping factor and
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on the frequency at which the integral is evaluated. In general lightly damped systems 
show less accuracy compared to systems with more damping.
The assumption of uncorrelated eigenvalues is valid for low frequencies, where less 
overlap between the eigenvalues is expected. In the next Chapter, the dynamic response 
for a system modelled with non-parametric uncertainty is considered.
Chapter 5 
Non-parametric uncertainty in 
dynamic systems
5.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter, a method to calculate the first two moments of the frequency 
response function (FRF) of a dynamic system for low frequencies was proposed. Low 
frequencies affect civil structures such as buildings, but many aerospace structures are 
affected by high frequencies, as Keane and Price (1997) mentioned “it is estimated that 
the Saturn launch vehicle possessed approximately 500000 natural frequencies in the 
range 0 to 2000 Hz”. A method developed to deal with high frequencies is statistical 
energy analysis (Lyon and Dejong, 1995), and it’s original purpose was to model the 
exchange of energy between different parts of space rockets. When considering high 
frequencies, the effect of uncertainties in system matrices becomes less straightforward 
and a nonparametric modelling of the matrices is often preferred (Adhikari, 2010). In 
this Chapter, the moments of the FRF of a system with nonparametric uncertainty are 
calculated. All previous works calculating the response of a dynamic system with non­
parametric uncertainty used MCS to simulate the system matrices so as to calculate the 
statistics of their eigenvalues, eigenvectors and the FRF. In section 5.2, a system whose 
system matrices are modelled with Wishart matrices is described and the nonparamet­
ric uncertainty introduced by both system matrices is approximated by a nonparamet­
ric uncertainty modelled using a single Wishart matrix. This matrix is approximated 
with a further simplified Wishart matrix known as White Wishart matrix in section 5.3. 
Based on the White Wishart approximation, analytical expressions are investigated in
129
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section 5.4. The efficiency of the approximations and of the analytical expressions is 
illustrated with the numerical example of a thin plate in section 5.5. Conclusions of the 
Chapter are derived in section 5.6.
5.2 Wishart matrices for linear dynamic systems
5.2.1 Mass and stiffness matrices modelled as independent Wishart 
matrices
The Wishart random matrix was described in section 1.6 as a model for nonparametric 
uncertainty. Consider a dynamical system, discretized with the Finite Element method. 
The response of the system in the frequency domain is given by the solution of Equation 
(1.98), that is,
(—cj2M +  io;C +  K)u -  f, (5.1)
where M, C, and K are respectively the generalised mass, damping, and stiffness matri­
ces, all of them n x n  real symmetric and positive definite. Vector u is the n-dimensional 
vector of complex generalised coordinates and f  is the n-dimensional force vector.
The response of the system from Equation (5.1) can be obtained by applying modal 
analysis, for which the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system are calculated. The 
undamped eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system, respectively A^ ') and 0 -, are 
obtained from
K4>J = \ {j)M4>j, j  = 1 , . . . ,  n  with =  In, $ r K $  =  A (5.2)
or, equivalently,
M -1/2KM“1/2Vj =  A0 )v3-, j  =  l , . . . , r awi th  ^  =  M ”1/2^ ,  VTV =  I„. (5.3)
In the previous identities, V =  [vi. . .  v„] is the matrix of eigenvectors of M- 1,/2KM-1 2^. 
The matrices of eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the system are given respectively by 
$  =  [0! . . .  0 n] and a diagonal matrix A whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues 
Proportional damping is assumed, so that
<hTC $  =  2C*A1/2, (5.4)
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where £* is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the damping ratios £*. In­
troducing the change of variables u =  <I>q into Equation (5.1), and premultiplying by 
<f>T, the equation of motion of the system becomes
{-uj2In +  iw2C*A1/2 +  A)q =  $ Tf, (5.5)
and this equation is equivalent to 
( -c j2In +  icuVTM -1/2C M -1/2V +  Vt M~1/2K M -1/2V)Vt M 1/2u =  VTM "1/2f  (5.6) 
The response vector is obtained
« = E , . .1/2— <5-7>
j = i  ~ UJ +  A j
It is observed that, by applying the maximum principle of entropy to both mass and 
stiffness matrices in Equation (5.1), both matrices can be modelled using independent 
Wishart matrices. In that case, the mean and second moment of the response are ap­
proximated using MCS, as analytical expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of two independent Wishart matrices are not available. The response moments approx­
imated using N m c s  number of samples of the independent Wishart matrices modelling 
M and K are given by
E  fu i =  1 \
N mcs £  V ^ - w 2 +  iw2CA^ 2 +  AiSJ
E M  =  e ’ e —  ..,(5 .9)
N m c s  i s = 1  j k = 1  ( - c u 2 +  i u 2 ( j S X j S  +  X j S ) ( - u j 2 +  \ u 2 ( k S X kS  +  A k S )
where Ajs, (pjs are the j-th  eigenvalue and eigenvector obtained from the z^-th sample 
of M and K, and Qs is the j-th  damping ratio of the system sample.
5.2.2 Eigenvalues matrix modelled with a Wishart matrix
In this subsection, the nonparametric uncertainty in both matrices is approximated using 
a single Wishart matrix. To this end, the matrix A =  VTM - 1^ 2KM _1//2 V from Equation
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(5.5) is modelled by a Wishart matrix. Then, a new eigenvalue problem arises
(5.10)
from where the matrices of eigenvalues L and of eigenvectors =  [ip1, . . .  ,-0n] of 
matrix A are obtained. Consider also that £ =  q/r £*q> is a diagonal matrix. Then, the 
equation of motion of the system (5.1) where the eigenvalues matrix is modelled with a 
Wishart matrix is given by
( - gj2I„ +  iw2CL1/2 +  L)w =  * T$ Tf
where q =  vl>w. Then the response of Equation (5.1) is given by
(5.11)
u = $4> (-w 2In +  iu>2<L1/2 +  L)- 1\PT<I>Tf (5.12)
and its first and second moments are given by
e [U] =  * ( £ >
..7=1 — u j 2 +  +  I3 J
Efuu =
i , j - 1
T ^ T
(— cj2 +   ^ h ){— +  lj)1/2
(5.13)
(5.14)
wtih u the complex conjugate of u. The joint distribution of eigenvalues and eigenvec­
tors of a Wishart matrix was given in Equation (1.46). It was also pointed out that, for a 
White Wishart matrix, i.e. Wn(cn, a2 / n l n), the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are inde­
pendent. In the next section, methods to calculate the parameters of the White Wishart 
matrix from the system mass and stiffness matrices are exposed.
5.3 Selection of parameters
Based on the available information on eigenvalues of the system, the dispersion param­
eter SA of the Wishart matrix A from Equation (5.5) can be derived. Three methods are 
proposed in this section.
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5.3.1 Maximum uncertainty modelling
A White Wishart matrix G ~  Wn(p, a2 / n l n), with p =  cn is here used to approximate 
the Wishart matrix A. In the model used for the White Wishart matrix, parameters a 
and c have to be obtained from the original system. It is observed that, in the Marcenko- 
Pastur distribution from Equation (1.52) (Pastur and Shcherbina, 2011), the minimum 
and maximum of the eigenvalues of a White Wishart matrix are given by
a+ = a2(l +  \/c )2, a~ = a2(l — \ fc ) 2 (5.15)
That is, the interval for which the marginal pdf of an eigenvalue is defined is [a~, a+] 
When approximating matrix A with a White Wishart model, it is expected that the 
range of eigenvalues of both matrices will be the same. Assume that the minimum and 
maximum eigenvalues of the mean of A are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues 
of the system, then
A<1) = a - ,  A <n)= a +. (5.16)
Parameters c and a can be retrieved from Equation (5.15), i.e.
C = U 5 7 - ^ J  ’ “ = --2-------- (5' 17)
The dispersion parameter of the White Wishart matrix are produced from Equation
(1.44)
P [  Trace (G  ) J cn I n(cna2 / n ) 2 ) cn 
by noting thatp =  cn and G  =  pY,Q = cna2 / n \ n.
5.3.2 Uncertainty information available for system matrices
In nonparametric uncertainty, the dispersion parameter of a Wishart matrix is given 
by Equation (1.43), and when considering the case of Equation (5.5), the matrix from 
which the dispersion parameter is derived can be G =  VAVT =  M - 1//2KM-1/2. The 
matrix considered previously as Wishart was A, but G is also a Wishart matrix of size 
n x n ,  with pc = Pa, E g  — VUaVt , with the same eigenvalues as A and its eigenvec-
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tors equal to the eigenvectors of A premultiplied by V. The dispersion parameter of G 
is given by
E M _1/2KM“ 1/2 -  E [M“ 1/2KM“ 1/2]^2   _____________________________
°  ]E  [M“ 1/2KM _1/2] ||p
E [Tr(M_1KM _1K)]
Tr(E [(M- 1/2K M -1/2)] E [(M "1/2KM_1/2)])
(5.19) 
- 1  (5.20)
the second equation is obtained by noting that matrices M, M 1' 2 and K are sym­
metric, so that Tr((M -1/ 2K M -1/2)r (M“1/2KM“ 1/2)) =  Tr(M- 1KM- 1K). Consider 
that mass and stiffness matrices are modelled by the independent Wishart matrices 
K ~  W ^ p k ^ k )  and M ~  Wn(PM, Sm ). with known dispersion parameters 8 2K, 
8 2M and matrices means K =  E [K], M =  E [M]. Parameters pk,  Pm, ^ k  and E M 
in the distributions can be derived from Equations (1.42) and (1.45). Given a Wishart 
random matrix W ~  Wn(p, E), the following moments can be obtained (Gupta and 
Nagar, 2000)
E [WBW] =  pEBTE +  pTrace (SB) E  +  p2EB E (5.21)
E [W ^A W "1] =  c i E _1A E _1 +  c2 [ E ^ A ^ E ^ T
Trace (A E_1) E -1] (5.22)
E [Trace (A W '1) W "1] =  CiTrace (A S -1) +  c ^ E ^ A ^ E -1 +  E -1AE-(5)23)
with ci = (p — n — 2)c2 and c2 =  1/ ((p — n)(p — n  — l)(p — n — 3)). Then
E [(M- 1K)2] =  E [p k M - ^ k M - ^ k  +  p^Trace ( S ^ M '1) M _1E ^] +
E lp2 KM - lY,KMTl YlK\ (5.24)
(1 +  P k  +  P m  ~  n -  2)Trace (E j^K ) E ^ K
P k (Pm  ~  n)(pM - n -  1 ){pM - n -  3) +
( (1  + P k )(jPm  ~  n — 1) +  2)E m1K E m1K 
P k  (p m  ~  n)(pM - n  -  1 ){pM - n -  3)
P 2m  ((:P K + P M  - n -  l)Trace ( ( M ^ K )  ( M ^ K )  
P k (Pm  ~  n)(pM - n -  1 )(pM - n -  3)
P 2m  ( ( ( 1  + Pk)(pm -  n -  1) +  2)(M )-1K (M )-1K) 
P k (Pm  ~  n)(pM - n  -  1 )(pM -  n -  3)
(5.25)
+
(5.26)
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can be derived using Equation (5.21), K =  E [K] =  P k ^ k  , Equations (5.22), (5.23) 
and =  (M)~1pM-
To calculate E [M_1//2KM _1//2] we firstly recall that any Wishart matrix A can be 
obtained from A =  E [A]1^ 2 W ^ E  [A]1^ 2, where is a White Wishart matrix of 
size n with parameters pa and U w a =  bi/PA- This matrix can be decomposed using 
its eigenvalues and eigenvectors =  Yli=i so that
A”1 =  A - ^ A " 1/2 (5.27)
A-1 =  (E[A])~1/4 ( 1 ^  (E[A])~1/4 (5.28)
y/Ulj  J
E [A-1] =  (E [A])_1/4E
J,j = 1 y / l j j
(E[A ])-1/4(5.29)
the mean of the inverted Wishart matrix is given, for example, in Gupta and Nagar 
(2000)
_ „ T r . 1 E[Ar1/4EfAr1/2F,[Ar1/4
— (5.30)E [A-1] =  ^
pA - n -  1 P a {Pa  - n  -  1)
So that
E y  VY0f(E[A]) _  PaE[A] 1/2
y/Uj (pA — n — 1)
(5.31)
It is noted that
( ±  r t i i r y w ]  R321
\ i , j = 1 V 1 3 J
substituting E [A]-1 2^ by (M)- 1/4K(M )-1/4 in Equation (5.31), we obtain
pM{ M )-1/2K(M) - 1/2E [M -1/2KM~1/2] = (5.33)
( P M - n -  1)
From Equations (5.20), (5.33) and (5.26), the dispersion parameter of G =  M - 1//2KM -1/2 
can be obtained
with
(Pm  — n — 1 ) 2 (p k  +  P m  — n  — l)T-p +  ((1 + P k ) ( P m  — n +  1) +  2)T2 
P k {Pm  ~ n)(pM - n  -  1 )(pM - n -  3)T2
-  1 
(5.34)
Tx = Trace ( (M ^ K )  and T2 =  Trace (((M )- 1K)2) . (5.35)
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Equation (5.34) allows to obtain the dispersion parameter of a Wishart matrix whose 
mean is the eigenvalues matrix. This matrix is approximated with a White Wishart 
matrix. Parameters c and a of this White Wishart matrix have to be identified. To this 
end, it is assumed, firstly, that both matrices have the same dispersion parameter
1 +  71 _  (P m  — n — 1 ) 2 (p k  +  P m  — n — 1)T2 +  ((1 +  P k ) ( P m  — n  +  1) +  2)T2 ^  
cn P k {p m  ~ n ) ( p M - n - l ) ( p M -  n -  3)T2
(5.36)
and secondly, that the traces of the means of both matrices are equal
Trace = Trace (E [M“ 1/2KM“ 1/2]) . (5.37)
Finally, parameters a2 and c for a White Wishart matrix approximating the matrix of 
eigenvalues of two independent Wishart matrices can be given by
c =   ( 1 +  n )____________  f 5 3 8N
(  ( P M —n - l ) 2 ( p K + P M —‘n - l ) T ^ + ( { l + p K ) ( P M —n + l ) + 2 ) T 2  _  -, \
 ^ P K ( P M - n ) i p M - n - l ) ( p M - n - 3 ) T 2  '
2 _  pMTrace ((M )-1/2^ ) - 1/2)
a . .
cn(pM - n  -  1)
5.3.3 Uncertainty information available for the eigenvalues
It is observed that for any symmetric matrices M and K
n
E [Trace(M '1KM“ 1K)] =  ^  E [A2] (5.40)
3 =1  
n
Trace(E [(M“ 1/2K M -1/2)]T E [(M“1/2KM _1/2)]) =  y ^ E [ A /  (5.41)
3 = 1
from Equation (5.20) the dispersion parameter is related to the first and second moments 
of eigenvalues
2 _  E U  E  [A 2]
_  E " = 1 E  [A j]2 ( 5 -4 2 )
so that, if information on the eigenvalues of the system is available, the dispersion 
parameter can be retrieved.
The parameters of the system matrices can be obtained from the first two moments
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of the eigenvalues. Parameter pM can be derived from Equation (5.33)
A  E f t ]  -  ( « - ' » * « - ' ■ )  <5.43)
“  P m  -  n  -  1j=1
(n +  1) £ ? - i  E [A?]=  _________ :____________L21_________  (544)
E"=i E iXj \  ~  ((M)-1/2K(M)-1/2)
and pk  can be obtained from Equations (5.34) using p m  from Equation (5.44) and the 
dispersion parameter from Equation (5.42), so that
= ___________________ CP M - n -  1 f T f  +  (pM — n  +  3)(T2)___________
K (ni ~ P u ) T i  + (Pm ~  n)T2((pM ~  n)(pM -  n -  3)(<Jg, -  1) -  1)
with Ti and T2 given at Equation (5.35). It is observed that a mean matrix for both stiff­
ness and mass matrices are needed in the calculation of p m  and p K , and these matrices 
can be the ones obtained from a FE analysis.
In the next section, analytical expression for the mean and variance of the response 
are obtained for the case of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a White Wishart. These 
expressions are valid for all the methods to calculate White Wishart matrix parameters 
exposed in this section.
5.4 Analytical expressions for the response statistics
Based on Equations (5.13) and (5.14), the first two moments of the response of a dy­
namic system where the matrix A is modelled as a White Wishart matrix are derived.
5.4.1 Mean of the response
For the case of a White Wishart, eigenvalues and eigenvectors are independent (Muir- 
head, 1982), so that
J  = 1
1
$ Tf (5.46)
From Equation (1.47), it is noticed that E [fpj'ipj} = l / n l n is the same for all eigen­
vectors. It is also noticed that the marginal distributions of all eigenvalues are identical,
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so that
E[u] =  *  V  -I„ E  \ L ' nJ =i
=  ^ U n E
—l j 2 +  i l j 2  Q lJ 2 +  l 3 j
-a;' +  +  lj
&Tf
(5.47)
(5.48)
Separating the real and imaginary parts, we have
1
~ L J 2 +  1 L J 2 C 1 1/ 2 +  l j
=  E — LJ2 +  L
( — LJ2 +  l j ) 2 +  4  LJ2 ( 2 l j
- iE
lj2CI,1/2
( — CJ2 +  l j ) 2 +  4:LJ2 ( 2 l j
(5.49)
The marginal distributions of the eigenvalues are now approximated by the Marcenko- 
Pastur distribution, given by Equation (1.52). Then, each of the means appearing in 
Equation (5.49) can be approximated by
e[9(0 ] =  r  9 (1)
J  a~ 2-kcPI
a'
■dl (5.50)
where a~ = a2( 1 — y/c)2, a+ =  a2(l +  y/c)2 and g(l) can be, for instance, the real and 
imaginary parts of which mean is taken in Equation (5.49). Introducing the change of 
variables I = a+ cos2 0, the previous equation reduces to
E[p(0] =  /  ~9(a+ cos2 9)- 
Je-
a+ sin2 9y/a+ cos2 9 — a' 
ira2 cos 9 ■dJ9
(5.51)
with 9 = cos 1(— y/a~/a+), and, when c =  1, this integral can be rewritten as
sin2 9r°
E [g(l)\ = /  —^ (4a2 cos2 9)'
J —7r/2
- d 9
7T
(5.52)
It is noted that this change of variables is introduced to avoid the singularity arising 
when c = 1. Then, Equation (5.47) can be written as
E[u] =
—^ 4 +  cos2 9 sin2 9y/a+cos29 — a~
Id- (—^ 4 +  cos2 9)2 +  4^ £ 2 cos2 9 y/aAira2 cos#
i f °  ^ 2^ cos0
J e -
d9—
sin2 9y/a+ cos2 9 — a'
'Q ( — +  CL+ cos2 9)2 +  4^qrC2 cos2 9 yfoH^ 'Ka2 cos 9
■d9 ^ Tf
(5.53)
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The two integrals can be calculated using numerical methods. Another change of vari­
ables that can be performed, but would not be valid for the case c — 1, would be 
I =  a+ exp(x). With this change of variables Equation (5.50) transforms to
_-j(a-/a+)
This change of variables is useful when c is close to one, but still larger than one, say 
1 < c < 1.2.
5.4.2 Variance of the response
Noting that eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a White Wishart matrix are independent, 
Equation (5.14) leads to
(5.55)
The term E[ipi/i p J can be obtained using Equation (1.48)
n(n  — 1 )(n +  2) 
8jj(—2&TffT<& +  n ( $ TffT$  +  fr $ $ TfIn)) 
n(n  — 1 )(n +  2)
(5.56)
The variance of u is given by
Var[u] =  E [ u u t ] -  E[u]E[u]T =  Var[$ft[u]] +  Var[3?[u]] (5.57)
with u the complex conjugate of u. Consider hi = 
then, the variance of u is given by
■u2+kj2Ciy +1,
Var[u]
((E [K(fcO])2 +  (E2 i (x :  \ c v ( u  \ 1 \ 2 \ (5.58)
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Consider a diagonal tensor whose z-th diagonal element is the function git denote its 
trace by Trace (G(cj)) =  9 i ( u ) ,  so that
n
Var[Trace (G(u))] = ^  (E[gi(u)gj(uj)] -  E[^(cj)]E[^(cj)]) (5.59)
*»j'=i
Adding and subtracting to Equation (5.58) the term
* ( t  <» n - w>))
leads to
( (n +  — (3>TffT3> +  fT3><I>TfI )Varful =  $  I 9  11 <p +  i <p<p ^ j Var[Tr(H)] +
LJ V n ( n - l ) ( n  + 2) 1 1 U
with H the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are hi. We now calculate Var [hi] = 
Var [9ft(/ii)] +Var [^(/ii)] and Var [Trace(H)]. For the first of these variances, only the 
marginal distribution of the eigenvalues are needed. When n -A oo, this distribution 
tends to the Marcenko-Pastur distribution, so that the variance is approximated by
/*an
J a~
Var M  = I I . „ . .I---- 1 tt^t" I Va+ hVl  a~
( — l j 2  +  l i ) 2  +  4 w 2 ( 2 l i  J 27r a 2 l i
na
J  a ”
;r
(  bJ -\- l i  \  y j (2~*~ ~Q> \
\ ( - u 2 + k)2 + Au2C k )  27ra2k J  (5.61)
\ 2
2ujC,y/lii \  yfCl~^~ Q>
— du
( — l j 2  +  li)2 +  4 LJ2C2li J  27t a2l
where the same change of variables as in Equation (5.51) can be performed.
The term Var [Trace(H)] =  Var [Trace($ft(H))] +Var [Trace(S(H))] is obtained from 
Equation (1.54). In this equation, we perform change of variables l —am = 2a2y/c. cos 9, 
for both I — l\ and I = I2 , so that the jacobian of the transformation is dlid^ = 
4a4csin$i sin02d0id02* The integral reduces to
Vwiah[<p\ = ^ 2  J  J  4a4c(l -  cos0ico s02)d0id02 (5.62)
For the calculation of the two variances Var [Trace (9£(H))] and Var [Trace (S(H))], the
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term ( A p / A l ) 2 has to be calculated to implement numerical integration. Firstly, the 
calculation of Var [Trace (9ft(H))] is performed. Here, p(l) = (—cu2 +  l ) / ( (—u 2 + 1)2 +  
4( 2uj21), so that
Ay?  ________(—uj2 +  12)(—uj2 +  li) — 4 (2cj4_______
A I ~  ( { - u 2 +  l2y  +  4C2cJ2h){( - iJ2 +  h ) 2 +  4C2w2Z2) K }
We focus now on the calculation of Var [Trace (S(H))]. We notice that l2 — h  = 
( V h  ~  y/h)(y/h  +  Vh) ,  so that now
A 1 2£cj(—lj4 +  2uj2y /hh  +  V h k i h  T 2^ T V h k )  T 4^2cj2)
AZ V k  + V h  ( ( -cj2 +  Z2)2 +  4C2w2/i)((-cj2 +  Zi)2 +  4C2w2Z2)
The two terms contributing to the covariance are of different order. Consider that the 
forcing vector applied to the structure is such that, for all the possible Finite Element 
discretizations possible, fTu «  C, that is, the work of the force is the same. It is noted 
that when the size n  of the vectors increases, the elements of u remain of the same order 
for all discretizations. Then, if the force applied is distributed, the order of the elements 
of f is 0 ( l / n ) .  Then, it is noted that the term multiplying Var [Trace (H)] is of order 
0 ( l / n 4) while the one multiplying (Var [9ft(Zi*)] +  Var [$(/&*)]) is of order 0 ( l / n 2). 
Then, to simplify calculations, only this last term is considered when calculating the 
variance.
Then, for the numerical examples, the variance of the response is calculated with
[u] *  *  (  ( ----------( n - l ) ( n  +  2)----------J ^  N )  *  (5'65)
where Var [ZiJ is given by Equation (5.61) and each of the integrals is calculated using 
the changes of variables introduced at Equation (5.51) or at Equation (5.54).
5.5 Numerical example
The numerical example of a plate bending problem is given to investigate the efficiency 
of the proposed method. The domain of the plate is a rectangle of length L = 1 m and 
width W  = 0.6 m, as shown in Figure 5.1. The plate is clamped along its width (coordi­
nate x = —0.5 m) and an impulse load of value P  = 1 N is applied at (x,y) = (0.5,0) 
m in time domain, that is, a constant force in frequency domain. The system is modelled
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W=0.6m
L= lm
Figure 5.1: A rectangular elastic plate subjected to an impulse load.
applying the Finite Element method with rectangular elements, where 10 elements in x 
direction and 6 elements in y direction are used. The deterministic system matrices are 
of dimension n = 210. Details on the FE method can be found, for example, in Dawe 
(1984).
Firstly, the case where both system matrices are modelled with independent Wishart 
matrices is perused in subsection 5.5.1, and the effect of different combinations of dis­
persion parameters for both matrices is compared. Then, The matrix A is modelled 
as a White Wishart matrix in subsection 5.5.2, where two methods to obtain the dis­
persion parameter are applied, namely, the methods proposed in subsection 5.3.1 and 
subsection 5.3.2 respectively. Finally, the analytical expressions from section 5.4 are 
compared with MCS in subsection 5.5.3.
5.5.1 System matrices modelled with independent Wishart matri­
ces
The vertical displacement of the system where M and K are modelled with Wishart 
matrices is calculated with MCS using 2000 samples. The Wishart distributions are ob­
tained using different values of 82M= [0.003, 0.093, 0.181, 0.271] and 82K= [82K1, 82K2, 
52k3, 82K4] with S2K1 = 0.003, 52K2 = 0.088, 82K3 =  0.173, 82KA = 0.258]. The absolute 
value of the mean and the standard deviation of the response at the right comer of the 
plate are shown for each 8m in increasing order in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4 
and Figure 5.5. It is observed that, when comparing the mean of the absolute value of 
the response for the two smallest uncertainties in the mass matrix (i.e. Subfigure 5.2(a) 
and Subfigure 5.3(a)) the smaller the uncertainty in the stiffness matrix leads to higher 
values of the absolute value of the mean higher. It is also observed that, as the parameter
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(a) Absolute value of mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 5.2: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for 8m =  0.00282 and different 82K.
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(a) Absolute value of mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 5.3: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for 82M =  0.0964 and different 82K.
of uncertainty in the mass matrix increases, i.e. comparing the previous two figures to 
Subfigure 5.4(a) and Subfigure 5.5(a), all plots are of the same order of magnitude.
When comparing the standard deviation of the absolute value, it is observed that 
for all the plots, i.e. Subfigure 5.2(b), Subfigure 5.3(b), Subfigure 5.4(b) and Subfig­
ure 5.5(b), larger amounts of uncertainty in the stiffness matrix leads to higher variance.
The same observations would be drawn for plots with different dispersion of mass 
matrix and fixed dispersion parameter of the stiffness matrix.
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Figure 5.4: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for 82M =  0.1901 and different 82K.
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Figure 5.5: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the transfer function 
for 82M =  0.2837 and different 82K.
5.5.2 Modelling with different White Wishart parameters
The system matrices are independent Wishart matrices such that 82K =  0.0538 and 82M =  
0.0568. The vertical displacement of the system using White Wishart is calculated with 
MCS using 5000 samples. The mean of the absolute value of the response is shown in 
Subfigure 5.6(a). The standard deviation of the response at the same location is given at 
Subfigure 5.6(b). When considering only the mean of the system, i.e. Subfigure 5.6(a), 
both approaches are equally close to the system where both system matrices are Wishart 
matrices. From the covariance Subfigure 5.6(b), it is observed that the approach that 
models the White Wishart matrix using only information from the deterministic system 
is the closest to the system where both matrices are Wishart. Therefore, in the next
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Figure 5.6: Absolute value of mean of response and standard deviation of absolute 
value of response. The results are obtained using MCS. The different FRFs are obtained 
using (1) the deterministic system, (2) system matrices modelled with Wishart matri­
ces, denoted by ”M and K Wishart”, (3) a White Wishart matrix whose parameters are 
calculated using the maximum uncertainty modelling approach from subsection 5.3.1, 
denoted by ”WW max U”, (4) a White Wishart matrix whose parameters are calculated 
from the dispersion parameters of M and K as explained in subsection 5.3.2, denoted 
by ”WW matrices U”.
subsection, the analytical expressions for the mean and variance of a system using the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a White Wishart matrix are compared against MCS of 
the system whose uncertainty is modelled using a White Wishart matrix.
5.5.3 Accuracy of White Wishart analytical expressions
The vertical displacement of the system using a White Wishart multivariate distribution 
with parameters calculated as indicated in subsection 5.3.1 is calculated both with MCS 
using 5000 samples and using the analytical expressions from section 5.4. The abso­
lute value of the mean and the standard deviation of the absolute value of the mean are 
shown respectively in Subfigure 5.7(a) and Subfigure 5.7(b). It is observed in Subfig­
ure 5.7(b) that the standard deviation plots agree perfectly. That is, neglecting the effect 
of Var [Trace(H)] in Equation (5.60) has no noticeable effect. On the other side, the an­
alytical expressions for the absolute value of the mean of the response do not follow the 
results from MCS as closely, as can be observed from Subfigure 5.7(a). This is likely to 
be due to, in part, to a slow convergence of results from MCS with the number of sam­
ples, and also, to the small values of the mean. These values are, as can be observed, 
two orders of magnitude smaller than the results from the standard deviation.
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Figure 5.7: Absolute value of mean of response and standard deviation of absolute value 
of response. The system approximates the eigenvalues matrix with a White Wishart 
using information from the deterministic eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Analytical ex­
pressions and results from MCS are compared.
5.6 Conclusions
The Chapter considers the propagation of nonparametric uncertainty in linear dynamic 
systems. Three aspects of the problem are considered. Firstly, The system mass and 
stiffness matrices are modelled with Wishart matrices with different dispersion param­
eters, and the effect of these dispersion parameters on the response mean and variance 
is compared. Secondly, The effect of these two Wishart matrices is approximated using 
a single White Wishart matrix, and two methods to obtain the parameters of the White 
Wishart matrix are developed and compared. The two methods are based, respectively, 
on using information from the deterministic eigenvalues, on using information on the 
randomness of the system matrices. A method to obtain the parameters of mass and 
stiffness matrices from the first two moments of eigenvalues is also studied. Finally, 
analytical expressions for the mean and variance of the absolute value of the response 
are derived, based on results on the asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues of a White 
Wishart matrix. The numerical example of a rectangular thin plate clamped in one edge 
is used to illustrate the procedure. It is observed that the method that calculates the 
White Wishart distribution parameters using information from the deterministic eigen­
values is closer to the case where both matrices are modelled with Wishart matrices. 
The analytical expressions are applied to this case and compared to MCS.
Until now, parametric and nonparametric uncertainties have been considered to af-
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feet the system separately, in the next Chapter, both kinds of uncertainties are consid­
ered together.
Chapter 6
Combined parametric-nonparametric 
uncertainty quantification
6.1 Introduction
Previously, new propagation methods for systems affected by parametric uncertainty 
were discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, and maximum entropy principles affecting 
dynamic systems were considered in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, but both kinds of uncer­
tainties can affect real life structures. Both uncertainties can affect the same domain of 
a structure, as, for example, the case of a flow through porous media problem, where 
permeability is modelled with a random field, but the mapping of this random field into 
the system operator is not completely known. Also, structures may be composed of 
several parts, where the parametric uncertainties affecting each part is known, but the 
modelling of the joints is subjected to errors or simplifications. That is why both kinds 
of uncertainties should be considered.
The system considered is modelled with a linear partial differential equation (e.g. 
stationary elliptic PDE) and this equation can be discretized with the finite element 
method (FEM) (e.g. Zienkiewicz and Taylor (1991)). Then, if n is the number of 
degrees of freedom of the system, a vector of nodal response u E Mn, a linear operator 
or stiffness matrix K E Mnxn and a forcing term f E l n are related through the equation
Ku =  f (6.1)
The uncertainty appearing as random forces applied to the structure is included in the 
random forcing term f. For data/aleatoric uncertainties, statistics of the system param­
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eters (Young’s modulus, etc) can be described through their joint probability density 
function (pdf) or as functions of known random variables. Then, the uncertainty of the 
parameters is propagated to the stiffness matrix, that becomes a random matrix as a 
consequence. Both parametric (aleatoric) and non-parametric (epistemic) uncertainties 
in system (6.1) can be completely characterised by the joint pdf of K and f. The method 
for obtaining this joint pdf will depend on the nature of uncertainties.
In this Chapter, methods to deal with two types of combined uncertainty are pro­
posed. The first type of combined uncertainty considers that both parametric and non­
parametric uncertainty affect the whole domain of the system while the second type of 
combined uncertainty considers that each type of uncertainty affects a different sub- 
domain of the system. The first and second moments of the response are obtained by 
combining results from polynomial chaos to deal with parametric uncertainty and from 
analytical expressions of moments of the inverted Wishart matrix to deal with nonpara­
metric uncertainty. The case where both kinds of uncertainties appear on overlapped 
domains is dealt with in section 6.2. The case of uncertainties appearing over non­
overlapping domains is considered in section 6.3. Two methods are proposed based on 
substructuring techniques to obtain mean and standard deviation of the response. Each 
method uses a different technique to ensure positive definiteness of the system operator. 
The proposed combined approaches are applied to an Euler-Bemoulli beam problem 
and a flow through porous media problem.
6.2 Combined uncertainty over the entire domain
6.2.1 Problem description
Combined uncertainty over the same domain arises, for example, in flow through porous 
media, where the permeability can be described by a random field but at the same time 
the model used is not well known. That is, there are cases where the mean model 
of the non-parametric uncertainty can be affected by parametric uncertainty. This ap­
proach to uncertainty was adopted by Soize (2010) for a dynamic system. There, the 
reduced system matrices taken as the mean matrices of the nonparametric model were 
affected by parametric uncertainty. The response of the dynamic system was obtained 
through MCS. In Figure 6.1 a domain affected by both parametric and nonparamet-
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Figure 6.1: Combined uncertainty over the entire domain.
ric uncertainty is considered, where parametric uncertainty is represented by uj\ G 
and nonparametric uncertainty is represented by L02 G ^ 2- The elliptic partial differen­
tial equation representing the mean system of nonparametric uncertainty is affected by 
parametric uncertainty defined on the probability space ( f i i ,  P i ,  P i )  with ui  G Q i  such 
that
— V. [a(r,(di)Vit(r, cji)] =  /(r); r in V\ u(r,ui)  = 0 on dV.  (6.2)
where r denotes a point of the geometry, a is a parameter depending on the mate­
rial, /  is the source variable and u is the primary variable. The solution procedure to 
this case using PC has already been discussed in section 1.7.3, where the solution of 
Equation (1.88) gives the coefficients of the PC expansion. When considering nonpara­
metric uncertainty, defined on (Q2, P 2 ,  P 2 ) ,  the assumed knowledge of the system are 
the mean matrix and the dispersion parameter. If a system is known to have paramet­
ric uncertainty, the mean matrix of the combined model with respect to non-parametric 
uncertainty is given by the random matrix of the parametric uncertainty, that is
M
E2 [K c] =  K P a r  = p S  =  Ko +  ^  (6-3)
i = 1
where E2 [ ] denotes the mean taken with respect to Kpar is the random matrix
model only affected by parametric uncertainty, £  are independent identically distributed 
random variables defined on Pi). Parameter p is defined in Equation (1.45)
where G =  K0, that is, it is calculated as in the case where only nonparametric un-
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certainty affects the system so that p = p(fi2). The stiffness matrix considering com­
bined uncertainty is then modelled by Kc wn{p,{ Ko +  ^ ls observed
that, to perform MCS, firstly the parametric probabilistic space (Qi, T\,  Pi) is sampled,
and based on a particular sample of this space, the nonparametric probabilistic space 
(^ 2,*7r2,T>2) is sampled. That is, when both spaces (Qi, J 7!, Pi) and (fi2, ^ 2,^ 2) are
independent, the sample space is given by Qi x fi2.
6.2.2 Analytical solution
The solution of the problem is such that u =  K ^ f with matrix K modelled by a Wishart 
matrix whose mean depends on a set of independent identically distributed random 
variables, that is, Kc  ^  Wn(p? (Ko +  ]CC*Ki)/p)- It is known from the theory of 
random matrices that the first and second moments of the inverse of a Wishart matrix 
Wp(n, £ ) , called inverted Wishart matrix, are given by Gupta and Nagar (2000) as
E [W ^ A W '1] =  d E ^ A E " 1 +  c2 [£ - 1At E _1 +  Trace (A 5T1) XT1] (6.5)
Parametric and non-parametric uncertainties are assumed to be uncorrelated that is, the 
mean and the second moment of the response are given by
defined on fti. Means Ei [KpJr], Ei [Kp*rFKp*r] and Ei [Trace (FKp*r) Kpjr] will 
be expressed using the polynomial chaos expansion of the response obtained from 
the parametric uncertainty analysis using the Galerkin method. It is noted that non- 
intrussive methods could also be used to approximate the means, by using a collocation 
method.
Denote by u(PC), Kp*(rPC) and f(PC) the PC expansion of the system response, inverse
(6.4)
with
ci = {p ~  n -  2 ) c2, c2 =  l / ( ( p - n ) ( p - n - l ) ( p - n - 3 ) )  (6.6)
(6.7)
(6 .8)
with F =  ffT, and where Ex [ ] is the mean taken with respect to parametric uncertainty
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of the parametric stiffness matrix and forcing term where only parametric uncertainty 
is considered. Then, the coefficients of the three PC expansions can be related through
ufl’C) =  (6.9)
o*E[rJ] = (6.10)
i =  1 j = 1
For k = 1, Ui =  J2i K,"1 f»E [T?] is the first term of PC expansion of the response. 
Then the PC expansion of K p^?C) =  YliLi Ki~l(PC) Ti can be retrieved from the inverse 
of A(PC), that is (A(PC))-1, where A(PC) is defined in Equation (1.88). Denote by A ^  ^
the matrix formed by the first n  rows of matrix (A(PC))-1. Then K “ l(PC) =  A -^ ^
(K-1) cK-1")where A) is the z-th block of n  columns of A1 Finally, the means appearing
in Equations (6.7) and (6.8) are given by
Ei [Kp^f] =  E, [u(PC>] =  uf*5 (6.11)
Ei [KporFKp^r] =  E1 [u(pc)(u<pc»):r] = ^ u i(ui)r E[r?] (6.12)
Ex [Trace (FK^ J,.) Kj£.] = E: [Trace ( V j P V f )  K ^r]
=  (6.13)
i = l  j = 1 k = 1
The first and second moment of the response can then be approximated by
u (PC)nE [u] =  1 P (6.14)
( p - n - 1 )
E [uuT] =  {d  +  c 2) p 2 ^ 2  u*(ui)r E [T2] +
*=i
p p p
° ^  E  E  E w Tf>K*1<PC>E [r ‘r i r J  <6-15>
i—1 j—1 k—1
The expressions obtaining the nonparametric moments are exact, and therefore the 
source of error is the PC approximation. The propagation of parametric uncertainty 
is an ongoing research topic, and improvements to the PC methods have been intro­
duced by reducing the size of the matrices (Sachdeva et al., 2006b, Maute et al., 2009). 
Also, other methods are available by projecting the stochastic partial differential equa­
tion in a different basis (Nouy, 2009, Maitre and Knio, 2010), or through the use of
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non-intrussive methods (Xiu, 2009, Maitre and Knio, 2010).
6.2.3 Numerical example: Euler-Bernoulli beam
We first consider a simple 1 -D example from structural mechanics to illustrate the pro­
posed method. The case of a clamped-free beam of length L =  1.65 m subjected to uni­
form distributed force /  =  1 N/m is considered, as shown in Figure 6.2. The system is
*
/
Figure 6.2: Euler-Bernoulli beam with spatially varying random bending rigidity 
w(x,  6) and nonparametric uncertainty affecting the whole domain. The length of the 
beam is L =  1.65 m, the section area is A =  8.2123 x 10~5 m2, the density is p =  7800 
kg/m3 and the mean of the bending rigidity homogeneous random field is p — 5.7520 
kg.m2.
modelled applying the Finite Element method to the Euler-Bernoulli equation using 50 
elements, details on the method can be found, for example, in Dawe (1984). Parametric 
uncertainty is introduced in the system by a Gaussian random field w(x,  9) =  EIZ, and 
its mean is p  =  E [EIZ\ =  5.7520 N.m2. The discretization of w(x,9)  is done with 
the KL expansion of the exponential autocorrelation function C(x  1 ,^ 2 ) — e~\Xl~X2^ L, 
described in subsection 1.4.4. The KL expansion is truncated at M  =  2, so that the 
corresponding KL expansion of the stiffness matrix is K =  K0 +  K ^ i +  K2£2 , where 
the standard deviation of the random field is included in the K* matrices. The maximum 
order of the Flermite polynomial used is 4, so that P  =  15 polynomials are used as basis 
functions.
The analytical expressions for mean and standard deviation can be obtained respec­
tively from Equations (6.14) and (1.90) where the mean and second moment of the 
response can be obtained from Equations (6.14) and (6.15) respectively. The result of 
applying these expressions can be compared with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) re­
sults for different combinations of normalised standard deviations a / p  of the random 
field and dispersion parameters 5 of the Wishart matrix. The mean and standard devia­
tion of the displacement for the case of 8 =  0.05 and <7 =  O.lp is given in Figure 6.3. 
The mean and standard deviation of the tip displacement for different combinations of 
8 and o obtained with the proposed method are displayed in Figure 6.4. The accuracy
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of the method is evaluated, through the error of the mean and standard deviation of 
tip displacement between the analytical expressions and MCS, in Figure 6.5. MCS is 
performed both in Wishart matrix and parametric uncertainty, using 500 samples for 
Wishart matrices and 1000 samples for PC, resulting in 500000 samples in total.
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(a) Mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 6.3: Mean and standard deviation of the vertical displacement obtained using 
the proposed analytical expressions for 6 =  0.05 and a =  0.1//.
c 0 0 k o 0
6 a /p  6 a /p
(a) Mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 6.4: Mean and standard deviation of the tip vertical displacement obtained using 
the proposed analytical expressions.
It is observed in Subfigure 6.4(a) that the mean of the tip displacement varies both 
with the standard deviation of the random field and the dispersion parameter of the 
random matrix. This observation can be extended to the standard deviation in Subfig­
ure 6.4(b), where the effect of a /p  is more important than the one of S in comparison to 
the results obtained for mean. With respect to the error of both quantities, it is observed 
that the error does not depend strongly on S, as it is almost constant for each normalised
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(a) Percentage error of mean. (b) Percentage error of standard deviation.
Figure 6.5: Percentage error of mean and standard deviation of the tip vertical dis­
placement between the analytical expressions and Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) us­
ing 500000 samples.
standard deviation of the random field. It is also observed in Subfigure 6.5(a) that the 
error of mean grows approximately in a quadratic way as a function of <j//a. The per­
centage error for standard deviation, on the contrary, firstly grows very rapidly to then 
remain close to a constant around 10% error.
6.2.4 Numerical example: flow through porous media
In the previous subsection, a 1 -D example was given, now the efficiency of the method 
for a 2-D example is perused. A numerical example of flow through porous media is 
now considered to show the efficiency of the proposed method. The two-dimensional 
domain considered is a rectangle of length L=0.998 m and width W =0.59 m, as shown 
in Figure 6.6. The domain is divided with a uniform mesh of 25 x 15 rectangular ele­
ments. The porous medium within the domain is subjected to a constant flux qb =  1 
cm/s along the portion of its boundary where y =  —0.2950 m and x G [0.2994 ,0.4990] 
m. The head is fixed at value hb =  0 cm along the portion of the boundary such that 
x =  —0.4990 m, y G [0.1770, 0.2950] m. The deterministic system has n =  412 
degrees of freedom. A Gaussian hydraulic conductivity (k) with 2D exponential co- 
variance function is considered. The 2D covariance function is obtained as the product 
of two ID exponential covariance functions, the first one depending on x, with correla­
tion length bx =  L; and the second one depending on y, with correlation length by =  W.  
Two terms of the KL expansion in each direction are kept, that is, the KL expansion has 
four matrices for the whole system. The mean value of the hydraulic conductivity is
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Figure 6.6: Flow through a rectangular porous media. The porous media is assumed to 
have stochastically inhomogeneous hydraulic conductivity.
given by A: =  1 cm/s. The stiffness element matrices are given by Equations (2.41) and 
(2.42) and the stiffness matrix of the system is obtained as in section 2.6. (ip(x)tp(y))i 
means that two eigenfunctions of the KL expansion are multiplied, knowing that only 
two eigenfunctions are kept in each direction. The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the 
KL expansion used to obtain the deterministic stiffness matrix are respectively yjv — k 
and (p( x , y ) =  1. The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions depend on the autocorrelation 
function of the random held when considering the remaining terms of the KL expan­
sion of the stiffness matrix. Parametric uncertainty is dealt with using a fourth-order 
polynomial chaos, so that the total number of polynomials is 70.
The analytical expressions for the mean, given by Equation (6.14), and standard de­
viation, given by Equation (1.90) where the mean and second moment of the response 
can be obtained from Equations (6.14) and (6.15) respectively, are applied and com­
pared with MCS results for different combinations of normalised standard deviations 
o / \i of the random held and dispersion parameters S of the Wishart matrix. The mean 
and standard deviation of the head obtained with the proposed method for a =  0.1 
and 6 — 0.05 are displayed in Figure 6.7. The same results for the point situated at 
(x,y) =  (0.6786, 0.0393) and different combinations of a/ i i  and S are shown in Fig­
ure 6.8. The choice of this point is for illustration only, the method proposed here is 
applicable to all points of the domain. The accuracy of the method is evaluated through 
the error of the mean and standard deviation of the head at this point, in Figure 6.9. MCS 
is performed both in Wishart matrix and parametric uncertainty, using 100 samples for 
Wishart matrices and 1000 samples for the random field, so that the total number of
i|- I cm
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samples used is 100000. It is observed in Subfigure 6.8(a) that the mean of the tip
* 0 3
(a) Mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 6.7: Mean and standard deviation of the head obtained using the proposed ana­
lytical expressions for a =  0.1 and <5 =  0.05.
(a) Mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 6.8: Mean and standard deviation of the head at (x,y)  =  (0.6786, 0.0393) 
obtained using the proposed analytical expressions.
displacement increases both with the standard deviation of the random field and the dis­
persion parameter of the random matrix, where the effect of the dispersion parameter is 
more important than the effect of the normalised standard deviation. The standard de­
viation displayed in Subfigure 6.8(b) also increases with both parameters, but the effect 
of a / n is more important than the one of 8. With respect to the error of both quantities, 
it is observed that the error does not depend on 8, as it is maintained almost constant for 
each normalised standard deviation of the random field. It is also observed in Subfig­
ure 6.5(a) that the error of is also close to constant with respect to <r//i. The percentage
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(a) Percentage error of mean. (b) Percentage error of standard deviation.
Figure 6.9: Percentage error of mean and standard deviation of the head at (x, y ) =  
(0.6786, 0.0393) between the analytical expressions and Monte Carlo Simulation 
(MCS) using 100000 samples.
error for standard deviation seems to increase with a/ p.  Both errors are of lower order 
than the ones obtained for the beam problem.
6.3 Combined uncertainty over non-overlapping sub- 
domains
6.3.1 Problem description
Combined uncertainty over different domains arises, for example, when a structure is 
constituted of several parts where some of them are accurately modelled through para­
metric uncertainty and the behavior of the remaining substructures is not well under­
stood and therefore can be modelled with nonparametric uncertainty. This situation 
arises, for example, in the wing of a plane with engines attached to it, where the wing 
could be modelled with parametric uncertainty and the engines with nonparametric un­
certainty due to complexity. Several substructuring techniques are available in the liter­
ature (Smith et al., 1996). Domain decomposition and FETI-based methods have been 
applied for the case of parametric uncertainty affecting the whole domain (Sarkar et al., 
2009, Ghosh et al., 2009). Craig-Bampton method has already been applied when non­
parametric uncertainty affects a dynamic system (Soize and Chebli, 2003, Arnst et al., 
2006). In these studies, the substructures were deterministic or had nonparametric un­
certainty and the mean system was a reduced matrix derived from each substructure
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deterministic matrix. In this section, the case where each kind of uncertainty (paramet­
ric and non-parametric) affects a different subdomain of the structure is considered.
6.3.2 Proposed solution procedure
In Figure 6.10, two probability spaces are considered, (fi^, F j , Pj) for j  =  1,2, each one 
affecting the system on the subdomain Vj  of V,  such that T>i (J V 2 = V, T>i p| V 2 = 0  
and T is the boundary between the two subdomains. The case of an elliptic partial dif-
cD,
Figure 6.10: Combined uncertainty over non-overlapping domain.
ferential equation with a Dirichlet boundary condition is considered, where the equation 
is affected by parametric uncertainty defined on (fii, P\) and by nonparametric un­
certainty defined on (Q2, ^ 2 , -P2). The parametric uncertainty is firstly introduced in the 
elliptic partial differential equation
— V. [a(r,u;i)Vu(r,cji)] =  /(r); r in V\  u(r,cui) =  0 on d V  (6.16)
First consider domain V 2 is deterministic. The finite element method can be applied, 
where the random field used to model the parameter a(r, u\)  is expanded with the KL 
expansion. The elliptic partial differential equation with parametric uncertainty in sub- 
domain V i leads to the algebraic equation
■[Kno +  E S i^ W K n J [Kia]' U / ( f i i )
Pax] [k 22]_ u / / ( n i )
Here, response and forcing vectors can be expanded with PC such that the response and 
force for nodes in V i are given by U/ =  ui j ^ j ( ^ i )  and f/ =  f / jT j^ i ) ,  
and the response and force for nodes in V 2 are un  =  Ylf=i u i i j ^ j ( ^ i )  and i n  =  
j(Cli). The vectors u^  and un j can be retrieved by applying Galerkin 
method to Equation (6.17) or through numerical integration. The vectors uy  result­
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ing from applying Galerkin method, that is, multiplying Equation (6.17) by each basis 
function Tp and taking mean, are obtained from the solution of the deterministic linear 
system
f / i  —
K
U/1
.
U / I P i / p
where
K i2K221f//p
M
(6.18)
K — d 0  (Kn0 — Ki2K221K2i) +  Cj <g> Kn^ (6.19)
i =  1
and vector of coefficients [u /n ; . . . ;  u u p ] can be related to coefficients [un ; . . . ;  u/p] 
through
(6.20)
Alternatively, vectors u ij can be obtained using Equation (1.66), where each response 
u.jj(£iji . . .  %MjM) used for the quadrature is obtained through
U//1 K221(E[r1,f/j] — K isU /x )"
U / / P K ^ ( E  [rP,f//] - K 12U//>)_
M - l
• • • €MjM) — I K n 0 -  K12K221K2i +  Y J * K iu
i=1
(fj -  K12K22f//)
(6.21)
The vector of coefficients [u//i ; . . . ;  uup] can be related to coefficients [un ; . . . ;  u/p] 
through Equation (6.20). Model uncertainty, represented by (^ 2, ^ 2, P2 ) affects the 
subdomain V 2 and can be included in the algebraic equation (6.17) through submatrix 
£ 22(^ 2)- This type of uncertainty can only be considered after calculating the system 
matrix, as it is part of the information used to find the matrix pdf
' [ K i i o  + E2i6(0)KiiJ [K 1 2 ] Ef=i u / i ( f ! 2) r , ( n x ) ’E f - iV W
[K 2 1 ] [K22(n2)]_ Ef=i iW ^r/no E f = i
(6.22)
The global matrix has to remain positive definite. This is not satisfied for any posi­
tive definite matrix K ^ ^ ) -  Two methods are proposed in the next two subsections 
to model K22 using Wishart random matrix such that positive definiteness of the global 
matrix is satisfied. Once the samples are obtained, vectors ujj, un j are ob­
tained from Equations (6.22) and (6.20). The mean and second moments of the response
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are then retrieved
E [uz] =  E2 [Ei [u/]] =  E2 [u/i] (6.23)
r p
E [u/uj] =  E2 [Ej [u/uf]] =  E2 [r|]
= E E^ u«uS]Era (6.24)
The same expressions are valid to retrieve the moments of U/j by changing the subindex 
I  to I I .
Ensuring positive definiteness through sample selection
Submatrix K22(Q2) is modelled using the maximum entropy principle exposed in sub­
section 1.6.1, leading to the distribution of a Wishart random matrix. This distribution 
is conditional on the global matrix being positive definite, that is, for every sample of 
K22(ft2), the matrix [Kllo +  Y ^= i & (^i)K iii Ki2l K2iK 22(Q2)] has to be positive def­
inite. It is assumed that this is satisfied for a particular sample of K22(fi2) and for all 
samples of & if the matrix
is positive definite. This assumption implies that the upper diagonal block matrix is
Kilo +  E<=1 &Kn. . > 0, introducing C = 4 in Equation (6.25) is likely to lead to a 
positive definite upper diagonal submatrix. In other words, we can consider the global 
matrix [Kn0 +  5 ^ ^ 16 ( f i i )K ni Ki2; K2iK22(n 2)] as the sum of a positive definite 
matrix [Kii„ — C Yl=i Kiij Ki2; K2IK22(n2)] and the non-negative definite matrices 
E E i t e  +  CJ K^ O;  00], so that the global matrix is positive definite.
Both uncertainties are assumed independent and propagation of the parametric un­
certainty is solved with PC. The equations related to the PC chosen method, i.e. Equa­
tions (6.18) and (6.20) for Galerkin method and Equations (1.66), (6.21) and (6.20) for
(6.25)
positive definite K llo — C E E i K u ,  >  0. Heuristically, we can observe that, if ma­
trices K n 0 and Kn. are scalar, K n 0 +  YliLi n* reduces to a gaussian random
variable, so that & =  — 1 ^ 11*) implies that 99.99% of the samples of this 
random variable lead to larger values than K no — That is, if we want
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numerical integration, are solved for each sample of the random matrix K22(0 2). First 
and second moments of u are obtained through MCS, where K22 ^  Wn(p, E [K22] /p) 
is simulated and the only samples used are the ones leading to a positive definite matrix 
in Equation (6.25).
It is noted that with this method K22 does not have a Wishart distribution as some 
samples of the Wishart distribution will be rejected, namely the ones leading to a non­
positive definite matrix in Equation (6.25).
Ensuring positive definiteness through matrix correction
The system matrix from Equation (6.22) has to be positive definite. As formerly, it 
is assumed that if the sample [Kn0 — C Y iL i  K n J  of the KL expansion leads to a 
positive definite matrix upper diagonal matrix, other samples of & will lead to ma­
trix K no +  &(^i )Kni being positive definite. The global matrix considering 
only nonparametric uncertainty, i.e. substituting parametric uncertainty by the proposed 
sample =  K n 0 — C Y i i i  Kn. ,  can be obtained through
[K(a)l [Kn11 J LA'12.
K2i] [K22(0 2)]
'[I] [O]"1
1 1
NH2
1
[K(«) 111
Ol
[O]
[W(Q2)1
[I]
[Ol
[A5 (6.26)
with W a Wishart matrix. Matrices [Kn0 — C Y iL i  Kn-] and W are positive definite, 
so that the resulting matrix will be positive definite. Identifying terms we obtain
M M
A =  K21 K l l o - c E k  U( w  =  k 22- k 21 k Uo- c ^ k
i=1 i=1
where W is modelled as a Wishart matrix. Therefore, matrix W is such that E [W] =  
E [K22] — K 2i ^K n0 — C Y^iLi K i2. To calculate the dispersion parameter of
matrix W, we notice that matrix K2i ^Kllo — C Y iL i  ^12 is constant and does
not introduce uncertainty in submatrix K22. Then, the dispersion parameter of W can be 
related to the one of K22 by noting that E [|| W — E [W] ||p] =  E [||K22 — E [K22] ||p], 
and the relationship is given by the equation
=
E [||W -  E [W] |||]  E [||K22 -  E [K22] |||]  ||E [K22]
\\E[W] IE IK-22 l|E [W]
( 6 .28 )
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r2 c2 II ^  [ K 22] | |p o n \
=  6 * 2 2  imrmmfl  ..2 ( 6 ‘2 9 )|E [w] i f
where ^ 22 is the dispersion parameter of matrix K22. The PC expansion of the response 
can now be calculated as in the previous subsection, from Equations (6.18) and (6.20) 
for Galerkin method and Equations (1.66), (6.21) and (6.20) for numerical integration, 
where ^ 2 2 (^ 2 ) is now simulated as the sum of a Wishart matrix W(fl2) and a con- 
stant matrix K2i (Kllo K if ) Ki2. As in the previous subsection, C =  4 is
assumed.
6.3.3 Numerical example: Euler-Bernoulli beam
The proposed method is firstly illustrated with a ID  problem. The case of a clamped- 
free beam of length L =  1.65 m subjected to uniform distributed force /  =  1 N/m 
is considered, as described in Figure 6.11. The system is modelled applying the Fi-
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Figure 6.11: Euler-Bernoulli beam with spatially varying random bending rigidity 
w( x , 9) and nonparametric uncertainty affecting the different subdomains. The length 
of the beam is L — 1.65 m, the section area is A — 8.2123 x 10~5 m2, the 
density is p =  7800 kg/m5 and the mean of the bending rigidity random field is 
p  =  E[w(6,x)} =  5.7520 kg.m2. The length of the domain affected by parametric 
uncertainty (Di) is Lr =  0.792 m.
nite Element method to the Euler-Bernoulli equation using n =  50 elements, de­
tails on the method can be found, for example, in Dawe (1984). Parametric uncer­
tainty is introduced in the system by a Gaussian random field ic((9, x) =  EI Z of mean 
p =  E [EIZ] =  5.7520 N.m2. This uncertainty affects the submatrix corresponding to 
the length of the beam Lr =  0.792 m closer to the clamped boundary. The discretization 
of w(x,6)  is done with the KL expansion of the exponential autocorrelation function 
C( x i , x 2) =  e~\Xl~X2\/Lr. The KL expansion is truncated at M  =  2, so that the cor­
responding KL expansion of the stiffness matrix is K =  K0 +  EL, k,?  i, where the 
standard deviation of the random field is included in the Kz matrices. The maximum 
order of the Hermite polynomial used is 4, so that P  =  15 polynomials are used as basis 
functions. The accuracy of the methods is evaluated through the error of the mean and
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standard deviation of tip displacement for different standard deviations of the random 
field (a / p  E (0, 0.15)) and dispersion parameters of the matrix k22 (Sk22 C (0,0.1)).
Sample selection
The beam problem is solved using the method proposed in section 6.3.2. Figure 6.12 
shows the error between results from Equations (6.18) and (6.20), where Wishart ma­
trices are simulated with MCS using 500 samples, and MCS both in Wishart matrix and 
parametric uncertainty, using 500 samples for Wishart matrix results and 2000 samples 
for PC results within each Wishart sample. In Subfigure 6.12(a) and Subhgure 6.12(b)
(a) Percentage error of mean. (b) Percentage error of standard deviation.
Figure 6.12: Percentage error of mean and standard deviation of the tip vertical dis­
placement between the analytical expressions for parametric uncertainty and Monte 
Carlo Simulation (MCS), for different values of the dispersion parameter 5k22 and the 
normalised variance cr/p, where positive definiteness of the global matrix is ensured 
through a sample selection procedure.
it is observed that both errors in mean and standard deviation increase with the nor­
malised standard deviation. It is also observed that, compared to the case of both kinds 
of uncertainty over the same domain, the errors obtained for this example are around 
one tenth of the previous ones.
Matrix correction
The beam problem is solved using the method exposed in section 6.3.2. Figure 6.13 
shows the error between results from Equations (6.18) and (6.20), where Wishart ma­
trices are simulated with MCS using 500 samples, and MCS both in Wishart matrix and 
parametric uncertainty, using 500 samples for Wishart matrix results and 2000 samples
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for PC results within each Wishart sample. In Subhgure 6.13(a) and Subfigure 6.13(b)
(a) Percentage error of mean. (b) Percentage error of standard deviation.
Figure 6.13: Percentage error of mean and standard deviation of the tip vertical dis­
placement between the analytical expressions for parametric uncertainty and Monte 
Carlo Simulation (MCS), for different values of the dispersion parameter 8 and the 
normalised variance a/ p,  where positive definiteness of the global matrix is ensured 
through a matrix correction procedure.
it is observed that, as in the previous case, both errors in mean and standard deviation 
increase with the normalised standard deviation.
6.3.4 Numerical example: flow through porous media
The proposed methods are now applied to a 2 D problem. An example of flow through 
a porous media is considered to show the efficiency of the proposed method. The two- 
dimensional domain is a rectangle of length L=0.998 m and width VF=0.59 m, where 
the top half of the domain is affected by nonparametric uncertainty and the top bottom 
by parametric uncertainty, as shown in Figure 6.14.
The domain is divided with a uniform mesh of 25 x 15 rectangular elements and is 
subjected to a constant flux qb =  1 cm/s along the portion of its boundary comprising 
the last 0.1996 m in x direction. The head is fixed at value ^  =  0 cm along the 
portion of the boundary comprising the last 0.118 m in y direction. The deterministic 
system has n — 412 degrees of freedom. A Gaussian hydraulic conductivity (k) with 
2D exponential covariance function is considered for the rectangular domain affecting 
the bottom 7 elements in y direction. The 2D covariance function is obtained as the 
product of two ID exponential covariance functions, the first one depending on x, with 
correlation length bx =  L; and the second one depending on y, with correlation length
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Figure 6.14: Flow through a rectangular porous media. The porous media is assumed 
to have stochastically inhomogeneous hydraulic conductivity.
by =  W 8/15. Two terms of the KL expansion in each direction are kept, that is, the 
KL expansion has four matrices for the subdomain affected by parametric uncertainty. 
The mean value of the hydraulic conductivity is given by A: =  1 cm/s. The stiffness 
element matrices are given by Equations (2.41) and (2.42), where K =  Kn +  K22- 
The eigenvalue and eigenfunction are respectively yjv — k and p(x, y )  =  1 in that 
equation for the deterministic case and depends on the autocorrelation function when 
considering a KL expansion of the stiffness matrix. Parametric uncertainty is dealt with 
using a fourth-order polynomial chaos, so that the total number of polynomials is 70.
Sample selection
The flow problem is solved using the method proposed in section 6.3.2. Figure 6.15 
shows the mean and standard deviation of the head for a — 0.1 of the underlying 
random field and S =  0.05 for the nonparametric uncertainty, using PC to solve para­
metric uncertainty and MCS with 100 samples to solve nonparametric uncertainty. Fig­
ure 6.16 shows the mean and standard deviation obtained from Equations (6.18) and 
(6.20), where Wishart matrices are simulated with MCS using 100 samples. Figure 6.17 
shows the error between results from Equations (6.18) and (6.20), where Wishart ma­
trices are simulated with MCS using 100 samples, and MCS both in Wishart matrix and 
parametric uncertainty, using 100 samples for Wishart matrix results and 100 samples 
for PC results within each Wishart sample. These mean, standard deviation and errors 
are given for the head at coordinate (x, y ) =  (0.6923, 0.0400).
In Subfigure 6.16(a) and Subfigure 6.16(b) it is observed that both the mean and
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Figure 6.15: Mean and standard deviation of the head obtained using the analytical ex­
pressions for parametric uncertainty with a =  0.1 and Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) 
for nonparametric uncertainty with S =  0.05, where positive definiteness of the global 
matrix is ensured through a sample selection procedure.
(a) Mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 6.16: Mean and standard deviation of the head at (x,y) =  (0.6923, 0.0400) 
obtained from the analytical expressions for parametric uncertainty and Monte Carlo 
Simulation (MCS) for nonparametric uncertainty, where positive definiteness of the 
global matrix is ensured through a sample selection procedure.
standard deviation increase drastically with 5, so that the variation with cr/ p  seems 
negligible in comparison. In Subfigure 6.17(a) and Subfigure 6.17(b) it is observed 
that the error in mean and standard deviation vary mostly with cr /  p, as the dependance 
with nonparametric uncertainty has been calculated with MCS. The errors are small in 
comparison with the ones obtained for the beam problem.
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(a) Percentage error of mean. (b) Percentage error of standard deviation.
Figure 6.17: Percentage error of mean and standard deviation of the head at (x,y)  =  
(0.6923, 0.0400) between the analytical expressions for parametric uncertainty and 
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS), where positive definiteness of the global matrix is 
ensured through a sample selection procedure.
Matrix correction
The flow problem is solved using the method proposed in section 6.3.2. Figure 6.18 
shows the mean and standard deviation of the head for a =  0.1 of the underlying ran­
dom field and (5 =  0.05 for the nonparametric uncertainty, using PC to solve parametric 
uncertainty and MCS with 100 samples to solve nonparametric uncertainty. Figure 6.19 
shows the results from Equations (6.18) and (6.20), where Wishart matrices are simu­
lated with MCS using 500 samples. Figure 6.20 shows the error between results from 
Equations (6.18) and (6.20), where Wishart matrices are simulated with MCS using 500 
samples, and MCS both in Wishart matrix and parametric uncertainty, using 500 sam­
ples for Wishart matrix results and 2000 samples for PC results within each Wishart 
sample.
In Subfigure 6.19(a) it is observed that the mean increases with both 8 and o / p, 
while in Subfigure 6.19(b) the standard deviation is almost constant in 8 and increases 
linearly with a . In Subfigure 6.20(a) and Subfigure 6.20(b) it is observed that the error 
in mean and standard deviation vary mostly with cr//i , as the dependance with nonpara­
metric uncertainty has been calculated with MCS. The errors are small in comparison 
with the ones obtained for the beam problem. The error in mean is of the order of the 
one obtained from ensuring positive definiteness of the global matrix with sample se­
lection, but the errors in standard deviation with this method doubles the ones obtained 
with the previous method.
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(a) Mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 6.18: Mean and standard deviation of the head obtained using the analytical ex­
pressions for parametric uncertainty with o — 0.1 and Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) 
for nonparametric uncertainty with 6 =  0.05, where positive definiteness of the global 
matrix is ensured through a matrix correction procedure.
(a) Mean. (b) Standard deviation.
Figure 6.19: Mean and standard deviation of the head at (x,y)  =  (0.6923, 0.0400) 
obtained from the analytical expressions for parametric uncertainty and Monte Carlo 
Simulation (MCS) for nonparametric uncertainty, where positive definiteness of the 
global matrix is ensured through a matrix correction procedure.
6.4 Conclusions
A stationary linear system is considered to be affected by two different types of un­
certainties, namely, parametric uncertainty and non-parametric uncertainty. Parametric 
uncertainty is introduced through a Karhunen Loeve expansion of a random field rep­
resenting a parameter of the structure, while non-parametric uncertainty is dealt with 
through a random matrix theory-based method. The two different types of uncertainties 
are considered to affect the system in two different ways: both uncertainties influence
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(a) Percentage error of mean. (b) Percentage error of standard deviation.
Figure 6.20: Percentage error of mean and standard deviation of the head at (x, y) =  
(0.6923, 0.0400) between the analytical expressions for parametric uncertainty and 
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS), where positive definiteness of the global matrix is 
ensured through a matrix correction procedure.
the system over the entire domain or each one affects a different domain and these do­
mains are non-overlapping.
When both uncertainties affect the whole domain, the non-parametric uncertainty is 
modelled with a Wishart distribution. The mean of the Wishart distribution is then 
modelled with the KL expansion of the system affected only by parametric uncertainty. 
Analytical results based on random matrix theory and polynomial chaos are then ob­
tained for the mean and second moment of the response. The numerical results show 
that the error introduced in the solution is due to the error in the polynomial chaos (PC) 
solution, as the analytical expressions for Wishart matrices are exact.
When each uncertainty affects a different substructure, each block diagonal matrix is 
modelled by a different kind of matrix, that is, one block diagonal matrix is affected 
only by parametric uncertainty and is modelled with a KL expansion and the other 
block diagonal matrix is modelled with a Wishart matrix subjected to different condi­
tions. These conditions are imposed by the positive definiteness of the global matrix, 
such that the non-parametric matrix can be obtained in two ways, namely, by ensuring 
positive definiteness through matrix selection or through a matrix decomposition-based 
method. The solution method proposed for this type of combined uncertainty combines 
PC and Monte Carlo Simulation.
Chapter 7 
Summary and conclusions
The work carried out in this dissertation addresses problems arising in the propagation 
of parametric and nonparametric uncertainty in both dynamic and static problems. In 
Chapter 1 a detailed review of existing methodologies for uncertainty quantification 
in static and dynamic problems was conducted. Based on that, some open problems, 
like the need of efficient propagation techniques for parametric uncertainties in both 
linear problems and random eigenvalue problems, were identified. A summary of the 
contributions was given at the end of each Chapter.
In Chapter 2 a reduced polynomial chaos method based on the spectral decomposi­
tion of the deterministic problem was proposed. The method reduces the computational 
time of the classical polynomial chaos approach without decreasing significantly its 
accuracy. However, the basis functions used in the expansion are selected as in the 
classical approach, and no work has been carried out with the objective of efficiently 
selecting the polynomials used in the expansion or finding more suitable basis for the 
expansion. In Chapter 3 several methods to obtain polynomial expansion of eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix were derived. The proposed methods were not 
able to deal with mode crossing, veering or coalescence, and no research was carried 
out for the case of repeated eigenvalues. The case of nonsymmetric matrices was not 
studied.
The dynamic response of a system has been studied, where the pdfs of eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors were derived from considering different information in the maximum 
entropy principle. In Chapter 4, vibrations in the low frequency domain were studied. 
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors were assumed independent and different pdfs of eigen­
values were derived applying the maximum entropy principle. The Laplace’s integral
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method was used to obtain the first and second moments of the response. This method 
did not perform as expected for some of the frequencies at which the moments were 
calculated. In Chapter 5, the maximum entropy principle was applied to the system ma­
trices, and several approximations to the case where both mass and stiffness matrices 
are Wishart were derived. The method is expected to be accurate for high frequencies, 
following the lead of statistical energy analysis. Numerical integration to obtain the 
first two moments could be carried out for some of the approximations. Unfortunately, 
no close form expression could be derived for the general case of independent Wishart 
system matrices. In none of these studies correlation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
was dealt with in an analytical way.
Combined uncertainty was considered in Chapter 6 for the elliptic case, where both 
parametric and nonparametric uncertainties either affected the same domain either af­
fected different subdomains of a structure. The combined uncertainty case was not 
perused for the dynamic case.
7.1 Summary of contributions made
A summary of the main contributions of this dissertation is given below:
• Propagation method of parametric uncertainty in static problems: SSFEM 
are accurate methods to propagate uncertainty, but their implementation is com­
putationally intensive. A reduction in the system size through the use of the deter­
ministic eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues was performed in 
Chapter 2. The application of SSFEM to the reduced system leads to results of 
similar accuracy compared with the classical SSFEM. This method can be applied 
with more general basis functions (e.g. gPC, multi-elements), not only PC.
• Random eigenvalue problems: The most widely used methods to calculate the 
dependence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors with system random variables are 
based on the perturbation method. Four methods to obtain a spectral expansion 
of eigenvectors have been proposed in Chapter 3, namely, reduced spectral power 
method (RSPM), reduced spectral inverse power method (RSIPM), reduced spec­
tral constrained coefficients method (RSCCM) and spectral constrained coeffi­
cients method (SCCM). These methods have been combined with the Rayleigh
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quotient to obtain a spectral representation of eigenvalues.
• Moments of response of dynamic systems with parametric uncertainty: Even 
though methods to obtain eigenvalues statistics are available, only MCS has been 
used to obtain the statistics of a dynamic system. In the proposed method, the 
first two moments of the response are calculated using Laplace’s integral and 
numerical integration in Chapter 4. The pdfs of eigenvalues are approximated 
using the maximum entropy method and the first two moments. Eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors are assumed to be independent, which is expected in low frequency 
vibration problems where resonance peaks are well separated. This method is 
less computationally extensive than MCS.
• Moments of response of dynamic systems with non-parametric uncertainty:
The maximum entropy principle is applied to the eigenvalues matrix. The first 
two moments of the response are generally calculated with MCS, which is com­
putationally expensive. To avoid MCS, the Wishart matrix modelling the matrix 
of eigenvalues is approximated with a White Wishart matrix. The first two mo­
ments of the response are obtained using numerical integration and results from 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors statistics of random matrix theory in Chapter 5.
• Propagation of combined parametric-nonparametric uncertainty: Two cases 
have been studied. In the first one, both uncertainties affect the same domain. 
The system with parametric uncertainty is discretized as in SFEM. The result­
ing matrix is considered the mean of a non-parametric uncertain system, and a 
Wishart distribution with covariance matrix depending on parametric uncertainty 
is obtained. The first two moments of this system are obtained based on moments 
of the inverse Wishart matrix and SSFEM in Chapter 6. In a second case, each 
kind of uncertainty affects a domain. The system is divided in two subdomains, 
where parametric uncertainty affects one of the subdomains. A KL expansion is 
obtained where the random variables only affect a block diagonal submatrix of 
the system matrix. The maximum entropy principle is applied to the other block 
diagonal submatrix so as to consider the non-parametric uncertainty of a second 
subdomain of the structure. The first two moments of the response are obtained 
in Chapter 6 using MCS for the Wishart submatrix, and domain decomposition
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results and SSFEM for the submatrix with parametric uncertainty.
7.2 Future research
The work carried out in this dissertation can be continued into several research topics:
• The theoretical work carried out in the reduced polynomial chaos method from 
Chapter 2 could be extended to nonlinear problems and time domain problems, 
where other size reduction methods are available from the deterministic cases 
(e.g. POD, snapshots, and other methods described, for example, by Meyer and 
Matthies (2003)).
• The reduced polynomial chaos method was applied in Chapter 2 using Hermite 
polynomials as basis functions, but similar studies could be carried out with other 
basis functions (gPC, multielements, wavelets), and using the collocation method 
instead of Galerkin method to obtain the coefficients of the expansion.
• Pade-Legendre approximations, i.e. ratio of two polynomials, to the response 
of a system with parametric uncertainty have been researched (e.g. Falsone and 
Ferro (2007), Chantrasmi et al. (2009)). It is noted that the results on random 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors from Chapter 3 could be used, together with the 
spectral decomposition of the operator, to obtain a Pade-Legendre approximation 
to the response.
• The methods developed in Chapter 3 to obtain a spectral representation of eigen­
values and eigenvectors cannot deal with mode crossing, mode veering and co­
alescence, described, for example, in Gallina et al. (2011). Spectral methods 
directed to these problems should be researched.
• Combined parametric and non-parametric uncertainty was considered, for the el­
liptic PDE, in Chapter 6. If both uncertainties affect the same domain, this line 
of research could be extended to the dynamic case, either by combining results 
of Chapter 3, on propagation of parametric uncertainty to the eigensolution, with 
results from Chapter 5, on non-parametric uncertainty in dynamic system. For the 
case where each type of uncertainty affects a subdomain of the structure, results
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on domain decomposition for dynamics (Component Mode Synthesis) could be 
applied.
• In subsection 5.3.3, a method to obtain parameters of the mass and stiffness ma­
trices modelled using Wishart matrix was derived. This method used information 
from system eigenvalues. Experiments could be carried out to verify the perfor­
mance of modelling system matrices using the maximum entropy principle.
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